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Abstract

Advancing semiconductor technology is boosting the core count on a single chip to

achieve continuously increasing performance, posing a growing demand for scalable,

efficient and reliable on-chip interconnection. However this advance also makes the

electronics increasingly vulnerable to faults. Inter-core connection is increasingly

provided by Networks-on-Chip (NoCs), typically using conventional synchronous de-

signs. Scaling makes it increasingly hard to avoid problems with clock distribution and

in many chips a single, synchronous domain is inappropriate, anyway.

In place of the well-studied synchronous NoCs, event-driven asynchronous NoCs

have emerged as a promising replacement. Asynchronous NoCs have many promising

advantages over synchronous ones; however, their fault-tolerance has rarely been stud-

ied. Implemented in a Quasi-Delay-Insensitive (QDI) fashion, asynchronous NoCs

can achieve high timing-robustness but show complicated failure scenarios in the pres-

ence of faults and behave differently from synchronous ones, posing a challenge to

asynchronous circuit advocates.

This research studies the impact of different faults on QDI NoC fabrics and presents

thorough and systematic fault-tolerant solutions at the circuit level, providing a holistic,

efficient and resilient interconnection solution for QDI NoCs.

The contributions of this research include: 1) a thorough analysis of fault impact

on QDI NoCs; 2) a Delay-Insensitive Redundant Check (DIRC) coding scheme pro-

tecting QDI links from transient faults; 3) a novel time-out technique detecting the

fault-caused physical-layer deadlock in a QDI NoC (the adaptability of a QDI circuit

to timing variation makes it vulnerable to this kind of deadlock); 4) a fine-grained

recovery technique utilising a Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) implementation

to recover the deadlocked network from a link fault. Both unprotected and protected

QDI NoCs are implemented, along with a fault simulation environment, to provide a

detailed performance and fault-tolerance evaluation of these techniques. The improve-

ments to the NoC operation, together with the costs in circuit overhead and throughput

are enumerated using a typical example of QDI interconnection.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In 1965, Gordon Moore observed that the number of components per chip doubled

roughly every two years [Moo65], which was named Moore’s law and approximately

pertained to the scaling trend of the semiconductor industry in the past decades. The

current semiconductor manufacturing technology used in commercial microproces-

sors has arrived at 22 nm and the transistor count on a single chip has reached bil-

lions [WCB+15]. Table 1.1 lists several state-of-the-art processor designs with bil-

lions of transistors. Targeting on the 10 nm technology node, TSMC has made an

ambitious plan to enter the 7 nm full development in 2018 [TSM14]. This advancing

semiconductor technology continues boosting the performance of processors. How-

ever, purely relying on technology progress to improve processor performance cannot

always satisfy the rapidly increasing computing requirements [Gee05]. As a solution,

manufacturers started building multiple processing cores on a chip to improve the over-

all performance, leading to a multi-core or many-core era.

Multi-core and many-core systems

Since the first general purpose dual-core processor, POWER4, was released by IBM

in 2001 [BBF+01], multi-core techniques have become a trend to improve the perfor-

mance of general-purpose processors and application-specific System-on-Chip (SoC)

designs [Vaj11], resulting in Chip Multi-Processors (CMP) [BDM09] or Multi-Processor

System-on-Chip (MPSoC) [WJM08]. The integrated processing cores do not neces-

sarily run as fast as the highest performing single-core model, but fully utilise the

parallel features of applications and achieve high performance at low energy [Vaj11].
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Table 1.1: Several state-of-the-art multi-core processors

Processor Semiconductor

technology (nm)

Core

count

Die area

(mm2)

Transistor count

(billion)

SPARC T5 [HBC+13] 28 16 – 1.5

Xeon Ivytown [RMA+14] 22 15 – 4.31

Power 8 [FFD+14] 22 12 649 4.2

IBM System x [WCB+15] 22 8 678 4.0

Xeon E5-2600 [BSN+15] 22 18 663.52 5.56

Current mainstream commercial processors or platforms, such as Intel Core i3, i5 and

i7 [Int15], AMD FX, Athlon and Opteron [AMDI15], and processors in Table 1.1 are

all multi-core. As the core count on a chip increases, “multi-core” is progressing to

“many-core” which usually refers to multi-core architectures with ten or more cores.

Representative many-core systems include SpiNNaker MPSoC (18 cores) [FLP+13],

Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor 5110P (60 cores) [Int13] and TILE-Gx100 processor (100

cores) [Ram11]. Figure 1.1 shows the die of the SpiNNaker MPSoC built from 18

ARM cores [FLP+13]. This continuously increasing core counts lead to a growing

demand for scalable and efficient on-chip communication fabrics.

Networks-on-Chip (NoCs)

Conventional communication fabrics include bus and Point-to-Point (P2P) intercon-

nects [KZT05, BDM09, Int09]. Figure 1.2a shows the bus structure where Processing

Elements (PEs) share the same interconnects so that its performance reduces linearly

with the PE count. As the PE count increases, the bus could suffer from constrained

bandwidth, long transmission latency and intolerable heat dissipation [DMB06]. P2P

Figure 1.1: The SpiNNaker MPSoC [FLP+13]
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interconnects can deliver data efficiently. As Figure 1.2b shows, each two PEs have

specialized communication links so that P2P interconnection achieves a high band-

width, but with a price of area and power due to the large number of required pins and

wire resources, which limits its scalability.

As a promising candidate, Network-on-Chip (NoC) was proposed as a trade-off to

support massively parallel communication [DMB06,EJP09]. It tends to structure wires

(Figure 1.2c) so that the average distance between any two PEs – which are usually

Intellectual Property (IP) cores – is shortened [DT01], reducing the average packet

propagation delay and power consumption [BS06]. It facilitates a natural modularity

and supports concurrent communication. Different nodes can communicate through

different paths, increasing the network average bandwidth. Figure 1.2c illustrates a

3×3 mesh NoC, whose area increases linearly with the node count. Compared with

classical interconnection structures, NoC is more efficient in large-scale multi-core or

many-core systems [DT01, BS06, EJP09].

Currently, most NoC designs are built synchronously with one or multiple global

clocks [BM06,AFEH12,CC15], which is well supported by current commercial Elec-

tronic Design Automation (EDA) tools. The shrinking semiconductor geometry makes

circuits more sensitive to process and environmental variations, resulting in delay vari-

ations which may corrupt basic timing requirements and are harmful to synchronous

circuits. In a synchronous system, all signals should comply with the timing constraints

(setup/hold constraints) mandated by the clock signal. As the technology scales, how-

ever, the timing analysis becomes increasingly difficult. The gate delays are known

relatively early in the implementation process (after the synthesis) while the intercon-

nect delays, which are dominating the total circuit delay, can only be modelled when

the chip layout has been performed [Lec14]. Any unsolved timing violations may
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result in the redesign of the circuit. The other challenge residing at the timing is the in-

creasing uncertainty as the process variations become commonplace as the technology

progresses. These uncertainties were expected to add 30% of the total timing budget

to ensure that the manufactured chips works within specification [Nas00,TCL+07]. In

terms of synchronous NoCs, the global clock needs to be distributed over long dis-

tances with little clock skew and jitter, which can be a challenge. It is also a notable

power drain [TSR+98] (it consumes 20% – 50% of total power in synchronous cir-

cuits [PS02, LCYH14] while synchronous NoCs could consume 33% – 36% of total

power [TKM+02,HVS+07,VHR+08]). Thus, reducing or removing the clock network

could save lots of chip dynamic power. It is commonplace that multiple IP cores inte-

grated on a chip run at their own clock frequencies, partitioning the chip into multiple

separate timing domains [BSN+15]. Delivering the global clock across so many tim-

ing domains in a large-scale NoC is increasingly difficult, requiring lots of extra design

effort to implement the synchronization [HBC+13, BSN+15]. Too much synchroniza-

tion could limit the network performance and harm the system robustness [BM06].

The modularity and scalability at the physical level is also increasingly difficult to

achieve [KGGV07]. These factors urge researchers to look at other possible alterna-

tives to replace traditional synchronous circuits.

Asynchronous NoCs

As an alternative, NoCs can be implemented using asynchronous circuits [SF01]. Hav-

ing a history of over 50 years [MB59], asynchronous circuits use handshake proto-

cols rather than global clocks to control the communication between modules, pro-

viding a fundamental solution to problems caused by the clock. Figure 1.3 compares

SoCs constructed using synchronous and asynchronous NoCs. Different from the syn-

chronous system with a clock tree, asynchronous NoC partitions a chip into multi-

ple synchronous islands, leading to a Globally Asynchronous, Locally Synchronous

(GALS) system [MVK+99]. The NoC constructs the asynchronous domain, whose

communication is controlled by (req, ack) handshakes, while the attached synchronous

IPs construct the synchronous domains and run at their own clock frequencies.

Compared with synchronous NoCs, getting rid of the global clock, issues such as

clock skew and high clocking power inherent to the distribution of the clock tree are

alleviated or removed in asynchronous NoCs [DGK09, CBL+10]. Signals switch only

when a request or operation is processed, while unused circuits are not triggered due

to their event-driven nature. As a result, asynchronous NoCs can achieve low dynamic
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Figure 1.3: SoCs constructed using synchronous and asynchronous NoCs

power consumption and near zero-standby power [SF01]. The event-driven, asyn-

chronous NoC could convey data in a speedy and energy-efficient fashion [CBL+10].

The division of the whole chip into independent synchronous domains naturally en-

ables individual frequency/voltage control and simplifies the chip-level timing clo-

sure [KGGV07,BCMV08], providing an efficient support for heterogeneous networks.

The isolated timing domains and simple handshake interfaces provide good support

for design reuse and modularity. Some classes of asynchronous circuits, such as the

Quasi-Delay-Insensitive (QDI) circuits [SF01], which relax timing constraints on gate

and wire delays are inherently timing-robust. Though variations of supply voltage,

temperature and fabrication process parameters have increasing impact on sub-micron

designs and often cause delay variations [LPP08], a QDI asynchronous NoC can toler-

ate these gate or wire delays, which is attractive for large-scale multi-core systems.

Fault-tolerant asynchronous NoCs

The advancing semiconductor technology on the one hand boosts the chip performance

improvement and permits more processing cores to be integrated. On the other hand,

accompanied with the shrinking device dimensions, factors like the lowering power

voltage, the increasing clock frequency and the growing density of chip all have a

negative impact on the chip reliability [Bor05].

In the deep sub-micron era, variations in manufacturing and operating conditions

have a proportionately greater effect than before. Shrinking transistor dimensions

means that variations in manufacturing such as dopant levels and crystal boundaries in-

fluence transistor and wire properties with time [Bor05]; growing chip density results

in a high heat flux across the die, creating hot spots with a high temperature, which

affects the circuit performance and accelerates the device ageing process; reducing
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supplying voltage gives greater susceptibility to various noise sources [Con03,Bor05];

increasing clock frequency increases the chance that noise creates faults on the cir-

cuit. As a result, the sensitivity of electronic devices to environmental variations is

significantly increased and the device ageing process is accelerated. It has been re-

ported that the mean values of Soft Error Rate (SER) of three circuits under a 40 nm

process are 2.2E-4 FIT, 4.7E-4 FIT and 1.2E-4 FIT respectively (1 FIT = 1 Fail per

1E9 Hours) [YYL+12]. The 24 MByte of Level 3 Cache in an Intel Processor encoun-

tered 0.2∼2 errors per year under the SER of 1E-4∼1E-3 FIT/bit [Sla11]. A SER in

the order of 1E-3 FIT/bit has also been observed on the Altitude SEE Test European

Platform [AMM+15]. It was predicted that the SER per logic state bit could increase

8% in each technology generation [HKM+03]. The SER in SRAMs would increase

6∼7× from 130 nm to 22 nm process [ITY+10]. In 65 nm technology, the radiation

can cause a 6.45× increase in SER when the supply voltage decreases from 1.0 V to

0.33 V [PCC+14]. It is believed that both the SER and the ageing speed would increase

as the technology continues scaling [Con03, Bor05, GGC+13, NCL+15]. Authors dis-

agree on the absolute number of faults in particular circuits on particular processes, but

all agree that the trend is for them to increase as processes shrink. Electronic systems

are more susceptible to faults [Bau01], including transient, intermittent and perma-

nent faults depending their properties [Muk08]. The 2015 ITRS takes reliability as

one main challenge faced by the next generation electronics and stresses the impor-

tance of a runtime protection [Bot15]. Thus, fault-tolerance has become an essential

design objective for critical digital systems, especially in highly specialized fields such

as aerospace, military and medical equipment.

The fault-tolerance of synchronous NoCs has been extensively studied. Faults typ-

ically cause data errors (or packet loss) which can be detected and corrected during

several clock cycles. A clock signal provides a timing reference for error detection

and correction. Detecting the error or packet loss, a retransmission can be requested

to obtain the right packet [Sor09]. However, in an asynchronous NoC, there is no such

timing reference. The QDI implementations are robust to timing variations, but not

to faults. A fault may pollute a transmitting packet, corrupt the handshake protocol

and disrupt the normal data flow, which is a new challenge faced by asynchronous

circuit designers. A single fault could even break the handshake protocol and re-

sults in a fault-caused physical-layer deadlock. This deadlock is different from the

well-known network-layer one due to the cyclic dependence of multiple packet trans-

missions [DS87, DT03]. Most conventional fault-tolerant or deadlock management
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techniques for synchronous NoCs cannot work in a deadlocked state.

The fault-tolerance of asynchronous NoCs has not been thoroughly studied. Var-

ious styles of asynchronous NoCs have been proposed but rarely do they have fault-

tolerance capabilities [BF02, FF04, SG08, BS06, DGK09, PMMC11]. Therefore, pro-

viding fault-tolerant asynchronous NoCs is an imminent and game-changing technol-

ogy, which will enable the usefulness of asynchronous NoCs in the many-core era.

1.2 Problem description

Networks-on-Chip (NoC) is a promising infrastructure to support on-chip communica-

tion of large-scale multi-core systems due to its efficient and scalable feature [DT01].

Most existing NoCs are built synchronously with a global clock. As the network scales,

they may be restricted by problems within the distributed clock tree. As an alternative,

NoCs can be implemented using asynchronous circuits controlled by handshake pro-

tocols [SF01]. The resulting asynchronous NoC achieves many attractive features and

is free from the heavy burden of a global clock.

In the deep sub-micron era, operating conditions of digital systems can vary, pos-

ing a reliability challenge to critical electronics. Electronic devices become suscep-

tible to timing errors due to delay variations and logic faults where the logic levels

of signals are corrupted [Con03]. Quasi-Delay-Insensitive (QDI) NoCs are naturally

timing-robust so that delay variations can be tolerated. However, the fault-tolerance

of asynchronous NoCs, especially the QDI ones, has not been fully studied compared

with synchronous ones. Most existing asynchronous NoCs lack fault-tolerance capa-

bility, making them susceptible to faults.

Faults can be classified into transient, intermittent and permanent depending on

their duration [Con03]. Transient faults usually last for a short time and behave as

positive or negative glitches (“0→1→0” or “1→0→1”) [Bau01, KH04]. Permanent

faults will influence the victim gates or wires forever. Most permanent faults can be

modelled as “stuck-at” faults [AAA87, MMC15], where the logic level of a net is

always “0” or “1”. Intermittent faults usually happen as an early manifestation of

permanent ones with the ageing process [Con03]. They can appear as either transient

or permanent during error detection or correction.

In the presence of faults, QDI NoCs behave differently from synchronous ones. A

fundamental difference between synchronous and QDI circuits is the timing reference

of transmitting data symbols.
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• In synchronous circuits, a data symbol typically has a constant time per bit which

can be agreed – and maintained for a known time – between the transmitter and

the receiver. Corruption of the transmission will therefore affect a known number

of bits. Thus faults on a synchronous NoC may corrupt transmitting data packets,

leading the packet to a wrong destination, resulting in packet loss or causing data

errors, but the erroneous data symbol or faulty behaviour can be easily detected

and further corrected or recovered.

• In QDI asynchronous circuits, there is no such timing reference, so that faults can

insert, or possibly delete symbols as well as corrupt them. Managing these faulty

cases represents a new challenge faced by QDI NoCs. Besides, it is obvious that

a permanent fault will stall the handshake and cause a physical-level deadlock.

Its detection and recovery has not been thoroughly studied in a NoC backbone.

More seriously, a transient fault can not only cause data errors, but also deadlock

a QDI NoC, which has been neglected by the asynchronous community. These

all increase the challenge of fault detection and recovery in QDI NoCs.

Deadlock is fatal to a NoC without any management mechanisms [DS87]. It can

reduce the network performance, paralyse its function and eventually cause the chip to

be discarded. The well-known network-layer deadlock due to the cyclic dependence

of packets or restricted routings [DT03] can happen in all NoCs. Figure 1.4a shows

an example where four packets hold and request network resources in a cyclic fashion,

which is a network-layer deadlock. It can be resolved by using specific turn models
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or providing extra escape channels [DT03]. This network-layer deadlock is common

in all NoCs and not the point of this research. In QDI NoCs, a fault may break the

handshake protocol, resulting in a physical-layer deadlock, which is particular to QDI

NoCs. Taking a simple (req, ack) handshake process for example, if the sender sends

out a request to the receiver but without getting acknowledged, in a QDI circuit which

is immune to delay variations, the sender does not know whether this is caused by a

fault or a delay, so it keeps waiting for the lost ack, resulting a physical-layer deadlock.

Figure 1.4b illustrates a faulty case that a fault on a transmitting packet deadlocks the

reserved data path in the network. Note that it is the adaptability of a QDI circuit to

timing variations that makes it more vulnerable to this kind of deadlock-type faults.

This physical-level deadlock cannot be easily resolved by higher level techniques for

network-level ones.

The management of a fault-caused physical-level deadlock in QDI NoCs can be

divided into deadlock detection and recovery. Since there is no data transmission and

no further error history can be collected, it is difficult to detect and locate the fault

in the deadlocked state. If both transient and permanent faults are considered, the

fault type should be diagnosed first so that different methods can be used to recover

the network. The other difficulty during the detection phase is differentiating the fault-

caused physical-layer deadlock from the network-level one and the network congestion

(packet transmission is stalled in relevant paths). In the recovery phase, the deadlock

should be removed and the blocked, fault-free network resources should be released.

The management of this physical-level deadlock represent a new challenge faced by

QDI NoCs.

In the deep sub-micron era where reliability becomes one of the most critical chal-

lenges for digital systems, keeping the critical or ultra-expensive systems working is

important even with some performance loss, posing a demand for fault-tolerant QDI

asynchronous NoCs. Conventional fault-tolerant techniques for synchronous circuits

or NoCs cannot easily be migrated to QDI NoCs. This research studies fault-tolerant

techniques for QDI asynchronous NoCs and proposes mechanisms which allow recov-

ery from various fault scenarios.

1.3 Research objectives

The overall objective of this research is to study the impact of different faults, includ-

ing transient and permanent ones, on QDI NoCs and propose thorough and systematic
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fault-tolerant solutions to protect QDI NoCs, providing a holistic, efficient and resilient

interconnection solution. The achieved fault-tolerance capability and the incurred per-

formance and hardware overhead are two main evaluation factors.

Protecting QDI links

A large-scale NoC may contain a large number of long link wires, which are com-

mon in large-scale Systems-on-Chip (SoCs). Exposed to the external environment,

they can be easily affected by various noise or fault sources and become the victim of

timing variations or transient faults [BS09]. These chip-level long interconnects can

be implemented as QDI pipelines to achieve high bandwidth and timing-robustness.

However, in a QDI system, a transient fault can be accepted as a valid signal, insert-

ing, deleting or corrupting a data symbol. Fault-tolerant codes have been widely used

to protect on-chip communication [Sor09]. Codes also perform an important role in

QDI circuits where Delay-Insensitive (DI) codes are used to build data symbols to

encode the timing information. Most existing state-of-the-art fault-tolerant codes pro-

posed for asynchronous circuits either corrupt the timing-robustness feature of QDI

circuits or result in large area and speed overhead. This research presents a novel

Delay-Insensitive Redundant Coding (DIRC) scheme to protect QDI communication

from transient faults, which can be easily migrated to existing DI or QDI interconnects

without destroying their intrinsic timing-robustness. The protected QDI links can be

constructed flexibly to satisfy various fault-tolerance requirement, with a moderate and

reasonable hardware overhead.

Detecting fault-caused deadlocks

Both permanent and transient faults could break the handshake process in QDI NoCs,

resulting a physical-layer deadlock, which is more serious to the system function than

data errors and needs to be resolved. The management of this fault-caused physical-

layer deadlock is significantly important to prolong the chip life, which has barely been

studied. It includes two phases: deadlock detection and recovery.

Detection of a fault-caused physical-level deadlock is difficult in a QDI NoC since

in a deadlocked state, error syndromes for fault analysis cannot be easily collected and

locating a specific defective wire or gate is difficult. The ideal situation is that the faulty

component can be precisely located so that a recovery method can be further used

to bypass or replace it and recover the network function. Therefore, an efficient and

flexible detection method is necessary. It should be able to not only precisely locate the
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fault in the QDI NoC, but differentiate the fault-caused physical-level deadlock from

other similar network scenarios, including the upper network-layer deadlock and the

network congestion. When both transient and permanent are considered, an accurate

model is needed to differentiate deadlocks caused by different faults, so as to enable

the fault diagnosis. The proposed techniques should be able to detect, diagnose and

locate the fault as long as the fault deadlocks the network.

Recovering the NoC from fault-caused deadlocks

As the fault position has been located, the next step is to recover the network func-

tion according to the deadlocked state of the handshake (4-phase, 1-of-n in this re-

search [SF01], which was used in many state-of-the-art NoC designs [BF02, FF04,

TVC10, SE11b]) and the network protocol (wormhole switching [DT03]). Figure 1.4b

shows one possible deadlock case that a fault deadlocks a reserved long packet path,

containing the faulty link, and other healthy network sources. A direct system reboot

can remove this deadlock temporarily, but it is expensive and cannot deal with the

deadlock caused by permanent faults. Thus, a fine-grained recovery strategy is neces-

sary to remove the deadlock and isolate the faulty component (which is the inter-router

link in this research). The recovery contains two main processes: (1) deadlock re-

moval, which recovers the stalled packet flow in the deadlocked packet path, releasing

blocked healthy network resources and eliminating the deadlock; (2) faulty link isola-

tion: instead of using upper network-layer methods such as fault-tolerant routings to

detour the faulty link, this research proposes a fine-grained recovery technique at the

lower physical layer to isolate the faulty component and restore the network function.

Upper layer recovery techniques can further be used to improve the network perfor-

mance after the loss of the faulty component. When transient and intermittent faults

deadlock the network, the isolated link should be resumed.

1.4 Research contributions

The following contributions have been made by this research:

• A fault model systematically analysing the impact of different faults on 4-phase,

1-of-n QDI pipelines, especially the fault-caused physical-layer deadlocks.

• A new Delay-Insensitive Redundant Check (DIRC) coding scheme protecting

4-phase, 1-of-n QDI links from transient faults.
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– It tolerates all 1-bit and some multi-bit transient faults on QDI intercon-

nects. DIRC coding scheme can be easily migrated to the existing DI or

QDI interconnects without destroying their intrinsic timing-robustness.

– DIRC pipeline can be constructed flexibly to satisfy the various fault-tolerance

requirement in practical designs, with a moderate and reasonable hardware

and performance overhead. Besides data wires protected by DIRC, wires

carrying acknowledgement signals for the handshake are also protected.

• A new deadlock detection mechanism detecting the fault-caused physical-layer

deadlock and locating the fault position precisely.

– Fault detection can be translated to the detection of physical-layer dead-

locks. As long as a QDI pipeline or QDI NoC is deadlocked by a fault, it

can be detected with little overhead.

– This detection mechanism can differentiate the fault-caused physical-layer

deadlock from the network-level one and network congestion.

– The type of faults that cause physical-level deadlocks can mostly be diag-

nosed when different faults are considered.

• A fine-grained network recovery strategy recovering QDI NoCs from physical-

level deadlocks, including deadlock removal and faulty component isolation.

– Drain&Release technique can release fault-free network resources which

were deadlocked previously due to the fault, removing the deadlock.

– Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) is employed to implement the QDI

NoC where each inter-router link is physically divided into multiple inde-

pendent sub-links. Isolating the defective sub-link, the other healthy ones

can still be used to transmit packets, providing an efficient network recov-

ery with low hardware overhead and graceful performance degradation.

– For deadlocks caused by transient or intermittent faults, the isolated sub-

links can be resumed to use after the fault disappears.

1.5 Thesis organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
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• Chapter 2 introduces fundamental concepts of asynchronous circuits and Networks-

on-Chip (NoCs), and presents the state-of-the-art asynchronous NoCs

• Chapter 3 introduces different fault types and sources and briefly demonstrates

existing fault-tolerant techniques. 4-phase, 1-of-n QDI pipelines are modelled

to analyse the impact of different faults, especially the deadlock effect, which is

the basis of all the fault-tolerant techniques proposed in this research.

• Chapter 4 presents the Delay-Insensitive Redundant Coding (DIRC) scheme to

protect QDI links from transient faults. Detailed experimental results are given.

• Chapter 5 presents a new time-out deadlock detection technique which can detect

the fault and locate its position precisely if the fault has caused a physical-level

deadlock. A fault diagnosis method is presented to determine the fault type when

both transient and permanent faults are considered.

• Chapter 6 presents fine-grained network recovery techniques, including Drain &

Release mechanisms to remove the deadlock and release blocked fault-free net-

work resources, and the Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) router design with

which the faulty component – which is the inter-router sub-link in the imple-

mented NoC – is isolated from the network. For deadlocks caused by transient

faults, the isolated sub-link is healthy, which will be resumed after the recovery.

• Chapter 7 presents the design of the baseline QDI router and a fault simulation

environment. Detailed experimental results of protected and unprotected routers

or NoCs are given to evaluate the proposed fault-tolerant techniques.

• Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and presents the future work.

• Appendix A presents the implementation of several basic asynchronous cells.

• Appendix B presents the latency and area analytical models evaluating the pro-

posed DIRC codes in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2

Asynchronous circuits and

Networks-on-Chip

Advancing semiconductor technology boosts the scale of digital systems. Traditional

synchronous circuits still dominate current mainstream computing systems, but face

increasing difficulties with the growing clock tree. The technology for synchronous

circuits is mature at some scales, but less so over contemporary System-on-Chip (SoC).

Under the control of handshake protocols rather than the global clock, an event-driven,

asynchronous circuit has many potential advantages over its synchronous counterpart,

such as better modularity and lower dynamic power consumption. Problems inherent

to the global clock distribution are removed or alleviated. In a severe environment with

Process-Voltage-Temperature (PVT) variations, synchronous circuits are susceptible to

timing errors. Quasi-Delay-Insensitive (QDI) circuits, which are one class of timing-

robust asynchronous circuits, are promising for designs requiring high reliability.

Meanwhile, the scaling of semiconductor technology allows more Intellectual Prop-

erty (IP) cores to be integrated, leading to a multi-core era when on-chip communica-

tion becomes the main bottleneck limiting the chip’s performance. Networks-on-Chip

(NoCs) have been proposed to effectively support on-chip communication in large-

scale multi-core systems. Asynchronous NoCs could provide scalable and efficient

communication with attractive features, which are especially promising as the network

scales. The timing-robust QDI NoC is the study object of this research.

This chapter reviews fundamental concepts in asynchronous circuit designs and

NoCs and presents the state-of-the-art asynchronous NoC designs.

29
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2.1 Asynchronous circuit design

2.1.1 Introduction

Asynchronous circuits have a history of over 50 years [MB59]. ITRS [ITR11] predicts

that, by 2025, the percentage of asynchronous circuits on a design will rise to 52%.

Different from synchronous ones governed by one or several global clocks that provide

a notion of time, asynchronous circuits are event-driven and use handshake protocols

rather than clocks to drive different modules. The state of an asynchronous circuit

changes once a request or an operation is processed, without regard to the clock pulse

in synchronous circuits. Asynchronous circuit design provides a fundamental solution

to problems caused by the clock, achieving promising benefits:

• Low dynamic power consumption: Simplistically, a synchronous circuit switches

continuously. In particular, the widespread clock network is responsible for sig-

nificant dynamic power dissipation. Nowadays this is typically addressed by

clock gating – at some granularity – and, sometimes, by frequency adjustment.

In asynchronous circuits, signals switch only when a request or operation is pro-

cessed, while unused circuits are not triggered due to their event-driven nature.

As a result, asynchronous circuits can achieve low dynamic power consump-

tion due to this “fine-grained” clock gating mechanism and near zero-standby

power [SF01].

• Support for heterogeneous networks: A Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MP-

SoC) can be heterogeneous, interconnected using a Network-on-Chip (NoC)

[EJP09], where network nodes are Intellectual Property (IP) cores running at dif-

ferent clock frequencies and working voltages, complicating the network struc-

ture and making chip-level timing closure difficult. In asynchronous circuits,

different IP cores can be easily integrated through simple handshake-based in-

terfaces, providing good support for modularity and design-reuse. An asyn-

chronous network partitions the chip into islands, enables individual frequen-

cy/voltage control and simplifies the chip timing closure [KGGV07, BCMV08].

• Timing Robustness: The variations of supply voltage, temperature and fabrica-

tion process parameters have an increasing impact on sub-micron designs and

often cause delay variations [LPP08]. Some classes of asynchronous circuits

relax constraints on gate and wire delays, which are timing-robust and could

naturally tolerate these delay variations [SF01].
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• Reduction of Electromagnetic Interference (EMI): The clock is a strong noise

source in synchronous circuits, which could cause EMI, possibly resulting signal

delay variations and even bit-flips. EMI especially threatens the data transmis-

sion on chip-level long, parallel interconnects. Without a global clock, switching

activities in asynchronous circuits are relatively randomly distributed in time, re-

ducing the amplitude of electromagnetic interference [PDF+98, KGGV07], de-

creasing the possibility of incorrect bit-flips.

Considering additional, complicated circuits controlling the handshake process,

asynchronous circuits usually have drawbacks in area and speed in practical designs.

The possible area overhead may increase static power loss, which has become a ma-

jor contributor to power consumption in nanoscale technologies due to leakage cur-

rents. This static power consumption can be reduced by adding power gating cir-

cuits [OTM10] or using leakage control techniques [HB13]. Furthermore the lack of

mature Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools and design methodology deters the

wide use of asynchronous designs in commercial fields [SF01].

2.1.2 Circuit classification and QDI circuits

According to different timing assumptions at the gate level, asynchronous circuits

can be designed in different styles or delay models [SF01], among which Delay-

Insensitive (DI) and Quasi-Delay-Insensitive (QDI) circuits are attractive to designers

due to their timing-robust nature. DI circuits assume that both the delays of gates and

wires are arbitrary and positive so that the logic function of the circuit is independent

of delays, making DI circuits extremely robust. According to this definition, only C-

elements [SF01] and inverters can be used to make a circuit DI, making it impractical

to implement complicated functions [Mar90, SF01]. Most claimed DI circuits in the

literature are QDI in reality [SF01]. QDI circuits emerge as a timing relaxation of
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Figure 2.1: A circuit model with gate and wire forks [SF01]
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Figure 2.2: Muller C-elements

DI circuits. They loosen the constraint on wire delays, which allows isochronic wire

forks [SF01]. In other words, QDI circuits work correctly if the delays of forking wires

are “identical” (d2=d3 in Figure 2.1). Isochronic forks are often found in gate-level

implementations of basic blocks where designers can control the wire delays. This

assumption makes QDI circuits more widely used in practical asynchronous designs

than DI ones.

Besides, there are Speed-Independent (SI) circuits, which assume that gates have

arbitrary, positive and bounded delays while all wire delays are zero (d1=d2=d3=0

in Figure 2.1). This timing assumption is not realistic in deep sub-micron process

because the wire delays may be longer than the gate delay. Only if wire delays are

negligible compared with delays of the connected gates, can they be lumped into gate

delays to make the circuit SI, reducing their robustness to timing variations. Self-

timed circuits rely on more elaborate and/or engineering timing assumptions of gates

and wires, compromising their tolerance to delay variations. The worst-case timing

analysis and matched delay elements are usually employed to help self-timed circuits

satisfy the rigorous timing requirements [SF01].

Among these asynchronous circuits, the QDI one is extremely attractive since it

is relatively easy to implement in real circuits and has a timing-robust nature [SF01].

It was preferred in many existing circuit designs, including long point-to-point on-

chip interconnects and NoCs [BF02, BTEF03, LM04, JM05, CBL+10, SE10a]. This

research uses QDI circuits as the backbone of NoC implementations to study their

fault-tolerance.

2.1.3 Basic asynchronous elements

In addition to basic logic gates like AND, OR, NOT, etc. and latches, asynchronous

circuits commonly use some extra basic elements. The most common one is the Muller

C-element [MB59, SF01], also known as a C-element or C-gate. It is a fundamental
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Figure 2.4: Mutex Exclusion (ME) element [SF01]

control and state-holding element that has been extensively used. Figure 2.2 shows

symbols of 2-input C-elements and their logic functions, where a and b are two inputs;

C is the output. Figure 2.2a presents the symmetric C-element where the set or reset of

the output is decided by both its inputs. It outputs ‘1’ (or ‘0’) when both of inputs are

‘1’s (or ‘0’s), which is a set (or reset) operation. Otherwise, if its inputs are different,

the output will keep its state. Asymmetric C-elements are specialised C-elements,

where some inputs affect either the set or the reset operation but not both. Figure 2.2b

and 2.2c gives two examples of asymmetric C-elements with a plus and minus input

respectively. A C-element can be used as an asynchronous latch to store data or an

event synchronizer to synchronize two input events [Sut89]. Both the symmetric and

the asymmetric C-elements are widely used in asynchronous circuits.

Built from C-elements and inverters, Figure 2.3 illustrates a simple Muller pipeline,

whose communication is controlled by handshake pairs (req, ack) [SF01]. All C-

elements are initialized to ‘0’s at the beginning. The output of a C-element acts as

both the request to its successor and the acknowledge to its predecessor. A C-element

will propagate ‘1’ (or ‘0’) from its previous pipeline stage to its successor only when

its successor outputs ‘0’ (or ‘1’). The Muller pipeline is a backbone for most existing

asynchronous pipelines. It can work correctly regardless of delays in gates and wires,

showing an attractive QDI feature.

The Mutex Exclusion (ME) element [SF01] is another important asynchronous

cell. Figure 2.4 presents its symbol and one possible implementation [SF01]. It reads
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two requests and grants the one arriving first. If they arrive at the same time, the ME

may enter a metastable state before making an arbitrating decision. As the timing is

flexible, a filter (Figure 2.4b) can detect metastability and delay any decision until it has

resolved. MEs have been widely used in arbitration models of existing asynchronous

designs [BKY00, BF02, Kin07, GSX+09, SE11b].

The above basic asynchronous elements are implemented using standard cells in

this research. Implementation details are introduced in Appendix A.

2.1.4 Handshake protocols

In asynchronous circuits, to start a transfer of data, the initiator asserts a request (req)

action while the target responds with an acknowledge (ack) (Figure 2.5). The trans-

ferring path comprising multiple wires is termed a channel. The device delivering the

data onto the channel is a sender while the other end is the receiver. If the initiator

is putting the data onto the channel, the channel is a push one (Figure 2.5a); other-

wise, if the initiator acts as a receiver, it is a pull channel (Figure 2.5b) [Bai00]. Both

asynchronous channels are controlled by handshake protocols.

Asynchronous handshake protocols can be classified as 4-phase and 2-phase [SF01].

4-phase (or return-to-zero) protocols are level-triggered where a reset or return-to-zero

phase is always required after transmitting a valid data symbol (i.e. the set phase),

as Figure 2.6a shows (the request information is implicated in the transmitting data).

Initiator

(Sender)

Target

(Receiver)

req

ack

Data

(a) A push channel

Initiator

(Receiver)

Target

(Sender)

req

ack

Data

(b) A pull channel

Figure 2.5: Channel models of asynchronous circuits
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Figure 2.6: Handshake protocols for an asynchronous push channel
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Figure 2.6b illustrates the edge-triggered 2-phase (or non-return-to-zero) protocols

where each transition of the acknowledge signal starts a new data transmission. In 4-

phase asynchronous pipelines, valid data symbols are separated by spacers (or NULL)

while under 2-phase handshake protocols, data symbols are transmitted consecutively.

Compared with 4-phase protocols, 2-phase protocols avoid the reset phase and

only need half the number of transitions of 4-phase signalling to transmit a single

data symbol, achieving an advantage from power and speed views. However, to be

aware of the current and previous circuit states, 2-phase protocols require more com-

plex and larger circuit implementation than 4-phase ones. Consequently, 4-phase

handshake protocols are more widely used for the sake of implementation simplic-

ity [BF02, FF04, BS05, SG08, DGK09, TVC10, AN10, PMMC11, PCD+11, SE11b].

This research studies fault-tolerance techniques to protect general QDI asynchronous

NoCs. 4-phase handshake protocol is used to implement all QDI circuits and NoCs.

2.1.5 Data encodings

Like handshake protocols, data encoding is an important concept in asynchronous de-

signs. It is closely relevant to delay models (DI, QDI, SI or self-timed) and has a

significant impact on the circuit area, speed and energy efficiency. Besides, codes play

an important role in fault-tolerance field [Sor09]. According to the timing assump-

tions of asynchronous circuits, data encodings can be classified into Delay-Insensitive

(DI) [Ver88] and non-Delay-Insensitive (non-DI) ones.

Non-Delay-Insensitive codes

As the simplest non-DI codes, bundled-data codes [Bai00], also known as single-rail

codes, use one wire for each bit of information; they are common in “traditional”
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Figure 2.7: Bundled-data pipeline
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synchronous circuits. Figure 2.7 illustrates a 4-phase bundled-data pipeline, which

comprises a control path and a data path. The control path is a 1-bit wide Muller

pipeline generating enable signals to trigger the latches of the data path, while the

data path is a data pipeline where latches are separated by combinational circuits. To

ensure that the triggered latches always receive stable data, delay elements are inserted

between adjacent pipeline stages of the control path to match the maximum delay of

the corresponding computational circuits in the data path.

Bundled-data encoding has high coding efficiency compared with the others. How-

ever, relying on timing assumptions within the delay element in the control path,

bundled-data circuits are not timing-robust. It is possible to make the control delays

vary according to the data being processed, with techniques such as speculation com-

pletion [Now96] or delay selection [SF01] which further complicate the timing model.

Delay-Insensitive codes

In DI or QDI circuits, data bits from a sender may arrive at the receiver at any time

and in any order, reflecting the timing-robustness of these circuits. One of the crucial

issues for this communication is to detect whether all data bits have arrived at the

receiver or not [CH01]. Since there is no clock in DI or QDI circuits, the transmitting

data should have implicit timing information. Therefore, DI codes are used in these

timing-robust circuits. In DI codes, the data validity information is encoded with the

data (Figure 2.6), making it possible to determine whether an entire data symbol has

been received or not. Extensively used DI codes are 1-of-n and m-of-n codes.

• 1-of-n (n ≥ 2)

Different from an n-bit wide binary code which can represent 2n symbols, a 1-

of-n code occupies n wires and provides n valid data symbols (which have one

bit ‘1’) plus a spacer (or NULL, which are all ‘0’s). Spacers do not represent

any data information. They are used to separate two adjacent data symbols if 4-

phase handshake protocol is employed. Therefore, a 1-of-n channel can deliver

log2 n bits. For each transfer of a 1-of-n code, only one of the n wires is asserted.

Figure 2.8a and 2.8b illustrate 1-of-2 (or dual-rail) and 1-of-4 codes, which are

two extensively used 1-of-n codes.

• m-of-n (2 ≤ m < n)

The m-of-n codes are a superset of 1-of-n codes but usually refer to cases of

m ≥ 2. By driving m of the total n wires high for each transfer, m-of-n codes
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1-of-2 Codes Binary

01 00

10 01

00 NULL (Spacer)

(a) 1-of-2 codes

1-of-4 Codes Binary

0001 00

0010 01

0100 10

1000 11

0000 NULL (Spacer)

(b) 1-of-4 codes

Figure 2.8: 1-of-n codes

Table 2.1: Incomplete 2-of-7 codes

2-of-7 Codes Binary 2-of-7 Codes Binary

100 0001 1100 001 0001 0100

100 0010 1101 001 0010 0101

100 0100 1110 001 0100 0110

100 1000 1111 001 1000 0111

010 0001 1000 000 1001 0010

010 0010 1001 000 1010 0011

010 0100 1010 000 0101 0000

010 1000 1011 000 0110 0001

unused symbols 000 1100 000 0011 011 0000

101 0000 110 0000

can represent Cm
n valid symbols and show comparably higher coding efficiency

than 1-of-n codes. Since the implementation overhead incurred by encoding,

decoding and completion detection of m-of-n codes can be high, incomplete m-

of-n codes constructed from groups of smaller m-of-n and 1-of-n codes were

proposed to reduce the overhead [BTEF03]. Table 2.1 depicts the incomplete

2-of-7 codes where 5 out of the 21 codewords are unused.

• Other non-return-to-zero encodings

Besides 1-of-n and m-of-n codes which can be used in both 2-phase and 4-

phase asynchronous circuits, a Level-Encoded Dual-Rail (LEDR) signalling (Ta-

ble 2.2) [DWD91] has been proposed which is a DI encoding scheme specially

used in 2-phase circuits since no return-to-zero phase is required. It encodes two

wires or rails – {data, parity} – the data rail holding the real bit value and the

parity rail indicates the phase by its parity relative to the data rail. The encod-

ing alternates between two phases strictly – the even and odd phase. Therefore,
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Table 2.2: LEDR codes

Phase {Data, Parity} Binary

Even {00} 0

{11} 1

Odd {10} 1

{01} 0

Table 2.3: Comparison between several common data encodings

Codes DI M Code rate (R) Transitions/bit

/transaction

Bundled data No 2 1 0.5

1-of-2 Yes 2 0.5 2

1-of-4 Yes 4 0.5 1

2-of-4 Yes 6 0.65 1.5

3-of-6 Yes 20 0.72 1.4

Incomplete 3-of-6 Yes 16 0.67 1.5

2-of-7 Yes 21 0.63 0.9

Incomplete 2-of-7 Yes 16 0.57 1

the encoding of bit ‘1’ is “10” in odd phase and “11” in even phase while the

encoding of bit ‘0’ is “01” in odd phase and “00” in even phase. Another im-

proved Level-Encoded Transition signalling (LETS) [MAMN08] was also pro-

posed whose details are omitted here.

Comparison of common data encodings

Table 2.3 compares several data encodings which are commonly used in asynchronous

communications. Since this research uses the simple 4-phase handshake protocol, 2-

phase encodings [DWD91, MAMN08] are not listed. Code rate and the number of

transitions per bit per transaction are two important evaluation metrics.

The code rate (R) is used to measure the coding efficiency [Ver88], as shown

in (2.1), where n is the length of a codeword or the number of occupied wires; M

is the number of valid code words and it equals to n for 1-of-n codes and
(

n
m

)

for

complete m-of-n codes.

R =
log2M

n
(2.1)
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The average number of transitions per bit per transaction (T) is another important met-

ric to evaluate the dynamic energy cost of the code transition. Under the 4-phase

protocol, a channel initialized with a spacer (all ‘0’s) needs two transitions (a rising

transition at the set phase and a falling one at the reset) to transmit each ‘1’ bit [AN12].

The calculation of the transition number T for m-of-n codes is presented in (2.2)

T =
2m

log2M
(2.2)

As an example, the 1-of-2 and 1-of-4 codes with an identical code rate (R=0.5) both

need two transitions to transmit the hot bit, which, however, carries one-bit and two-bit

data respectively. Therefore, the average number of transitions per bit per transaction

of 1-of-4 codes is half of the number of 1-of-2 codes, indicating 1-of-4 codes are more

energy efficient than 1-of-2 codes. It can be found from Table 2.3 that m-of-n codes

(m≥2) usually have a higher code rate than 1-of-n codes, but fewer transitions per bit

per transaction than 1-of-2 codes, reflecting their coding and energy efficiency. How-

ever, m-of-n codes may bring a large encoding, decoding and completion detection

(Section 2.1.6) overhead in practical implementations [BTEF03]. Considering these

metrics and the design cost, 1-of-4 appears to be a promising encoding [MAMN08],

which is used with the 4-phase handshake protocol in the implemented QDI NoCs

(Chapter 7).

2.1.6 Completion detector and QDI pipeline model

In DI or QDI circuits, without the clock signal as the timing reference, a Completion

Detector (CD) is required at the receiver to determine whether a valid code word has

arrived or not [SF01]. The timing information is implicit in transmitting DI codes (so

that no extra request signals are needed as Figure 2.5 shows).

Figure 2.9 illustrates the implementation of CDs for 1-of-2 and 1-of-4 channels to

detect a 4-bit binary datum. A 2-input C-element tree is used to construct a multi-

input C-element. To deliver the same width binary data the completion detection tree

is one level deeper for 1-of-2 codes than for 1-of-4 codes. Figure 2.10 shows CDs

for complete 2-of-4 codes and incomplete 2-of-7 codes (Table 2.1), which reflects that

omitting some codewords in m-of-n encodings may save a lot of logic in CDs. The

encoding and decoding cost of m-of-n codes at the sender and receiver is usually much

larger than for 1-of-n codes [BTEF03]. The ease of completion detection and simple

encoding/decoding provide the main advantage of 1-of-n codes over the others.
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Figure 2.9: Completion Detectors for 1-of-n codes
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Figure 2.10: Completion Detectors for m-of-n codes

This thesis uses 4-phase, 1-of-n as the basic asynchronous protocol. Data is en-

coded as DI codes which may contain one or multiple parallel 1-of-n symbols. A data

word with N 1-of-n symbols can be classified into the following three sets:

• Spacer: all N symbols are spacers (all ‘0’s).

• Incomplete data: this is the intermediate state between a spacer and a complete

data word where some of the N symbols are 1-of-n while the others are spacers.

• Complete data: all N symbols are 1-of-n symbols.

Figure 2.11 shows the normal state transition of the transmitting data under the

4-phase handshake protocol. The data word in a pipeline stage experiences a “spacer

→ incomplete data → complete data → incomplete data → spacer” process. Cor-

responding to the data, a data channel may comprise one or more 1-of-n channels,

each of which is responsible for transferring a 1-of-n codeword. As an example, Fig-

ure 2.12 shows a basic 4-phase, 1-of-n QDI pipeline with N parallel 1-of-n channels.
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Figure 2.11: State transitions of a 4-phase QDI pipeline stage
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Figure 2.12: A 4-phase 1-of-n QDI pipeline

Each channel contain n data wires. To latch incoming data, each pipeline stage is di-

vided into N 1-of-n slices, each of which is an asynchronous latch (or half buffer latch)

built from n C-elements that can store one 1-of-n symbol [SF01]. An OR-gate acting

as a Completion Detector (CD) registers the arrival of a 1-of-n symbol. To synchro-

nize all slices of a pipeline stage, their CDs are connected to a multi-input C-element

producing a common acknowledge signal (ack) to the preceding stage. A rising ack

indicates a complete data symbol has been accepted by the current pipeline stage, and

spacers are allowed to enter into the previous pipeline stage. A falling ack indicates

all the symbols in a stage are just reset to spacers. This pipeline model is the basis for

studying the impact and management of fault-tolerance in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.13: A modified OSI reference model [TW10]

2.2 Networks-on-Chip

2.2.1 Introduction

Multi-core techniques are being widely used in both general-purpose microprocessors

and application-specific System-on-Chip (SoC), resulting in Chip Multi-Processors

(CMP) or Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) [WJM08, BDM09]. Networks-

on-Chip (NoCs), or on-chip networks, have been proposed as a scalable and efficient

on-chip interconnection fabric to support the communication of large-scale multi-core

systems [DT01, DMB06, EJP09]. This research uses NoCs as the “backbone” to dis-

cuss fault-tolerant techniques.

2.2.2 Network layer model

As Figure 2.13 shows, a NoC structure can be abstracted to five protocol layers bor-

rowed from the modified Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model used in tra-

ditional networks [TW10]. This research presents fault-tolerant NoC designs and

demonstrates their implementation, involving the bottom three layers above the physi-

cal medium, which are the physical layer, the data link layer and the network layer:

• Physical layer is the layer above the physical medium, which transmits raw bit

streams and specifies the electrical/physical properties of the connection.

• Data link layer groups bit streams into small blocks to provide reliable hop-

to-hop transmission over the physical medium. Flow control methods, which

decide the allocation of network resources [DT03], are defined in this layer.
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• Network layer decides the path by which a packet reaches its destination, where

the routing lies.

The other two upper layers, including the transport layer which deals with the

packet loss or packet reordering to ensure reliable end-to-end communication, and the

highest application layer which defines how application programs use the network, are

out of the scope of this research.

In terms of fault-tolerance studied in this research, a fault happening on the physical

medium may first manifest in the bottom “physical” layer. Without using fault-tolerant

techniques, the resulting error may show up in upper layers. Adding fault-tolerance

capability to different layers to avoid the faults appearing in the next higher layer is

necessary to reduce the fault impact on the whole network. In the literature, it is com-

mon to co-manage multiple layers to provide systematic protection, so as to increase

the reliability of the network [YA10, YA12]. In this research where NoCs are imple-

mented using asynchronous circuits, a fault on the physical layer can corrupt the basic

handshake protocol and lead to a system failure, in which case the protection from high

layers (including the network layer and upper layers) cannot work effectively. Provid-

ing fault-tolerance from the bottom physical and data link layers is necessary to keep

the NoC working in a faulty environment, which is the objective of this research.

2.2.3 Network topology

Built from routers and links, a NoC structures wires into a network, forming a certain

topology. The topology affects the number of alternative paths between routers, the

hop (or router) count that a message needs to traverse and the length of the wires

between routers. It has a significant effect on the network traffic, latency and power

consumption. Network topologies can be classified as either direct or indirect [EJP09].

• In direct networks, each Processing Element (PE) – which is usually an Intellec-

tual Property (IP) core – is associated with a router which acts as both a network

switch and a source or destination of the traffic. Ring, mesh and torus are all

direct networks, as Figure 2.14 shows. A ring (Figure 2.14a) is the simplest

topology, where the number of links at each router (i.e. the topology degree) is

two. The distance between two nodes can be measured by the fewest hops that

a packet needs to traverse. The maximum distance of a bidirectional ring net-

work is ⌊N/2⌋ where N is the PE count. Mesh belongs to the most widely used

topologies [EJP09]. Figure 2.14b shows a 4×4 2-Dimensional (2D) mesh NoC.
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Figure 2.14: Direct network topologies
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Figure 2.15: Indirect network topologies

Its topology degree is not uniform. The maximum distance of an m×n 2D-mesh

is (m+n−2).

• In indirect networks, nodes are differentiated into terminal and intermediate

nodes. Terminal nodes are routers connected to PEs while intermediate nodes

are routers which switch the traffic between terminal nodes. Butterflies and bi-

nary trees are indirect topologies, as Figure 2.15 shows. By customizing the

topology, indirect NoCs can satisfy specific communication requirements, pro-

viding an effective support for heterogeneous MPSoCs [EJP09].

The topology affects the network fault-tolerance to some degree. For different

topologies, there may be a different number of paths between two network nodes.

If one path between two nodes is defective, other paths can still be used to deliver

the fault-free data. Thus topologies can be used along with routings to support fault-

tolerance. As one of the most used topologies [EJP09], a 2D-mesh is used in this

research to implement the asynchronous NoC.

2.2.4 Routing algorithms

Routing is a fundamental concept in the network layer, determining which path a

packet will traverse from the source node to its destination [DT01,DMB06,EJP09]. A
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Figure 2.16: Dimension-Ordered Routings

good routing algorithm can make network resources (i.e. routers and links) efficiently

utilised without causing severe traffic congestion or deadlocks. Routing algorithms can

be generally classified into oblivious and adaptive depending on if the present network

state is taken into consideration by the router when deciding the path to be taken.

If the routing is independent (i.e. the router is unaware) of the network state, it

is an oblivious routing, which can be further classified into deterministic and non-

deterministic routing. As the network condition is not considered, oblivious routing

algorithms can be vulnerable to traffic congestion if the network traffic is not balanced.

• Deterministic routing uses fixed communication paths between source and desti-

nation nodes. One of the representatives is Dimension-Ordered Routing (DOR)

where packets go through the network dimension-by-dimension. In a 2D-mesh,

if packets firstly go along the X-dimension and then the Y-dimension, the routing

is XY-DOR (Figure 2.16a). If packets traverse along the Y-dimension first, it is

a YX-DOR (Figure 2.16b). Due to its simplicity, DOR has been widely used in

existing NoC designs [DGK09, SE11b].

• Non-deterministic routings have multiple paths between the source and destina-

tion. One well-known non-deterministic routing is the minimal oblivious routing

randomly choosing one shortest path from all possible paths at each hop [DT03].

Adaptive routing algorithms are aware of the present network status. They can

route packets according to the network traffic or fault condition, so that there are mul-

tiple alternative paths between pairs of the source and destination routers. They can

select one of these paths to avoid network contention. According to whether there are

any routing restrictions, adaptive routings can be further classified into fully and par-

tially ones. With regard to faults, under the precondition that the faulty component is

detected and located so that the neighbouring routers are probably aware of this fault

condition, adaptive routings (or “fault-tolerant routings” in the literature on fault toler-

ance [IY11]) can detour the defective or fault-prone links or routers, thus providing a

better fault-tolerance capability than oblivious routings.
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Figure 2.17: Network-layer deadlock due to cyclic dependence of packets

2.2.5 Deadlock avoidance and recovery

Depending on its design, NoC may suffer from network-layer deadlocks when its load

is close to or beyond the saturation point [Lee07, MRLD01, ADMX+11]. This dead-

lock occurs in the network layer when packets cannot move forward since they all hold

and request network resources in a cyclic fashion. This could be caused by unrestricted

routing algorithms or limited network resources [ADMX+11]. As a result, the network

has to face a significant performance degradation or even system failure.

Figure 2.17 illustrates an example of this network-layer deadlock. Packet A enters

into router (0,0) from the south input port and keeps waiting for B to release router

(0,1). Packet B entering (0,1) from the west input is waiting for packet C leaving

router (1,1). Packet C cannot proceed to (1,0) due to the blocked D while packet D is

waiting for the release of the south input of router (0,0). No packets can move forward

and all packets have to wait for each other to leave.

In a fault-free environment, guaranteeing deadlock freedom of the NoC is an es-

sential topic in the network layer. Two strategies have been proposed to deal with the

deadlock: deadlock avoidance and deadlock recovery [Lee07,MRLD01,ADMX+11].

• Deadlock avoidance has been extensively used in NoC designs where packet

routing or flow control methods are restricted in a way to prevent the cyclic

dependence from happening, so that the whole network can be deadlock-free in

a fault-free environment. The well-known turn models (Figure 2.18) prohibiting

some turns belong to the simplest avoidance methods, while virtual channels

can be used to avoid the deadlock by specifying the escape channel [DT01].

These techniques could limit the routing adaptivity, increase network latency

and decrease its throughput.
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Figure 2.18: Dimension-Ordered Routing with some turns banned

• Deadlock recovery supports fully-adaptive routing so that the network perfor-

mance is less affected. Thus network-layer deadlock may happen but the net-

work function can be recovered after detecting the deadlock. Differentiating the

real deadlock from congestion at runtime is the main challenge. The recovery

cost may be large when deadlock happens. Considering the fact that deadlock

could happen rarely if the network is restricted below its saturation point, dead-

lock recovery is often more attractive due to its lower hardware cost compared

with the deadlock avoidance [ADMX+11].

In a fault environment, faults may change the address information or other control

bits in a packet, in which case deadlock avoidance may be invalidated. As an example,

if a packet following XY-DOR routing has reached the Y-dimension in a 2D-XY mesh

NoC, a fault may mutate the packet address information, according to which the packet

must turn to the X-dimension again, which is forbidden under XY-DOR routing. As a

result, this packet may be blocked at one router to wait for an X-turn, which is a kind

of network-layer blockage due to restricted routings. This can be resolved by careful

router designs [SE11b]. When it comes to asynchronous or QDI NoCs, a fault could

destroy the handshake protocol and lead to a fault-caused physical-layer deadlock,

which is different from the network-layer one. Traditional deadlock avoidance and

recovery techniques cannot manage this deadlock due to the broken handshake. This

fault-caused physical-layer deadlock is the main point of this research, which will be

discussed in Chapter 3.

2.2.6 Switching techniques

Switching techniques decide how network resources, including the channel bandwidth

and input/output buffers in a router, are allocated to messages and how messages tra-

verse the network. For a NoC, before a message is injected to the network, it is usually

first disassembled into packets, which can be further divided into multiple, fixed-length
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Figure 2.19: Message, packet and flit in NoCs

flits (as a subdivision of a packet, a flit is the basic unit of bandwidth and storage allo-

cation used by most flow control methods [DT03]), including a head flit containing the

address information, body flits containing the data information (or payload) and a tail

flit indicating the end of a packet, as Figure 2.19 shows. Correspondingly, network re-

sources can be organized in different sizes. There are two basic switching techniques:

circuit switching and packet switching [DT03, DMB06].

Circuit switching

In circuit switching, a fixed physical path, which is named a virtual circuit [DMB06],

is first set up between the source and the destination node. Then all flits of the message

are transmitted along the allocated path, which will be released at the end of the mes-

sage transmission. Circuit switching is connection-oriented, so that the transmission

delay is generally predictable, providing Guaranteed Services (GS) [DT03]. Buffers

in routers are not mandatory for circuit switched networks, saving the area and power.

Due to the possible long path set-up and acknowledge time, circuit switching may suf-

fer from poor latency. The long reserved path can also block other messages from

reserving their paths, making the network congestion-prone.

Packet switching

By contrast, packet switching does not reserve a physical path before the message

transmission. Packets can be transmitted to the destination through different routes,

improving the link utilization compared to the circuit switching. Without the set-up

phase, multiple packets may try to use a link at the same time, leading to contention that

only one packet can be served at one time while the others have to wait the link to be

released. This may result in variable packet transmission delays, making it difficult to

guarantee the Quality-of-Service (QoS) [DMB06]. Store-and-forward is the simplest

form of packet switching. It stores an entire packet in each router before forwarding
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Figure 2.20: Wormhole switching

any part of the packet, so that it requires a router buffer long enough to hold the longest

packet. This could also cause a long hop latency. To reduce the latency, virtual cut-

through switching permits the progress of a packet before one entire packet is received

by the current router buffer, but still requires that the succeeding router buffer has

sufficient storage for an entire packet.

Different from the store-and-forward and virtual cut-through switching which al-

locates the network resources in a packet granularity, wormhole switching is a widely

used flit-based technique, which permits the progress of a flit as long as the subsequent

router has enough storage space for it. It reduces the required buffer size from packet to

flit level. Figure 2.20 illustrates the wormhole switching process which requires only

1-flit long router buffers. Packet 1 gets forwarded to the free east output flit-by-flit.

Due to contention, only the head flit of packet 2 arrives at the south buffer and gets

output after the east link is freed. Then the left flits start transmitting. In a wormhole

switching network, once the head flit is blocked at one router, the subsequent flits will

be stalled at a track of routers which cannot be allocated to any other packets until

these occupied network resources are released. This may lead to a poor link efficiency

and long transmission latency when the network load is heavy.

Accompanied with different switching techniques, buffer flow control methods are

required: the upstream router should be able to know the availability of buffers at the

downstream router so that it can decide when to send out the flit to avoid buffer over-

flow. This can be implemented using back-pressure mechanisms to inform the pre-

ceding router of stopping transmitting flits when the buffer of current router is full. A

credit-based flow control can implement this back-pressure by sending a credit to pre-

ceding router only if there is available buffer space in current router [DT03]. A counter

counts the received flits to decide if the router buffer is full. In an asynchronous NoC,

the handshake protocol provides a natural back-pressure mechanism to manage buffer
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resources in a network. A flit can progress only if the succeeding router acknowledges

with available buffer space, so no extra buffer control is required.

Improving transmission efficiency

Multiplexing techniques, including Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) and Spatial

Division Multiplexing (SDM) techniques [DT03,DMB06], have been proposed to im-

prove the transmission efficiency of the network.

As a popular TDM method, Virtual Channels (VCs) [DS87,DT01] have been used

to improve the network performance. Multiple independent input buffers share one

physical link in a time multiplexed manner. In other word, multiple virtual channels

for different packets can be time-multiplexed onto one physical link. When one packet

or flit is blocked in one virtual channel (or input buffer), the others can still traverse

this physical link using others, improving the link efficiency. Figure 2.21 depicts an

example that two isolated input buffers share one physical link. Using a virtual chan-

nel as an exclusive escape channel, the link stalled due to the dependence cycle of

transmitting packets formed in other virtual channels can be released, avoiding the

network-layer deadlock [DS87]. VCs have been used in asynchronous NoC designs to

support Quality-of-Service (QoS) [FF04, TVC10].

Differently, multiple narrow independent sub-links can be multiplexed onto a phys-

ical link (Figure 2.22), which is called Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) [DMB06,
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LMV+08, SE11b]. In other words, each link can be divided into several physically in-

dependent narrower sub-links, so that multiple messages could traverse the same link

concurrently using different sub-links. Due to the narrowed width of each sub-link,

SDM can significantly increase the transmission delay of a single packet. However,

it has been demonstrated that SDM shows better parallelism with an increased overall

throughput [LMV+08, SE11b]. SDM can be used with other message-based, packet-

based or flit-based flow control methods to improve the network performance.

This research uses wormhole switching with SDM to design fault-tolerant QDI

NoCs. Due to the simple implementation, wormhole belongs to the most popular

switching techniques used in existing NoCs [DMB06]. Using SDM, a permanent fault

on the link will pollute only one sub-link while the other sub-links of the same link are

healthy. By isolating the defective sub-link, the other fault-free ones can still be used to

transfer packets, shows a promising fault-tolerance nature. In a QDI NoC, if a fault de-

stroys the handshake process and creates a faulty acknowledge informing the pre-fault

router of unavailable buffers, the remaining flits in the packet path upstream of the fault

cannot progress, leading to a physical-layer deadlock different from the network-layer

one caused by cyclic dependence of packet transmission (Section 2.2.5). As a result,

all remaining flits of the packet upstream of the fault are fault-free but cannot progress,

while the fault may transmit to the destination along the built path and the downstream

path will not be released without receiving a tail flit (blocked before the fault). De-

tection of this fault-caused physical-layer deadlock and recovery of the network from

broken handshakes is an unexplored challenge faced by QDI NoCs, which is the main

contribution of this research (Chapters 5 and 6).

2.2.7 Wormhole router implementation

Figure 2.23 depicts a generic wormhole router. Due to its simple implementation,

wormhole switching is dominant in current NoC designs [EJP09]. This router is used

in a 2D-mesh network. It consists of five input/output ports, four (South, West, North,

East) of which are used to communicate with adjacent routers and the fifth connects

to the Local PE. A central crossbar in the router provides multiple connection paths

from input to output ports. Buffers at the input/output ports and the crossbar construct

the data path through the router. The major components of the router’s control logic

comprise a Routing Computation (RC) unit, a Buffer Controller (BC) and a Switch

Allocator (SA). The RC unit is responsible for computing a routing request according

to the address information in the head flit of a packet to compete for an output port.
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Figure 2.23: A generic router structure

The BC resides at each input buffer and regulates the incoming flit flow sequence to

the router according to the used wormhole switching method. (This BC can be a virtual

channel allocator in a VC router [Dal90, DT01]). The core control unit is a SA, which

receives routing requests from different inputs and grants one (or multiple) of them

to available output(s). It controls the connection between the input and output ports

through the crossbar.

Therefore, when a packet arrives at the router, its head flit is first blocked in the

input buffer (Packet 2 at router R2 in Figure 2.24). The routing computation unit

computes the output direction and sends the request to the switch allocator. If the

requesting output is busy, the head flit of the packet is blocked in the input and waits. A

packet may straddle other routers, as Figure 2.24 shows. (This brings a great challenge

faced by a faulty, deadlocked QDI NoC, whose recovery needs to release all healthy

routers and links reserved by the faulty packet. The network recovery will be resolved

in Chapter 6). Otherwise, since there may be multiple input packets requesting the

same output direction, the allocator acts as an arbiter and grants one of them to proceed.

The other packets keep waiting for this output to be idle and compete for it again.

2.3 Asynchronous Networks-on-Chip

2.3.1 Taxonomy of asynchronous NoCs

Applying asynchronous techniques to NoCs, asynchronous NoCs benefit from the

clockless nature and are competitive candidates with their synchronous counterparts

for current multi-core or many-core systems [Spa07, TVC10, CBL+10, Pon12]. Ac-

cording to different implementations, asynchronous NoCs can be generally classified
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Figure 2.25: Asynchronous NoCs

into Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS) and fully-asynchronous

NoCs (Figure 2.25) [MVF00, KGGV07, Spa07, Pon12].

GALS NoCs introduce multiple different synchronous domains to the network. As

an implementation example, Figure 2.25a illustrates a GALS NoC where routers have

their own clock domains and inter-router channels are implemented using handshake

protocols. Both the NoC and the whole system, including independent PEs, are GALS.

Depending on the practical design requirements, the router and its attached PEs may

or may not use the same local clock. Synchronization points, or sync./async. inter-

faces are mandatory between the synchronous and asynchronous domains, where the

metastability problem would unavoidably reside. The sync./async. interfaces can be

implemented using synchronizers [Spa07, Gin11], pausible-clock generators [MM07]

or asynchronous First-In-First-Out (FIFO) buffers [KGGV07] to resolve the metasta-

bility problem.
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Figure 2.26: Boundary synchronizers [SE11b]

Figure 2.26 depicts one possible implementation using two-flip-flop synchronizers.

For a sync./async. interface, synchronization is required only when signals enter into

the synchronous domain [KGGV07]. Signals entering into the asynchronous domain

can be treated as an event triggering the handshake process, which does not require

synchronization [SE11b, Spa07]. Therefore, as Figure 2.26 shows, if the data goes to

the asynchronous domain, only the backward ack signal needs to be synchronized; in

the other way around, the request signal going to the synchronous domain should be

synchronized. The synchronizer could reduce the metastability issue to an acceptable

level and increase the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF), with a price of decreased

throughput caused by the induced extra clock cycle(s) [Kin07].

An entire fully-asynchronous NoC is possible where both routers and links are

asynchronous circuits controlled by handshake protocols, so that it can fully utilise the

asynchronous features. PEs, which are usually synchronous Intellectual Property (IP)

cores, are connected to the asynchronous network through Network Interfaces (NIs).

Figure 2.25b depicts the GALS system structured by a fully-asynchronous NoC. At-

tached synchronous IP cores may have their own clock domains isolated by the asyn-

chronous network, while the internal communication of the network does not require

synchronization, simplifying the chip-level timing closure. NIs implement the conver-

sion between asynchronous protocols and synchronous clock domains. They are the

only synchronization points. This framework allows an easy assembly of complicated

GALS SoCs comprising independent synchronous IP cores. If PEs are implemented

using the same asynchronous protocol, they can be connected to the asynchronous NoC

easily through the handshake interface. Another advantage of the fully-asynchronous

NoC is the timing-robustness if it is designed in a QDI fashion. However, without the

clock signal, implementing complicated network protocols on the fully-asynchronous
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NoC and testing the network can be more difficult than that on the synchronous or

GALS one and the resulting area can be large [Spa07, DGK09]. Their fault-tolerance

is another challenge which has not been thoroughly studied; this research will concen-

trate on the QDI (fully-asynchronous) NoCs and will study their fault-tolerance.

2.3.2 Previous asynchronous NoCs

Many asynchronous on-chip interconnection and NoC designs were proposed in re-

cent years. This section reviews several representatives and describes the basic asyn-

chronous and network protocols they used.

Chain [BF02] belongs to the first generation of asynchronous on-chip interconnec-

tion using the 4-phase handshake protocol. 1-of-4 codes are used to encode data while

one End-of-Packet (EoP) signal is used to separate consecutive packets. Thus each

channel contains one acknowledge wire, four data wires and one EoP wire. Input and

output buffers of the router are pipelined using the C-element built half-buffer pipeline

stages (Figure 2.12). Source routing (where the entire packet route is embedded in

the packet header at the source terminal [DT03]) is used so that synchronous IP cores

have a full knowledge of the network topology. A routing control module samples the

address information in each packet header, leading the packet in the right direction.

Chain provides a feasible asynchronous communication framework and can be used to

create networks of different topologies with different network protocols.

A QDI NoC [FF04] was proposed as an early effort to support Quality-of-Service

(QoS) in fully asynchronous NoCs. Network traffic can be generally divided into

two classes: connection-oriented Guaranteed Services (GS) and connection-less Best-

Effort (BE) classes [DT03]. GS requires that network resources are reserved during

the packet transmission, ensuring that the network will satisfy some specific perfor-

mance requirement even in the worst-case traffic scenarios. In contrast, BE does not

require reserved resources and the network just makes its effort to transfer packets to

the destination. The price is an unpredictable, long transmission in the worst case.

Supporting different service levels could increase the link utilization efficiency and

highly improve the network performance. The implemented QoS router follows the

structure of a synchronous Virtual Channel (VC) router shown in Figure 2.27. Four

VCs are used at each physical link to support four QoS levels. The VC allocator is a

static priority arbiter which always allocates the output port to the requesting VC with

the highest service level. The 4-phase, 1-of-4 QoS NoC is implemented as a 2D-mesh

using DOR and wormhole switching as the network protocol.
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Figure 2.28: MANGO NoC router

Asynchronous Scalable Packet-switching Integrated Network (ASPIN) [SG08] is

a fully-asynchronous NoC based on a scalable programmable interconnection network

(SPIN) [ACG+03]. It uses a 2D-mesh topology and XY-DOR routing. The 4-phase,

bundled-data protocol is used inside routers while links use 1-of-2 encodings to guar-

antee delay insensitivity. Pipeline stages are inserted on links to alleviate the long

wire delay. Asynchronous FIFOs are used to alleviate the metastability between the

asynchronous network and the synchronous IP domains.

A Message-passing Asynchronous NoC providing Guaranteed services over Open

core protocol interfaces (MANGO) [BS05, BS06] was proposed, supporting circuit-

switched GS and packet-switched BE routing. Figure 2.28 depicts the structure of a

MANGO router, whose central switch consists of a GS router and a BE router, respon-

sible for corresponding services. In the implemented router with five ports, each local

port supports four GS service levels and one BE service. The other ports use eight

VC buffers to implement seven GS service levels and one BE service. VC buffers are
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put at the router output rather than the input to support different service levels. Using

standard Open Core Protocol (OCP) sockets at network interfaces (or network adapters

in Figure 2.28), MANGO permits any IP cores compliant with the OCP to be plugged

into the system. 4-phase, bundled-data protocol is used to implement the router to

minimise the area, but losing robustness to delay variations without applying the QDI

manner. Inter-router links use 2-phase, 1-of-2 protocol to achieve timing-robustness.

An asynchronous Quality-of-Service NoC (QNoC) [DGK09] was proposed to sup-

port multiple communication requirements. It is implemented as a 2D-mesh using

XY-DOR source routing and the wormhole switching. Each input/output port has mul-

tiple VCs to support different Service Levels (SLs). Firstly a head flit is routed to

an output VC (VC-OP) according to its address information, SL and VC bits. Two-

level arbitration is required at the output side to decide which flit will be granted the

output link: the first level is a VC arbiter, implemented as an M-way MUTEX-NET

arbiter [DGK09], which selects one flit from all VC-OPs of the same SL; the second

level is an SL arbiter, implemented as a static priority arbiter, determining which flit

will be sent to the output link according to its priority. 4-phase, bundled-data protocol

is used inside the QNoC router so it is not a QDI design. Due to the complicated VC

designs, the area overhead can be very large. No fault-tolerance is supported.

ANoC [TVC10] is a fully-asynchronous NoC framework implemented using 4-

phase, 1-of-4 asynchronous protocol. It employs source routing and wormhole switch-

ing. In the given 2D-mesh instance, each router has five input/output ports and each

port has two VCs to provide two service levels. Similar to the QoS router in Fig-

ure 2.27 [FF04], VC multiplexer at each input port is used to route flits from the

physical link to corresponding VC queues. The switch allocator performs the arbi-

tration between different directions within each VC first, then the VC allocator at the

output side determines which VC uses the link (Figure 2.29a). The difference is the

ANoC router removes the multiplexer arbitrating the input VCs, improving the net-

work throughput. In addition, this ANoC employs a Design-for-Test (DfT) architec-

ture [TTD+09] detecting stuck-at faults on the network. As Figure 2.29b shows, each

router is surrounded by a Test Wrapper, containing a Wrapper Control Module (WCM)

controlling the test process. Test flows of the whole network are defined by an external

Generator-Analyser-Controller (GAC) unit, which generates test vectors and configu-

rations, and analyses the test results. The transmission of the test vectors reuses the

network link while the test configurations are transmitted through a 2-bit configuration

chain. It uses the property that stuck-at faults will stall the QDI circuit, and achieves
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(b) Design-for-Test architecture

Figure 2.29: ANoC architecture

a test coverage of 99.86% per router in the case of a single stuck-at fault. However, it

is not a runtime fault-tolerant design and cannot locate the defective component. No

recovery mechanisms are provided.

Hermes-A [PMMC11] is an asynchronous NoC router where most of components

use the 4-phase 1-of-2 asynchronous protocol except for the arbiter at each output

port which uses bundled-data encoding. Thus an encoding controller is required to

implement the conversion between bundled-data and 1-of-2 encodings. A 2D-mesh

instance was implemented using the wormhole switching. A further version is Hermes-

AA using west-first routing rather than the previous XY-routing to improve routing

adaptivity [PMMC10].

SpiNNaker [PFT+07, PCD+11, FLP+13] is a massively-parallel computer system

designed to model up to a billion spiking neurons in biological real time. It is built

from around 60,000 nodes and each node is a MPSoC, as Figure 2.30a shows. The

SpiNNaker system contains two kinds of NoCs: an off-chip Communication NoC

used for on and off-chip interprocessor communication and a System NoC to han-

dle the on-chip processor-to-memory/peripheral communication. Both of them are

implemented as DI interconnection. As Figure 2.30b shows, a 2D toroidal triangular

mesh is used to build the off-chip network, i.e. the Communication NoC. It uses 2-of-

7 codes to encode transmitting data. 2-phase handshake protocol is employed rather

than the 4-phase one to improve the communication speed. The asynchronous System

NoC employs a crossbar topology, connecting eighteen synchronous ARM processing

cores, one multicast router and many slaves on a SpiNNaker MPSoC. 4-phase, 3-of-6

encodings are used inside the chips. Therefore, the off-chip 2-of-7 codes under the 2-

phase handshake should be transformed to the 3-of-6 codes using 4-phase logic when

they enter into a SpiNNaker node through the interface. Under a faulty environment,
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Figure 2.30: SpiNNaker MPSoC system

this protocol transformation at the inter-chip link interfaces may fail, which was stud-

ied [SFGP09,Shi10]. Transient faults were deemed more likely in the inter-chip links,

so the 2-of-7 coding receivers were designed to tolerate most transient fault scenarios

and possible deadlocks residing at the phase converter [SFGP09, Shi10]. This is dif-

ferent from this research, which studies the deadlock scenarios in general 4-phase QDI

pipelines, as introduced in Chapter 3. Here, fault tolerance is extended to the on-chip

network. In addition, it was observed from several faulty scenarios that a single-bit

4-phase dual-rail pipeline is free of deadlock but a multiple-bit one is not, without

further mechanisms. No formal verification was given. Alternatively, this research

systematically studies different fault effects in Chapter 3 and summarises deadlock

patterns using formal proofs, which are further used to manage the fault-caused dead-

lock in Chapters 5 and 6. This work is new and belongs to the main contributions of

this research.
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Figure 2.31: SDM NoC router

A fully-asynchronous QDI Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) NoC (Figure 2.31)

was proposed to improve network throughput [SE11b, SE11a]. The link between

routers is physically divided into several sub-links, which can be used to transmit

different packets in parallel. It has been shown that the asynchronous SDM router

shows better parallelism than VC routers. By using channel slicing techniques [SE11b,

SE10b], the network throughput can be further improved. These techniques have been

used to design 2D-mesh and Clos networks [SE11b,SE10a]. The 2D-mesh SDM NoC

uses XY-DOR and wormhole switching as the basic network protocol. The 4-phase

1-of-4 protocol is employed to provide a QDI feature.

Summary

Table 2.4 summarises the above asynchronous NoC representatives. Existing asyn-

chronous NoCs focus on either providing QoS support or improving the performance

while most of them have no or very limited fault-tolerant capabilities.

• ANoC [TVC10] provides a DfT design which can detect off-line stuck-at faults.

It is a defect-tolerant design [TM04, MG03, KK98] (Section 3.1) which is un-

suitable for tolerating on-line faults. No recovery mechanism is proposed.

• Based on the SpiNNaker system, the fault-tolerance of inter-chip communica-

tion is studied [SFGP09, Shi10]. With the view that the deadlock scenario is

much more severe than illegal data symbols, this work focuses on minimizing

transient-fault-caused deadlocks rather than correcting data errors. A transient-

fault-tolerant phase converter (between 2-phase and 4-phase) at the chip interface

was studied, which is not general and cannot be migrated to the large number of

existing 4-phase, 1-of-n QDI NoCs.
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Table 2.4: Comparison of previous asynchronous NoCs

NoC Asynchronous

protocols

Topology Routing Flow control QoS QDI

Chain [BF02] 4-phase 1-of-4 Reg/Irreg Source P2P framework No Yes

QoS NoC [FF04] 4-phase 1-of-4 2D-mesh DOR WH, VCs Yes Yes

ASPIN [SG08] 4-phase; Router:

bundled-data;

Link: 1-of-2

2D-mesh

(Reg)

XY-DOR WH No No

MANGO [BS06] Router: 4-phase

bundled-data;

Link: 2-phase

1-of-2

2D-mesh

(Reg/Irreg)

Source WH, VCs Yes No

QNoC [DGK09] 4-phase; Router:

bundled-data;

Link: 1-of-4

2D-mesh

(Reg/Irreg)

XY-DOR

Source

WH, VCs Yes No

ANoC [TVC10] 4-phase 1-of-4 2D-Mesh

(Reg/Irreg)

Source WH, VCs Yes Yes

Hermes [PMMC10,

PMMC11]

4-phase, 1-of-2 and

bundled-data

2D-mesh

(Reg)

XY (west-first) WH No No

SpiNNaker System

NoC [PCD+11,

FLP+13]

4-phase, 3-of-6 Crossbar-like Routing table Packet

switching

No No

SDM NoC [SE11b] 4-phase,1-of-4 2D-mesh

(Clos,

Reg/Irreg)

XY-DOR,

Comb. circuits

WH, SDM,

channel slicing

No Yes

∗: Reg/Irreg: Regular/Irregular; WH: wormhole

• The SDM router [SE11b] has a mechanism to drop packets at the router input

when the decoded 1-of-4 routing request signal is invalid due to the wrong ad-

dress information in head flits. This invalid address information violates the used

XY-DOR routing, which can be detected by the routing computation unit. With-

out dealing with data errors, the provided fault-tolerance of the SDM NoC is

very limited.

It can also be found from Table 2.4 that asynchronous NoCs can be implemented

using different asynchronous protocol combinations, such as 4-phase, 1-of-n routers

and links [BF02,FF04,TVC10,SE11b], 4-phase, bundled-data routers with 1-of-n links

[SG08,DGK09], 4-phase, bundled-data routers with 2-phase, 1-of-n links [BS06], and

4-phase, bundled-data/1-of-n hybrid routers with 1-of-n links [PMMC10, PMMC11].

Among these options, only the NoCs using 4-phase, 1-of-n are QDI, which can tolerate

delay variations on both routers and links. Since the 4-phase, 1-of-n protocol has been

widely adopted in previous QDI NoC designs and it can be implemented using simple

circuits; this research uses 4-phase, 1-of-n as the basic asynchronous protocol in the

implemented QDI NoCs and study their fault-tolerance. The baseline NoC employs

the 2D-mesh topology, the XY-DOR routing and the wormhole switching. It should

be noted that the proposed fault models and fault-tolerant techniques are general for 4-

phase, 1-of-n QDI NoCs. They are independent of the upper-layer network protocols.
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Therefore, the primary purpose of this research is to study the fault impact and

propose general fault-tolerant techniques for asynchronous NoCs to tolerate different

kind of faults, providing a holistic, efficient and resilient interconnection solution for

future large-scale multi-core systems.

2.4 Summary

This chapter presented basic background knowledge of asynchronous circuits and de-

signs and Networks-on-Chip (NoCs). State-of-the-art asynchronous NoC designs were

introduced, from which it can be concluded that most existing asynchronous NoC de-

signs are implemented using relatively simple asynchronous and network protocols

to simplify the design complexity. Compared with synchronous NoCs, these asyn-

chronous NoCs have no or very limited fault-tolerant capabilities. The following chap-

ters will introduce the fault context and analyse the fault impact on asynchronous NoCs

and then several fault-tolerant techniques are proposed to protect asynchronous NoCs

from different network levels and different faults. The widely used 4-phase, 1-of-n

asynchronous protocol is used in the studied asynchronous NoC. To make the analysis

simple, the baseline NoC is structured as a 2D-mesh network and uses XY-DOR and

wormhole switching as the basic network protocols.



Chapter 3

Faults and fault impact on QDI

pipelines

Advancing semiconductor manufacturing technology permits the design of more so-

phisticated electronic systems, continuously increasing the number of transistors and

wires integrated onto a single chip. Scaling effects, such as the reduced transistor

dimensions, the decrease of critical charge1, the increase of clock frequency and the

increase of the power density, intensify the frailty of electronic devices to environ-

mental variations, which also has a negative impact on long-term chip lifetime and

consequently accelerates the occurrence of faults of the circuit [Bau01, Con03].

Fault-tolerance becomes an essential design objective for critical digital systems,

especially those in highly specialized fields. It has been extensively studied in syn-

chronous NoCs but rarely in asynchronous ones, including Quasi-Delay-Insensitive

(QDI) NoCs. Without a timing reference, faults on QDI circuits can not only cause

data errors, but also stall the handshake process, causing a physical-layer deadlock.

Even a transient fault can disrupt the handshake process and deadlock the network.

This fault-caused physical-layer deadlock proposes a new challenge for fault-tolerant

asynchronous NoCs.

This chapter introduces different fault classifications and existing fault-tolerant

techniques. 4-phase, 1-of-n QDI pipelines are modelled to study the impact of differ-

ent faults, from which the fault characteristics can be abstracted. Besides data errors,

the production and behaviour of fault-caused physical-layer deadlocks are thoroughly

studied. By analysing the patterns shared by the physical-layer deadlocks caused by

1Critical charge, Qcrit , refers to the minimum charge that differentiates the state of a node, i.e. ‘1’

and ‘0’ [MW79]
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different faults, a general deadlock management strategy is proposed to handle various

fault scenarios.

3.1 Faults classification

In a computer system, which can be abstracted into multiple layers, a fault denotes the

malfunction of a component in one specific layer. It can be a software fault happening

in applications or operating systems, or a hardware fault due to radiation or wear-out

faults so that the silicon chip malfunctions [Con03, Bor05]. In this thesis, faults refer

to the malfunction of integrated circuits. Different faults may occur on gates or wires

during the bit transmission and cause bit-flips of some signals.

According to their duration time, faults in integrated circuits can be classified into

two general categories: transient and permanent faults [Con03]; intermittent faults

are sometimes included as a third category. They can be taken as transient but occur

repeatedly, or permanent if they last for a long enough period.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the relationship amongst three commonplace terms used in

fault-tolerance literature: fault, error and failure [Muk08]. Errors are manifestations

of faults. In integrated circuits, errors are defined as captured faults by memory com-

ponents (such as C-elements in asynchronous circuits [SF01]), so that they can also

be classified into transient (or soft) and permanent (or hard). Faults are necessary to

errors but not all faults cause errors since many of them will be masked during their

propagation. If captured errors are not corrected, they may cause malfunction of the

circuit or chip outputs, or even lead to a circuit failure, which may cause faults in up-

per layers of a computer system (such as the operating system level or the application

software level) whose detection and correction may be more complex and expensive.

Faults Errors Failure

5HJ�

&

&KLS

Faults

Circuit�layer

Upper�layers

Captured Circuit/chip�

malfunction

...

Figure 3.1: Relationship between fault, error and failure
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Figure 3.2: Sources of transient faults [SN96, Con03, KH04, MT03, Bau05]

Therefore, a multi-layer, fault-tolerant architecture protecting a computer system from

the bottom circuit to the high software level is required to deal with different fault sce-

narios [Yu11]. This thesis concentrates on fault tolerance in the circuit level to reduce

circuit errors and prevent a circuit failure from occurring.

3.1.1 Transient faults

Shrinking transistor dimensions, increasing clock frequency, increasing density of in-

tegrated circuits and decreasing critical charge, increase the sensitivity of electronic

devices to environmental variations, largely increasing the occurrence of transient

faults [Bau01,Con03]. As Figure 3.2 shows, transient faults can be provoked by many

sources, including noise (such as crosstalk and power supply noise [SN96]), Electro-

Magnetic Interference (EMI), electrostatic discharge [Con03] and radiation (including

alpha particles and high energy cosmic rays like neutrons [KH04]). The typical phe-

nomenon caused by a transient fault is a bit-flip, also known as a glitch, which can be

positive or negative. They usually last for a short period and cause soft errors when

captured by memory components. Soft errors are non-permanent and non-recurring.

Transient faults caused by radiation have been widely studied in the literature due

to their unpredictable nature and increasing occurrence [MW79, KH04, MHH+05].

Two leading radiation sources are alpha particles and high energy cosmic rays (mainly

neutrons), which are from the radioactive decay of isotopes in device materials and

space, respectively [MW79, KH04]. The first report of electronic device malfunc-

tions caused by cosmic rays was in 1975 when anomalies emerged in communica-

tion satellites [BSH75, KH04]. In 1978, alpha particle induced soft errors were first
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observed at ground level [MW78]. After that, widespread of evidence of soft er-

rors was found [OBF+93, TN93, BHS+95, BN98, KH04, MHH+05]. As the semi-

conductor geometry shrinks, the possibility that neutron and alpha particle strikes

cause bit-flips in a cell significantly increases, leading to an increasing Soft Error Rate

(SER) [KH04,Bor05], which is a threat to current digital systems. It has been reported

that the SER per logic state bit increases 8% in each technology generation [HKM+03].

The effect of a radiation event is commonly termed Single Event Effect (SEE)

[Bau05, HS12]. As Figure 3.3 shows, a strike of particles on silicon devices can

generate a cloud of electron-hole pairs that allow a current flow. This may be evi-

dent as a transient voltage change, which can flip bit(s) in memory. This transient

voltage fluctuation at a logic node is termed a Single Event Transient (SET, in Fig-

ure 3.2) [MT03,KM04,HS12]. A SET propagates in combinational logic and becomes

a Single Event Upset (SEU) [HS12] when it is captured by a memory component.

SEUs are soft errors which are random, transient and non-recurring [Muk08]. Usually

a SEU lasts about 100 ps [KH04] and affects one bit only, which is termed Single-

Bit Upset (SBU) [Bau05]. If the radiation event is of high energy, a Multi-Bit Upset

(MBU) may be created [Bau05] affecting multiple bits (or Multiple Cell Upset (MCU)

in Static or Dynamic Random Access Memories (SRAMs/DRAMs) [LK08]). The

relations of these terms are illustrated in Figure 3.2. Without struggling to differen-

tiate these terms for various usage scenarios, this research uses “transient faults” and

“transient errors” as the unified names to study their impact and behaviour, so as to

concentrate on the fault management techniques.
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Figure 3.3: Transient faults caused by ionising radiation
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Figure 3.4: Sources of permanent faults [TS83, Bor05, McP12, PBP15]

3.1.2 Permanent faults

Permanent faults (or hard faults) can be classified into manufacturing defects and oper-

ational hard faults according to their occurrence time. Manufacturing defects are intro-

duced during the chip manufacturing process and can lead to a chip yield loss [BSO05].

Defect-tolerance techniques are used to enhance the chip yield [KK98,MG03,TM04].

With the improvement of semiconductor manufacturing techniques, this kind of per-

manent faults decrease [Con03].

The increasing power density, the high temperature and other scaling effects com-

ing along with the sub-micron era can accelerate the ageing process and have a sus-

tained negative impact on long-term chip lifetime [SABR04, ZPJ+15]. Electronics

become more susceptible to permanent faults. Permanent faults can happen at runtime

with the ageing process, leading to operational hard faults [LMSP99, BSO05]. Fig-

ure 3.4 shows possible sources of permanent faults [TS83,Bor05,McP12,PBP15]. The

two dominant factors causing operational hard faults are electromigration and Time

Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) [SABR04, BSO05, McP12].

• Electromigration: Metal atoms migrate over time because of current flow. This

migration will cause an accumulation and depletion of the metal, which may

create hillocks or voids in wires (Figure 3.5). The eventually resulting open or

short circuits lead to permanent faults [Tu03,SSC08,PBP15]. A delay fault may

happen before an open fault due to increased resistance [Con03].

• Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) is caused by manufacturing im-

perfections in a gate oxide with the ageing process [BSO05]. Imperfections pro-

duce electron “traps” in the oxide which may accumulate over time due to the

continuous electric field stress and electron tunnelling [LBTW97, McP12]. The
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Figure 3.5: Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) of hillock and voids caused by elec-

tromigration in an Al (Cu,Si) wire [Sar03]

trapped electrons may build a conductive path between the gate and the bulk of

the device, leading to a gate oxide breakdown, which causes bit-flips or delays.

In some cases, manufacturing imperfections are so tiny that they cannot be detected

during the initial test process or by defect-tolerance techniques [KK98, MG03, TM04]

but evidence after a long period, leading to operational hard faults [LMSP99].

“Permanent faults” in this thesis refers to the operational hard faults without spe-

cific clarification. The resulting permanent errors exist for the remaining life of the

circuits, bringing lifetime reliability problems. This may lead to a system failure or

cause chips being discarded. For critical devices, to keep them working is signifi-

cantly important even with some performance loss, leading to a demand for runtime

permanent-fault-tolerant systems [BSO05].

The gate-level stuck-at fault model, which has been widely accepted in the semi-

conductor industry, is employed to study the behaviour of permanent faults [AAA87,

MMC15]. According to the definition of the stuck-at model, the state of a faulty wire –

which can be a gate input/output or a long interconnect – is either stuck-at-0 or stuck-

at-1 (Figure 3.4), masking details of fault behaviour and making it simple to analyse

the impact of permanently faulty circuits.

3.1.3 Intermittent faults

The wear-out of transistors and interconnects is a gradual process which first affects

timing, probably making combinational circuits violate timing requirements and lead-

ing to delay faults [SGH+07]. As a result, intermittent faults usually happen at the

same location, first manifesting as delay faults, then frequent transient faults and fi-

nally permanent faults [Con03]. It has been discussed that some classes of asyn-

chronous circuits – Delay-Insensitive (DI) and Quasi-Delay-Insensitive (QDI) circuits

– are timing-robust and can tolerate these delay faults [SF01]. Therefore, according to

their behaviour or duration length, intermittent faults can be regarded as either transient

or permanent during the fault management process.
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3.1.4 Masking factors

In common combinational logic, three intrinsic masking factors could prevent transient

faults from being captured as transient errors [KH04,KM04]. In any of these cases the

fault goes undetected and never causes an error.

• Logical masking: A logic gate in the propagation path of a fault has multiple

inputs while the output may be decided by the other inputs rather than the faulty

one, so that this transient fault can be logically masked.

• Electrical masking: As a transient fault propagates in a combinational path, the

pulse amplitude may reduce while the rise and fall time increases due to the

electrical properties of gates, leading to an attenuated SET which will not be

captured by the final memory component.

• Temporal masking: A transient fault reaches a memory component (such as a

flip-flop) but not at the clock edge or the latching window where the component

captures values. This fault will not cause errors as well.

3.1.5 Traditional redundancy techniques

Though many faults are masked during propagation [KH04], extra fault-tolerant mea-

sures should be used to create a more secure environment considering the increas-

ing fault possibility, requiring redundant circuit designs. Traditional redundancy tech-

niques include physical, temporal and information redundancy [Muk08, Sor09].

Physical (or “spatial”) redundancy, achieves fault-tolerance by replicating hard-

ware. A well-known physical redundancy technique is Triple Modular Redundancy

(TMR) [Sor09], which adds two replicas of the original circuits. A single error can

be detected and masked by a voter. TMR induces an area overhead of at least 200%,

along with a multiplied power consumption.

Temporal (or “time”) redundancy, achieves fault-tolerance by performing one oper-

ation multiple times. Errors can be found and corrected by comparing multiple results.

Extra hardware is required to store the previous data. Due to the repeated operation,

the consumed power will be multiplied as well as the latency, which constrains the

circuit performance. A permanent fault will be repeated and influence all operations

so that this method is unsuitable for permanent faults.

Information redundancy has been widely used to protect interconnection and mem-

ory. Extra check bits are added to the original data word, constructing an Error Detect-

ing Code (EDC) or Error Correcting Code (ECC), where faulty bits can be detected
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or corrected [Ham50, Muk08]. The error detection and correction capability is deter-

mined by the Hamming Distance (HD) of the possible codes, which is the number

of bit positions in which they differ [Sor09, Muk08]. Taking two codes A=0010 and

B=0011 for example, their HD is one since they only differ in one bit. If B is 0100,

their HD becomes two. Given a coding space, its HD is defined as the minimum HD

of any two valid code words. The HD of all 1-of-n codes is two. An EDC/ECC code

can detect up to (HD−1) bit errors and correct up to ⌊(HD−1)/2⌋ bit errors [Sor09].

The above techniques belong to Forward Error Recovery (FER) processes [Sor09],

where faults or errors are detected/corrected as the data word progresses. The flow

of data is not interrupted if a fault occurs. Redundant circuits usually lie in critical

paths, inducing a slight performance penalty even when no errors happen. An addi-

tional slight performance penalty may be caused when correcting errors. Alternatively,

the error correction process can be a Backward Error Recovery (BER) [Sor09] process

which only uses redundancy to detect faults and store backups. Fault-free data is re-

tained as a recovery point before it is sent out. When faults are detected at the receiver,

a retransmission operation is requested. In situations with few errors, BER shows bet-

ter performance than FER because of the omitted error correction circuits and lower

overhead on transmission – detection is cheaper than correction. However, in a fault-

prone environment, BER may suffer from the costly data storing and retransmission

operations. Extra storage is needed for the BER to record recovery points which may

introduce a large area overhead. In addition, retransmissions cannot resolve permanent

faults. If a fault destroys the handshake process in asynchronous circuits, the local

faulty handshake signals cannot be simply recovered by using retransmission. There-

fore, the proposed fault-tolerant techniques in this research use the FER scheme.

3.2 Impact of transient faults on QDI pipelines

A generic NoC router acts as a switch which directs traffic from inputs to different

outputs. Buffers are usually inserted to or between input and output ports of a router

to support specific flow control and improve the network performance. As a result,

the data path through a router can be modelled as a pipeline where different buffers

construct pipeline stages, as Figure 3.6 depicts. As stated in Section 2.1, the simple

4-phase, 1-of-n asynchronous protocol is chosen to implement the QDI NoC in this

research so that the data path built by a packet is a 4-phase, 1-of-n QDI pipeline. The

pipeline may comprise one or more parallel 1-of-n channels, as shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 3.6: Pipelined NoC data path

3.2.1 Transient faults on synchronous and QDI pipelines

Faults may happen on any gates and wires of a circuit at any time. In the presence of

transient faults, QDI pipelines behave differently from synchronous ones due to their

clockless nature. A fundamental difference between QDI and synchronous circuits is

the timing reference of data words.

In synchronous circuits, the clock signal acts as a timing reference controlling the

data transmission. Each bit of a data word typically has a constant duration which

is agreed between the transmitter and the receiver. Faults are therefore only able to

corrupt the value of symbols, which can be used to analyse the fault type [Sor09],

locate the fault position and further correct errors.

QDI circuits have no such timing reference; data-validity is implicitly encoded

within the data word, which controls its own transmission. As a result, the corrupted

data words caused by faults can disorder the data transmission. In other words, faults

on QDI pipelines may produce fake data-validity or remove the correct data-validity,

resulting in erroneous data insertions or data removals. A physical-layer deadlock

could happen if the handshake process stalls due to a fault. Even a transient fault

can deadlock a QDI pipeline, which is a new challenge that has been ignored by the

asynchronous community (Section 3.3.2). This deadlock is harmful to the circuit func-

tion. As an example, an asynchronous NoC can be used to construct a Globally Asyn-

chronous, Locally Synchronous (GALS) system [KGGV07]; redundant information

can be added in the synchronous domain and transmitted through the asynchronous

network. Errors are corrected when the data leaves the network and arrives at the desti-

nation [CH01,Pon12]. This can save lots of overhead but the risk is the destination may

never receive the packet due to a fault-caused physical-layer deadlock. Conventional

fault-tolerant techniques used in synchronous circuits cannot work in QDI pipelines.
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Figure 3.7: Transient faults masked by C-elements

Therefore, it is necessary to provide fault-tolerance for asynchronous interconnects.

Not every transient fault causes an error. Some transient faults are masked automat-

ically during their propagation by intrinsic masking factors of the circuit [KH04]. The

three aforementioned conventional masking factors determining whether a transient

fault will be captured as an error (Section 3.1.4) are not fully suitable for QDI circuits.

Temporal masking which relies on the clock latching-window has to be excluded since

there is no clock in QDI circuits. Electrical masking can occur in long interconnects,

which is common in both synchronous and asynchronous circuits. Logical masking

plays an important role in asynchronous circuits. The use of C-elements, which are the

most fundamental and significant cells in asynchronous circuits, enriches the concept

of logical masking. A C-element outputs ‘1’ or ‘0’ if both of its inputs are ‘1’s or ‘0’s;

otherwise, it keeps the last output. As Figure 3.7 shows, when iack is ‘0’, a positive

glitch at the other input of the 2-input C-element is masked; When iack is ‘1’, a nega-

tive glitch at the other input is masked. If a glitch at the input in is to the same level as

iack, the fault will be latched, but can be tolerated depending on the normal input:

• If this C-element output will flip to the same level in the later normal process af-

ter the fault disappears, this fault causes a premature firing as Figure 3.8a shows,

which can be tolerated naturally by QDI circuits.

• Similarly, a fault can delay a firing if it has the same level with the concurrent

firing, as Figure 3.8b shows, which can be tolerated as well.

Therefore, a key issue faced be fault-tolerant QDI pipelines is to prevent transient faults

from being incorrectly latched and interrupting the normal handshake process.

3.2.2 Modelling impact of transient faults

A fault model was built to analyse the impact of a 1-bit transient fault on QDI pipelines.

Figure 3.9 presents a single-symbol 4-phase 1-of-n pipeline model with two successive

stages. The handshake between two adjacent pipelines stages forms a loop, including
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Figure 3.9: Two-stage pipeline model with one 1-of-n channel
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a forward data path and a backward acknowledge path. A transient fault can happen

on any gate or wire of a QDI pipeline, including pipeline stages (the C-element built

asynchronous latch and the Completion Detector (CD)), the n data wires and the ack

wire. This results in a “victim” wire if it is not masked (Figure 3.9). Figure 3.10 models

the 4-phase handshake process corresponding to the pipeline segment in Figure 3.9. In

one 1-of-n channel, the data wire that should carry the correct ‘1’ in the normal case

is defined as the “active” wire while the other data wires are “inactive” in the current

handshake period. The iack is the inverted ack signal used to drive the preceding

pipeline stage. To analyse all faulty occasions, the proposed fault model divides one

handshake period into two intervals according to logical level of iack.
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Figure 3.11: Transient faults happen when iack is high

Transient faults on data wires with a positive iack

When iack is high, the QDI pipeline (and the C-element latch) is susceptible to

positive data faults. Both active and inactive wires can be the victim, leading to an

invalid 1-of-n code insertion or a 2-of-n code insertion.

1. Invalid 1-of-n code insertion: A positive fault on an inactive wire may be latched

and output before the arrival of the next valid code, producing an invalid 1-of-n

code insertion and resulting an early drop of iack. As shown in Figure 3.11a,

if the valid code comes so late that a full reset phase of the invalid code has

completed, the invalid 1-of-n code is inserted into the original code sequence.

Otherwise, if the following valid code overlaps with the reset phase (iack−) from

the inserted invalid code, as Figure 3.11b depicts, this original valid code may be

deleted from the data sequence as the negative iack caused by the invalid code

will block it from being latched.

A positive fault on the “active” wire of the 1-of-n channel may lead to the cases

shown in Figure 3.11a and Figure 3.11b when the fault makes iack go low earlier

than the arrival of the valid data, but the difference is the inserted 1-of-n code by

the fault is valid now. Therefore, the situation of Figure 3.11b will not make any
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errors while the situation of Figure 3.11a will output two valid codes, which can

be taken as an invalid spacer insertion.

2. Invalid 2-of-n code insertion: As shown in Figure 3.11c, a positive fault on one

of the inactive wires may coincide with the transition of the active wire, resulting

in an invalid 2-of-n code at the output.

Transient faults on data wires with a negative iack

When iack is low, all positive data faults are masked and the pipeline is only vul-

nerable to negative faults happening on the active wire.

1. Early spacer (not errors): A negative fault on the active wire may cause an early

spacer to be latched (Figure 3.12a), which is tolerated by QDI pipelines.

2. Invalid 1-of-n code insertion: A negative fault may lead to a premature reset

phase. If iack has time to return high as a reaction to the data being withdrawn,

as shown in Figure 3.12b, the original valid code will be output twice, leading to

an invalid code insertion to the original data sequence.

Transient faults on CD and ack wires

Acknowledge (ack) signals are equally critical to the handshake process in com-

parison to the transmitted data. Though the number of ack wires can be far less than

the number of data wires, faults on ack wires could cause complex faulty behaviour

as well. Protection of acknowledge wires has been ignored by many existing fault-

tolerant designs [PCV12]. An example is shown in Figure 3.13 where douti−1 and

douti are outputs of Stage i-1 and Stage i respectively; acki is the acknowledge signal
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(b) Invalid 1-of-n code insertion

Figure 3.12: Transient faults happen when iack is low
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Figure 3.13: Transient faults on acknowledge wires

from Stage i to Stage i-1. Figure 3.13a shows the correct situation of these signals.

Figure 3.13b depicts the faulty situation where a positive fault happens on acki indicat-

ing that a valid code has been latched by Stage i, causing Stage i-1 to reset. When the

fault disappears, Stage i-1 starts a new transmission of “0100”, which may augment

the first data word, leading to an invalid 2-of-n code (“0101”) insertion.

Physical-layer deadlock caused by transient faults

From the above analysis, it can be found that a transient fault could cause sym-

bol insertion, deletion and corruption on one 1-of-n channel, which could disorder the

original symbol sequence. In a wide QDI pipeline comprising many parallel 1-of-n

channels, multiple symbol sequences are transmitted separately through the multiple

parallel channels, which need to be synchronized at various places (the CD of each

pipeline stage in Figure 2.12) to achieve the complete data. If there is an extra (or

missing) symbol on one channel, this synchronization may fail and will wait indef-

initely. The data transmission in the pipeline is stalled and cannot recover by itself.

This indefinite stall is termed a “physical-layer” deadlock since it destroys the bot-

tom handshake protocol. The behaviour of this deadlock caused by transient faults

has long been neglected by the asynchronous community besides some early explo-

ration [Shi10]. Along with the physical-layer deadlock caused by permanent faults

(which stall the handshake permanently apparently), it will be thoroughly discussed in

the next Section 3.3.

In conclusion, transient faults on QDI pipelines may cause symbol insertion (a 1-

of-n code is inserted to the original data sequence), symbol deletion (the original code

is removed from the data sequence), symbol corruption (a 1-of-n code is corrupted into

an invalid m-of-n code), or a physical-layer deadlock where the handshake process is

permanently stalled.
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Figure 3.14: A QDI pipeline model divided into segments

3.3 Modelling the deadlock caused by different faults

Both transient and permanent faults can stall the handshake process in the bottom,

physical layer permanently, leading to a fault-caused physical-layer deadlock, which is

a new challenge faced by the asynchronous community. This deadlock is more serious

to QDI NoCs than packet errors, since it happens in the physical layer and cannot be

solved by network-layer deadlock management techniques (Section 2.2.5). In a dead-

locked state, most existing fault-tolerant techniques for synchronous circuits cannot

work [Ham50, Sor09]. Most existing fault-tolerant QDI designs are also deadlocked

by faults and fail to work [CH01, JM05, PCV12, ZSG+14b]. This section models QDI

pipelines deadlocked by different faults to study their behaviour, with which the fault

can be detected and recovered from.

A linear pipeline with depth d can be divided into (d − 1) segments (d ≥ 2). A

segment begins and ends with contiguous half-buffer latches, as Figure 3.14 shows.

Stage i+1 (1 ≤ i < d) is included in the segment Si. The direct result of a fault on

the forward data path of a segment (Si) may be a faulty input (dini+1) to the half-

buffer latch of the second stage (Stage i+1), which can be latched and further affect the

produced ack signal to the preceding stage (Stage i). This fault on the forwarding data

wires and asynchronous latch is termed a “Data” fault. On the backward ack path,

including the Completion Detector (CD) and the ack wire, the direct fault impact may

be a faulty ack signal (acki+1) to the preceding stage; this is an “Ack” fault.

Segment is used as the basic unit to study the fault impact (the grey “victim” region

in Figure 3.14). Stage i is termed the “pre-fault” stage while Stage i+1 is the “post-

fault” one. The proposed fault model is based on the following assumptions or rules:
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• Though multi-bit faults could happen in practice, only a 1-bit fault is considered

since it is enough to deadlock a QDI pipeline.

• If a fault happens at the latch input or in the latch, whose value is stored by the

latch, this fault is a “Data” fault to the current pipeline stage.

• If a fault is declared to happen at the latch output, it is an “Ack” fault. The fault

is not stored by the current latch but affects the CD.

• If a fault happens at the stage output of the pipeline stage, it indicates that this

fault neither gets stored by the current latch nor goes to the CD. This is a “Data”

fault to the next pipeline stage.

3.3.1 Deadlock caused by permanent faults

Since QDI asynchronous circuits are event-driven and controlled by handshake proto-

cols, besides corrupting the transmitting data, it is obvious that a permanent stuck-at

fault will halt the handshake process, resulting a “physical-layer” deadlock.

In synchronous circuits, permanent faults typically cause consecutive data errors.

The circuit continues under the control of the clock, making it possible to detect the

fault using accumulated history statistics of the circuit, i.e. error syndromes which

are usually obtained by using transient-fault-tolerant techniques [LLP07]. If the col-

lected error syndromes satisfy specific patterns or some time-out conditions, the fault

is taken as permanent and the recovery process is invoked; otherwise, it is transient or

intermittent [LLP07, LWL+10, FLJ+13].

However, in QDI circuits, most existing transient-fault-tolerant QDI designs [CH01,

JM05, PCV12, ZSG+13] are also deadlocked when a permanent fault happens. In this

case, error syndromes cannot be easily obtained, making traditional fault-detection

techniques [LLP07, LWL+10, FLJ+13] fail. Furthermore, when it comes to a QDI

NoC, this physical-layer deadlock may reserve a sequence of network resources, which

will cause more upper-layer deadlocks of the network, dramatically reducing the net-

work performance and finally paralysing the whole network. This section models the

deadlocked QDI pipeline to find common deadlock patterns with which the permanent

fault can be detected and located.

In a 4-phase, 1-of-n QDI pipeline, data is encoded as Delay-Insensitive (DI) sym-

bols which are either complete or incomplete. Incomplete data exist between a com-

plete data word and a spacer. According to the state transition in a pipeline stage (Fig-

ure 2.11), Figure 3.15 illustrates a possible transient state of a 6-stage pipeline without

faults. The consequence of a permanent fault on segment Si of a 4-phase, 1-of-n QDI
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pipeline can be classified into following four classes (Figure 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18):

1. Data stuck-at-0 (Figure 3.16a): Caused by a stuck-at-0 fault on the forward

data wire or in the asynchronous latch, an input (dini+1 in Figure 3.14) to the

asynchronous latch can get stuck at ‘0’, preventing a valid ‘1’ from arriving at

the post-fault stage (Stage i+1). As a result, all pipeline stages downstream of the

fault are stuck at the set phase with an incomplete data word and keep waiting

for the lost ‘1’. Their ack signals are all ‘0’s awaiting a complete data word.

2. Data stuck-at-1 (Figure 3.16b): Due to a stuck-at-1 fault on the forward data

wire or the latch, the input to the asynchronous latch of the post-fault Stage i+1

could get stuck at ‘1’, preventing all pipeline stages downstream of the fault from

being reset as they keep holding the incomplete data word with the invalid ‘1’.

As a result, all their ack signals are ‘1’s.
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Figure 3.16: Deadlocked pipelines due to stuck-at faults on the forward data path
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Figure 3.17: Deadlocked pipelines due to stuck-at-0 faults on CD or ack wires

3. Ack stuck-at-0 (Figure 3.17): The ack signal (acki+1) to the preceding pipeline

stage (Stage i) could get stuck at ‘0’ due to a permanent fault on the backward

ack wire (Figure 3.17a) or the CD of the current stage (Stage i+1, Figure 3.17b).

As a result, Stage i may hold either a complete data word if the faulty ack arrives

at the preceding stage when it was in the set phase, or an incomplete data word if

the preceding stage is resetting (the faulty ack stalls the reset operation). Thus,

the pre-fault stage and all pipeline stages downstream of the fault cannot be fully

reset. Their ack signals are all ‘1’s. Considering the ack signal back to the pre-

fault Stage i, it may have two possibilities depending on the fault position as

Figure 3.17a and 3.17b show.

4. Ack stuck-at-1 (Figure 3.18): The ack wire (acki+1) to the preceding stage may

get stuck at ‘1’ as well due to a stuck-at-1 fault on the backward acknowledge

path, so that incoming ‘1’s or 1-of-n symbols to the pre-fault stage cannot be

latched. The pre-fault stage and all pipeline stages downstream of the fault may

hold a spacer or an incomplete data word, getting stuck at the set phase, with

their acks being ‘0’s.

For all the above cases, since pipeline stages before the pre-fault stage are fault-

free, they would hold fault-free complete data words and spacers alternately according

to the 4-phase handshake protocol, leading to alternate “ack signal states” [SF01] as

Figure 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18 show. It can be concluded that, all the above cases share
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Figure 3.18: Deadlocked pipelines due to stuck-at-1 faults on CD or ack wires
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Figure 3.19: Blocked data flow without faults

the same deadlock pattern defined in Theorem 3.3.1, which is the key to detecting

permanent faults in QDI pipelines.

Theorem 3.3.1. Pattern of the fault-caused physical-layer deadlock:

The physical-layer deadlock caused by a permanent fault on a 4-phase 1-of-n QDI

pipeline leads to a steady state where all pipeline stages downstream of the fault have

the same ack while the ack signals between upstream stages are alternately valued.

It should be noticed that the data transmission through some pipeline stages may

take a long time, which can be caused by traffic contention happening in QDI NoCs due

to a high workload. As a result, the packet transmission is stalled for some time. All

stalled pipeline stages store fault-free data. According to 4-phase handshake protocols,

complete data words and spacers are stored alternately in this stalled packet path (Fig-

ure 3.19), which is different from the deadlock pattern caused by faults (Figure 3.16 ∼

3.18). This feature can be used in QDI NoCs to differentiate the fault-caused physical-

layer deadlock from the network-layer one and contention (Chapter 5).
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Figure 3.20: Pipeline model for transient faults

3.3.2 Deadlock caused by transient faults

As mentioned in Section 3.2, a transient fault may insert or delete a symbol from

a 1-of-n channel, stall the handshake process and deadlock the N-symbol wide QDI

pipeline (N>1), which has barely been studied. The occurrence of this deadlock is

more complicated than the one due to a permanent fault. This section will study the

behaviour of a transient fault stalling the 4-phase handshake process and the resulting

deadlock patterns, which can be used to detect the fault and diagnose the fault type.

For an N-symbol 4-phase 1-of-n QDI pipeline, the input data to a pipeline stage

can be expressed by using “active” signals (Figure 3.20) transmitting on the “active”

wires belonging to the N 1-of-n channels (Section 3.2.2), so that dini to Stage i can

be expressed as {Ai,1,Ai,2...Ai,N} (1 ≤ i ≤ d). Ai, j represents the jth output active wire

from the (i-1)th pipeline stage, as Figure 3.20 shows. Active signals (Ai, j) to, and ack

signals (acki) from, pipeline Stage i and Stage i+1 are used to denote the state of a

pipeline segment, Si=({Ai,1...Ai,N}, acki, {Ai+1,1...Ai+1,N}, acki+1), whose initial state

after reset is Si = ({0...0}, 0, {0...0}, 0).

The Production Rule Set (PRS) for basic logic gates [Mar91] is borrowed to de-

scribe the behaviour of a segment. A production rule with a form of A∧B −→C ↑,D ↓

is equivalent to A∧B −→ C ↑ and A∧B −→ D ↓, meaning that if both A and B are

true, the assignments C ↑ and D ↓ are fired. The firing of C ↑ and D ↓ is independent
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and has no sequence. According to the 4-phase handshake protocol, the PRS for an

N-word pipeline segment Si is (1 ≤ j ≤ N) shown below.

• For segment Si

Ai, j ∧¬acki+1 −→ Ai+1, j ↑ (3.1)

Ai+1,1 ∧ ...∧Ai+1, j...∧Ai+1,N −→ acki ↑ (3.2)

¬Ai, j ∧acki+1 −→ Ai+1, j ↓ (3.3)

¬Ai+1,1 ∧ ...∧¬Ai,+1 j...∧¬Ai,N −→ acki ↓ (3.4)

The PRS of the environment of segment Si is defined as follows:

• Left of Stage i

acki −→ Ai, j ↓ (3.5)

¬acki −→ Ai, j ↑ (3.6)

• Right of Stage i+1

Ai+2,1 ∧ ...∧Ai+2, j...∧Ai+2,N −→ acki+2 ↑ (3.7)

¬Ai+2,1 ∧ ...∧¬Ai+2, j...∧¬Ai+2,N −→ acki+2 ↓ (3.8)

Therefore, if a fault-caused physical-layer deadlock happens where the 4-phase

handshake process is broken, none of the above rules should be fired any more. The

pipeline gets stuck at a “stable” state without any signal transitions. Considering the

deadlock state of a pipeline segment Si containing Stage i and Stage i+1 (Figure 3.20),

its victim region comprises a forward data path – including the input data wires to and

the asynchronous latch of the post-fault Stage i+1, and a backward ack path – including

the CD of the post-fault Stage i+1 and the ack wire (acki+1) back to the pre-fault Stage

i. The input active wire (Ai, j) to and ack wire (acki) from the pre-fault stage are out

of the victim region and thus they are fault-free. Theorem 3.3.2 can be inferred in a

deadlocked state:

Theorem 3.3.2. In a deadlocked 4-phase QDI pipeline, the two contiguous ack signals

from and to the pre-fault pipeline stage are complementary.
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Proof. It is assumed that the two contiguous ack signals from and to the pre-fault

Stage i, acki and acki+1, are equal in the deadlock state. Thus (acki, acki+1) gets stuck

at (11) or (00).

a) (acki,acki+1) get stuck at (11).

If acki is stuck at ‘1’, {Ai,1...Ai,N} is stuck at {0...0} according to (3.5). The low

Ai, j and the high acki+1 causes a low Ai+1, j using (3.3), further leading to a low acki

according to (3.4), which is in contradiction to the assumption.

b) (acki,acki+1) get stuck at (00).

If acki is stuck at ‘0’, {Ai,1...Ai,N} is stuck at {1...1} according to (3.6). The high

Ai, j and the low acki+1 causes a high Ai+1, j using (3.1), further leading to a high acki

according to (3.2), which is in contradiction to the assumption.

Therefore, acki and acki+1, which are the two contiguous ack signals from and to

the pre-fault pipeline Stage i, are complementary in a deadlocked state. In other words,

the segment state ({Ai,1...Ai,N}, acki, acki+1) should get stuck at either ({1...1},0,1) or

({0...0},1,0) when the physical-layer deadlock happens.

Theorem 3.3.3. A transient fault happening on a single-symbol 4-phase 1-of-n QDI

pipeline can cause symbol insertion, deletion and corruption, but not a physical-layer

deadlock in the current segment.

Proof. It has been shown that a transient fault could cause symbol insertion, dele-

tion and corruption in a single-symbol 4-phase 1-of-n QDI pipeline [JM05,ZSG+14b]

(Section 3.2.2). Here we need to prove only that a transient fault cannot deadlock a

single-symbol 1-of-n pipeline. This behaviour was observed by Shi [Shi10] from sev-

eral faulty scenarios without validation. This research uses mathematical deduction to

prove the theorem in a formal way. The segment state of a single-symbol pipeline

segment is indicated by Si=(Ai, acki, Ai+1, acki+1). According to Theorem 3.3.2,

(acki,acki+1) should get stuck at either (01) or (10) if deadlock happens.

a) (acki,acki+1) get stuck at (01).

The statement that acki being stuck at ‘0’ is true iff Ai+1 is stuck ‘0’ according to

(3.4). The acki+1 gets stuck at ‘1’ iff Ai+2 is ‘1’ according to (3.2), so that acki+2 is

high according to (3.7).

Using (3.3) and (3.4), the low Ai+1 and the high acki+2 result in a low Ai+2, leading

to a low acki+1, which contradicts to the assumption that acki+1 gets stuck at ‘1’.

b) (acki,acki+1) get stuck at (10).

Similarly, the assumption that acki is stuck at ‘1’ iff Ai+1 keeps high according to

(3.2). acki+1 is ‘0’ iff Ai+2 is low according to (3.4), so acki+2 is low according to
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(3.8). Using (3.1) and (3.2), the high Ai+1 and low acki+2 result a high acki+1, which

contradicts to the assumption that acki+1 gets stuck at ‘0’.

Therefore, (acki,acki+1) can get stuck at neither (10) nor (01). In other words, a

transient fault cannot deadlock a single-symbol 4-phase 1-of-n QDI pipeline.

It should be noted that the symbol insertion and deletion may cause synchroniza-

tion failure at a higher level (the data-link layer [TW10]) where the data sequence in

this 1-of-n channel needs to be synchronized with the data in other channels. Due

to the unmatched symbol count, these independent and parallel channels cannot be

correctly synchronized at some points, which is another kind of (data-link-layer) dead-

lock [LM04]. It is not the point of this research. Thus, Theorem 3.3.3 points out that

the deadlock is a physical-layer one which generates from the current segment.

In a multi-symbol pipeline, multiple 1-of-n channels are synchronized at each

pipeline stage using a multi-bit wide C-element connected to their CDs (Figure 3.20),

which is different from a single-word pipeline where the CD is an OR-gate. In other

words, there are two kinds of synchronization points in a multi-symbol pipeline. One is

the asynchronous latch which synchronizes the forward and backward paths (denoted

by (3.1) and (3.3)) and outputs the latched data (Ai). The other is the CD synchronizing

multiple parallel forwarding 1-of-n channels (denoted by (3.2) and (3.4)) and mean-

while generating the backward event (acki). The introduction of the synchronization

point at the CD makes the multi-symbol pipeline different from the single-symbol one

when considering the impact of a transient fault.

Theorem 3.3.4. A transient fault can cause a physical-layer deadlock in a multi-

symbol 4-phase 1-of-n QDI pipeline.

Proof. This theorem has been mentioned by Shi [Shi10] as well. An instance was

used to explain the deadlock process without any validation while the management

techniques were not studied. It is difficult to make this statement just from one dead-

lock scenario without any further exploration. This research derives this theorem in a

formal way step by step, from which deadlock patterns can be abstracted to support the

deadlock management methods proposed in Chapters 5 and 6. This proof is new and

belongs to the main contributions of this research. It provides a new way of thinking

to handle this deadlock issue in asynchronous circuits or NoCs.

According to Theorem 3.3.2, when a physical-layer deadlock happens, the segment

state ({Ai,1...Ai,N}, acki, acki+1) should get stuck at either ({1...1},0,1) or ({0...0},1,0).
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First, the statement of ({Ai,1...Ai,N},acki,acki+1) being stuck at ({1...1},0,1) in the

deadlock state is proved. In this case, whether the N active signals, (Ai,1...Ai,N), to

the pre-fault stage are latched by Stage i depends on the time when acki+1 goes high.

The output active signals (Ai+1,1...Ai+1,N) of the pre-fault Stage i may have different

combinations of logic values:

a) {Ai+1,1...Ai+1,N} are stuck at {1...1}.

In this case, all active signals to the pre-fault Stage i are latched and output, so that

acki is high using (3.2), which contradicts to the precondition that acki is stuck at ‘0’.

b) {Ai+1,1...Ai+1,N} are stuck at {0...0}.

In this case, none of the input active signals gets latched and output by Stage i,

denoting that (3.1) is not fired. It means when the new data word arrives at the Stage

i, acki+1 to Stage i is high. This violates the precondition in a 1-bit transient fault

environment where acki+1 cannot remain high.

Therefore, the only possible case for a deadlocked pipeline is that {Ai+1,1...Ai+1,N}

are neither all ‘0’s or all ‘1’s.

c) {Ai+1,1...Ai+1,N} are neither all ‘0’s nor all ‘1’s in the final deadlock state.

As Figure 3.20 shows, a transient fault in the victim region of segment Si may

happen on either the forward data path (including input data wires to the post-fault

Stage i+1 and the asynchronous latch of Stage i+1), resulting in a faulty Ai+2, f (1 ≤

f ≤ N), or the backward ack path (including the CD of the post-fault Stage i+1 and the

backward ack wire to the pre-fault Stage i), resulting in a faulty acki+1. The following

proofs are divided into two cases for discussion:

1. The 1-bit transient fault is on the forward data path

Under the precondition that {Ai+1,1...Ai+1,N} are neither all ‘0’s nor all ‘1’s

in the final deadlock state, to ensure acki+1 to be stuck at ‘1’ which means

(3.1) and (3.2) have been fired, but (3.3) and (3.4) have not, the only possi-

bility is that a 1-bit positive transient fault leads to a faulty active signal, A′
i+2, f ,

at the output of the post-fault Stage i+1. It is latched by the CD along with

other fault-free active signals, resulting a high acki+1 according to (3.2). This

faulty active signal (A′
i+2, f ) could traverse through the f th 1-of-n channel to the

destination with other fault-free symbols, resulting high ack signals at all suc-

ceeding pipeline stages. Meanwhile, the fault-free Ai, f arrives at the pre-fault

Stage i after acki+1 goes high, preventing the complete data word from being

latched. As a result, acki keeps low, which further ensures this complete data
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Figure 3.21: A positive transient fault on the forward path of the pipeline

({Ai,1...Ai,N}={1...1}) to the pre-fault stage cannot be withdrawn according to

(3.6), resulting a physical-layer deadlock.

Even after a short time when this positive transient fault disappears, the faulty ac-

tive signal Ai+2, f resets to ‘0’, which traverses through all pipeline stages down-

stream of the fault. Since the other fault-free active signals to the CD are high,

the disappearance of this fault will not trigger (3.3) and (3.4), this acki+1 will

be steady at ‘1’, preventing the complete data word from being latched by the

pre-fault stage.

Figure 3.21 illustrates an example that a positive transient fault on the forward

data path (the shaded victim region) deadlocks the N-symbol 1-of-4 pipeline.

All the 1-of-4 symbols except for the delayed one on the second channel have

been latched by Stage i at t1, and output to the succeeding pipeline stages. At

t2, a positive transient fault happens on the second channel of the forward path

creates a faulty Ai+1,2 latched by Stage i+1 or a faulty Ai+2,2. The resulting faulty

Ai+2,2 will trigger the CD of the post-fault Stage i+1, leading to a high acki+1,

which further prevents the later coming Ai,2 from being latched by the pre-fault

Stage i. After the fault disappears at t3, all stages downstream of the fault and

the pre-fault stage keep holding the incomplete data word with a spacer on the

second channel. Their ack signals are all ‘1’s, while the pipeline stages before
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the pre-fault stage hold fault-free data following a “complete data – spacer –

complete word –spacer” pattern and their ack signals are alternately valued.

In this deadlock state, the input to the pre-fault Stage i is a complete data word,

while all pipeline stages downstream of the fault (including the post-fault Stage

i+1) hold an incomplete data word. Under the precondition that only a 1-bit

transient fault happens, this incomplete word needs one more 1-of-n symbol to

become complete, which is named as an “almost-full” data word. The deadlock

state of the segment Si can be expressed as (3.9).

({Ai,1...Ai,N},acki,{Ai+1,1...Ai+1, f−1Ai+1, f Ai+1, f+1...Ai+1,N},acki+1)

= ({1...1},0,{1...101...1},1)
(3.9)

2. The 1-bit transient fault is on the backward ack path

A positive transient fault on the backward ack path could cause a persistent high

acki+1 directly. If acki+1 goes high before data symbols arrive at the pre-fault

Stage i, the later coming symbols cannot be latched. (3.1) and (3.2) cannot be

fired, resulting a permanently low acki. At the post-fault Stage i+1, this fault

should happen before the last synchronization point at the backward path (which

is the C-element at the root of the CD tree in Figure 3.22) so that the backward

acki+1 is permanently high even after the disappearance of the fault. The 1-bit

positive transient fault causes a fake event triggering the CD high along with

other normal events, which is equivalent to the firing of (3.2). After the disap-

pearance of the fault, since the other inputs to the synchronization point of the

CD are still high, acki+1 stays high permanently, preventing the later coming

fault-free data symbols from being latched by the pre-fault stage. The low acki

prevents the incoming data word to the pre-fault stage from being reset. The

handshake protocol is stalled, resulting in a physical-layer deadlock.

Figure 3.22 illustrates an example that a 1-bit positive transient fault happens

on the CD of the post-fault Stage i+1 deadlocks the N-symbol 1-of-4 pipeline.

At t1, all 1-of-4 symbols except for the symbols on the first and second 1-of-4

channels have been latched by Stage i, and output to all following stages. At t2,

a positive fault happens on the CD of Stage i+1, leading to a high acki+1 to the

pre-fault Stage i, which prevents the later coming symbols on the first and second

channels from being latched (acki remains low). After the fault disappears at t3,

acki+1 remains high since the other input(s) to the last C-element is (are) high,
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Figure 3.22: A positive transient fault on the backward path of the pipeline

resulting a physical-layer deadlock that the handshake is permanently stalled.

In this deadlock state, the input to the pre-fault Stage i is a fault-free complete

data word. All pipeline stages before the pre-fault Stage i hold fault-free data

following a “complete data – spacer – complete data – spacer” pattern, with

alternately valued ack signals. Pipeline stages after the fault and the pre-fault

stage hold the same incomplete data. The different points from the deadlock

state caused by a transient fault on the forward path are:

(a) It is not necessary that the incomplete data held by the pre-fault stage and

stages downstream of the fault are “almost full” word.

(b) Pipeline stages downstream of the post-fault stage have the same ack sig-

nals while the post-fault stage has a complementary ack signal.

The above proof also fits the case that segment state ({Ai,1, ..., Ai,N}, acki, acki+1)

gets stuck at ({0...0},1,0). A negative transient fault on the forward data path will

cause an “almost empty” data, which contains only one 1-of-n symbol while the oth-

ers are spacers. This “almost empty” data word is latched by the pre-fault stage and

transmitted to all pipeline stages downstream of the fault. They all have the same ack

signals. Pipeline stages before the pre-fault stage hold a fault-free data stream with

alternately valued ack signals. The deadlock state of the victim segment can be ex-

pressed by (3.10). If the negative transient fault happens on the backward ack path (or
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Figure 3.23: State transitions of a 4-phase pipeline stage with “almost” words

the CD), it could deadlock the pipeline as well while the incomplete word latched by

pipeline stages downstream of the fault are not necessary to be “almost empty”.

({Ai,1...Ai,N},acki,{Ai+1,1...Ai+1, f−1Ai+1, f Ai+1, f+1...Ai+1,N},acki+1)

= ({0...0},1,{0...010...0},0)
(3.10)

Therefore, it can be concluded that a transient fault could deadlock a multi-symbol

4-phase 1-of-n QDI pipeline. The above proofs can be extended to m-of-n (2≤m<n)

pipelines, which can be deadlocked by a transient fault as well.

3.3.3 Deadlock analysis

For an N-symbol wide 4-phase 1-of-n QDI pipeline, five kinds of binary sets are de-

fined as follows (Ai = {Ai, j|1 ≤ j ≤ N}), including the three defined in Section 2.1.6.

The almost full and almost empty data words are incomplete which have only one

spacer and one 1-of-n symbol respectively. Figure 3.23 illustrates the updated state

transition graph based on Figures 2.11 and 3.15, with “almost full/empty” data words

as the intermediate states between the spacer and a complete data word.

• complete data (Ai,complete): all elements are ‘1’s.

• incomplete data (Ai,complete): this is the intermediate state between a spacer and

a complete data word where some of the N elements are 1-of-n while the others

are spacers.

– almost full (Ai,almost f ull): all elements are ‘1’s except for the fault-related

one which is ‘0’.

– almost empty (Ai,almost empty): all elements are ‘0’s except for the fault-

related one which is ‘1’.

• spacer (Ai,spacer): all elements are ‘0’s.
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Figure 3.24: Deadlocked pipelines caused by transient faults

It can be concluded from Theorem 3.3.4 that possible deadlock states of an N-

symbol 4-phase QDI pipeline caused by a transient fault can be classified into two

kinds according to the fault position:

• If a transient fault on the forward data path deadlocks the pipeline, the pre-fault

stage and all pipeline stages downstream of the fault keep the same “almost

full” or “almost empty” incomplete data word, while pipeline stages before the

pre-fault stage hold a fault-free data stream. As a result, any two contiguous

ack signals after the fault are the same while the ack signals before the fault

are alternately valued. (3.11) and (3.12) presents the concluded expression of

the deadlocked pipeline segment while their pipeline models are shown in Fig-

ure 3.24a and 3.24b.

(Ai,acki,Ai+1,acki+1) = (Ai,complete,0,Ai+1,almost f ull,1) (3.11)

(Ai,acki,Ai+1,acki+1) = (Ai,spacer,1,Ai+1,almost empty,0) (3.12)
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• If a transient fault on the backward ack path (before the last synchronization

point, which is the root of the CD tree at the post-fault stage in Figure 3.22)

deadlocks the pipeline, the pre-fault stage and all pipeline stages downstream

of the fault keep holding the same incomplete data word, while the preceding

pipeline stages hold the fault-free data stream. As a result, any two contiguous

ack signals after the post-fault stage are the same while the ack signals before

the faulty CD are alternately valued. (3.13) and (3.14) presents the expression

of the deadlocked pipeline segment while their pipeline models are shown in

Figure 3.24c and 3.24d.

(Ai,acki,Ai+1,acki+1) = (Ai,complete,0,Ai+1,incomplete,1) (3.13)

(Ai,acki,Ai+1,acki+1) = (Ai,spacer,1,Ai+1,incomplete,0) (3.14)

It can also be concluded from Theorem 3.3.4 that a “long enough” time differ-

ence between the two slowest 1-of-n channels is necessary to the production of this

physical-layer deadlock. A similar observation has been made by Shi [Shi10]. Tskew

is used to denote the data skew between the two slowest parallel 1-of-n channels. The

loop latency Tloop between two adjacent pipeline stages can be expressed as (3.15)

where T f orward and Tbackward represent the propagation delay of the forward data and

the backward ack respectively. T f orward and Tbackward can be expressed as (3.16) and

(3.17) where tlatch, tCD, tdata and tack are propagation delays of the asynchronous latch,

the CD, data wires and the ack wire, respectively. Thus, to ensure that a 1-bit transient

fault could deadlock the pipeline, (3.18) should be satisfied as the precondition and the

fault happens on the slowest channel.

Tloop = Tf orward +Tbackward (3.15)

Tf orward = 2tlatch+ tdata (3.16)

Tbackward = tCD+ tack (3.17)

Tskew > Tloop (3.18)

This data skew or the time difference of data transmission between 1-of-n channels

of a pipeline can be long because of many factors [BY92, RJDC98, BDF+14]. Due to

the increasing chip size and more function on a chip, on-chip wiring delay is having

an increasing impact on the chip performance [RJDC98]. The geometry, design con-

straints and manufacturing variations can cause significant data skew between different
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link wires [BY92, BDF+14], which becomes common as the semiconductor technol-

ogy scales. The resulting data skew becomes more easily to reach the time to transmit

multiple bits, and may get augmented after a long distance. Besides these internal

factors to the circuit itself, external parameter variations such as crosstalk [NKM10],

worn-out wires or transistors with the ageing process [Con03], Electromagnetic inter-

ference (EMI) [KSDH00] are able to introduce data skew between the large amount

of on-chip interconnects as well. Therefore, if the data skew is common in a multi-

symbol channel and the time difference between the two slowest 1-of-n channels is

longer than the loop latency, satisfying (3.18), the possibility that transient faults on the

asynchronous pipeline cause a deadlock significantly increases. As a result, the incom-

ing large-scale QDI NoC becomes more sensitive to a physical-layer deadlock caused

by a transient fault. Data errors can be corrected in different network layers, even at

the interface to synchronous circuits so that the error management process can be ex-

ecuted in the synchronous domain of a Globally Asynchronous, Locally Synchronous

(GALS) system, which can utilise the well-studied conventional fault-tolerant tech-

niques. However, without protection inside the asynchronous network, a fault-caused

physical-layer deadlock can fail the whole system easily. Therefore, it is essential

to use extra fault-tolerant techniques in the asynchronous network to reduce the fault

impact (Chapter 4), and also manage the physical-layer deadlock caused by different

faults (Chapters 5 and 6).

Comparing patterns of the physical-layer deadlock caused by a permanent and a

transient fault (Figure 3.16, 3.17, 3.18 and Figure 3.24), it can be found that these

faults cause the same deadlock patterns, which are:

1. No transitions are detected on the pipeline;

2. All pipeline stages downstream of the fault have the same ack while the ack

signals in pipeline stages upstream of fault are alternately valued.

Therefore, Theorem 3.3.1 can be extended to transient faults, which is the key to de-

tecting the fault that results in this physical-layer deadlock.

3.4 Related work

Fault-tolerance is a well-studied topic in synchronous circuits and NoCs [RFZJ13]. As

discussed before, event-driven asynchronous circuits manifest much more complicated

faulty scenarios than synchronous ones. Several techniques have been proposed to
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protect asynchronous circuits or interconnection from transient faults, but the tolerance

of permanent faults and the management of the fault-caused physical-layer deadlocks

in asynchronous circuits have rarely been studied. This section introduces several fault-

tolerant techniques as representatives to demonstrate the state-of-the-art work related

to this research.

3.4.1 Tolerating transient faults

Section 3.1.5 discussed that (transient) faults can be dynamically detected using differ-

ent redundancy techniques [Ham50, LLP07, FLJ+13]. Information redundancy tech-

niques, or fault-tolerant codes [Sor09], are important concepts in the field of fault-

tolerance. In QDI asynchronous circuits, Delay-Insensitive (DI) codes, which implic-

itly include timing information, are used to build data channels. Thus, information

redundancy techniques can be used in QDI circuits to obtain both timing-robustness

and fault-tolerance.

Information redundancy techniques

Systematic codes [AN10] (Section 4.1.1), such as parity check codes and Hamming

codes [Ham50] have been widely used for fault-tolerance purposes [LLP07,LWL+10,

Yu11, Pon12, FLJ+13]. Encoding them into DI codes for QDI interconnection may

result in low coding efficiency [Pon12, ZSG+14b]. Among existing asynchronous de-

signs, information redundancy techniques are often used in bundled-data rather than

QDI designs to provide fault-tolerance [LLP07, LWL+10, LLP12].

The first paper that systematically addressed transient faults in 4-phase DI codes

during transmission was presented by Cheng and Ho [CH01]. An unordered system-

atic code using a parity check code was proposed to correct 1-bit errors and detect

completion simultaneously on 4-phase asynchronous links. Two error models were

proposed, the first of which assumes only unidirectional errors (either 0 → 1 or 1 → 0)

could happen. For the 1 → 0 error model, t ‘1’s will be missing at the receiver if at

most t errors can happen during the transmission, requiring a t-error correcting DI code

to correct these errors. For the 0 → 1 model, where each error could contribute two

errors at the receiver side, a 2t-error correcting code is required under the assumption

of up to t transmission errors. In the reset phase of the 4-phase handshake process,

where the transmission wires may not be reset to ‘0’s due to either an unexpected and

arbitrarily long delay or permanent faults, a bounded delay model is used in these error
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Figure 3.25: Error-correcting model proposed by Cheng and Ho [CH01]

models to constrain the reset time so it is not a QDI design. Taking the 1 → 0 case for

example (Figure 3.25), the information bits, I, are first encoded into a DI codeword IEC

at the sender. The DI code has a weight of n (n ‘1’s) and supports a t-error correction

capability. t errors may occur and remove t ‘1’s during the transmission. Detecting (n-

t) ‘1’s at the receiver side, all errors can be corrected and then the original information

bits decoded. Since the data are not protected during their transmission in the asyn-

chronous interconnects, symbol insertion, deletion and corruption, even a fault-caused

physical-layer deadlock can happen, which can paralyse the whole communication.

No hardware implementation was disclosed.

Similarly, a parity check was used to implement the error detection and correction

in QDI communication [Pon12]. Taking a 8-bit binary vector “01011100” for exam-

ple, it is equivalent to a data word with four 1-of-4 codes (“0010”, “0010”, “1000”

and “0001”). The produced parity bits at the sender are 0010
⊕

0010
⊕

1000
⊕

0001 = 1001, which are further transformed to two 1-of-4 codes “0100” and “0010” to

transmit. At the receiver, parity bits are regenerated and compared with the transmitted

ones through the XOR operation. The bit position of the faulty code can be decided

and the faulty bit is further corrected. However, this method can only resolve symbol

corruption on data wires. If the transmitted parity bits are faulty, error correction is

disabled. Any faults in the data field will be transmitted to the destination. Since the

NoC itself was not protected, the redundancy added to network interfaces incurs 11.6%

area overhead and 8.1% speed overhead. The achieved fault-tolerance is limited.

Another unordered systematic code named Zero-Sum [AN10,AN12] was proposed

to protect 4-phase asynchronous links. As Figure 3.26 shows, each bit position of a

Zero-Sum code is assigned an index – check bits are indexed by powers of two while

indices of data bits occupy the remaining consecutive position. The check word is the

binary representation of the sum of indices of data bits whose values are ‘0’s. Fig-

ure 3.26b presents the Zero-Sum communication system. The check word is generated

at the sender and then transmitted to the receiver with the data word. Once a valid code-

word is detected by the Completion Detector (CD) at the receiver, the error correction
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Figure 3.26: Zero-Sum codes [AN12]

unit recalculates the check field C′ and compares it with the incoming check word C. If

their absolute difference |C−C′| is zero, it is assured no error has occurred. Otherwise,

the value of |C−C′| represents the index of the erroneous bit. A time-out mechanism

is used to force the erroneous data which cannot be detected by CD to be corrected

and latched by the receiver to ensure forward progress, so that it is not a QDI design.

Carefully checking the codes, it can be found that a 1-bit fault could mislead the error

corrector to decode a wrong code word: assuming that a transient fault mutates the

data word “10” into “11” during its transmission while the transmission of its check

word “0011” is delayed (Figure 3.26a). The erroneous “11 0000” will be incorrectly

regarded as a valid code without error correction, even if the check word arrives at the

receiver later. Extensions, Zero-Sum+ and Zero-Sum∗ [AN12], have been proposed

to improve the error detection and correction capability, but with the same problems

mentioned above and a larger hardware overhead.

The work of Lechner et al. [LSH15] studied the general fault-tolerance properties

of DI codes and proposed methods for improving the fault resilience of 4-phase DI

asynchronous communication links. In DI or QDI communication which is free from

timing assumptions of signal delays, signal transitions on long wires may appear at any

time and in any order at the receiver. In a faulty environment, rising transitions caused

by faults can make an intermediate transmission state of a DI code into a complete data

word latched by the receiver. Taking a 2-of-4 code “0011” for example, one possible

intermediate transmission state could be “0001”, which can be mutated into “1001”

by a positive fault and further be mistaken into a valid 2-of-4 code at the receiver.

Resilient sub-codes can be built from the original DI codes to avoid this issue. It is

declared that two codewords x = (xn−1, xn−2, ..., x0) and y = (yn−1, yn−2, ..., y0) overlap

at bit position i if both xi and yi equal ‘1’. If the number of ‘1’s in two codes – which

are not the overlapping bits – is larger than f, it can be inferred that f faults cannot

change an incomplete code word into a complete one. Resilient sub-codes are a set
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Figure 3.27: Double-checking protection [JM05]

of DI code words where any two of the code words satisfy this condition. {0011,

1100} are resilient sub-codes of 2-of-4 codes tolerating one bit transient fault. {10010,

01100} are sub-codes of 2-of-5 codes tolerating two bits transient faults.

The above resilient sub-codes are immune to a specific number of transient faults

and no detection/correction is required. The price is the extremely poor coding ef-

ficiency due to the loss of code space. To improve the coding efficiency, a two-step

data encoding method was proposed [LSH15]: at the sender, an error detection coding

method first adds enough bit redundancy to the original data, which is then encoded

into DI codes transmitting to the receiver. To achieve an f -bit fault-tolerance capabil-

ity, the mapping between the error detection codes and the DI codes must ensure that

f transient faults on the transmitted DI codes will cause at most t-bit errors on the de-

coded error detection codes, which can be detected. Producing this mapping requires

complex processes in searching a graph. No hardware details were disclosed.

In addition, using multiple fault-tolerant methods, a self-timed bundled-data link

is able to tolerate transient and permanent faults [LLP07, LWL+10]. Hamming cod-

ing and interleaving is used to detect transient faults while a retransmission is used to

correct errors. The extra de-interleaving and Hamming decoding process introduces

a large area overhead and it is not a QDI design. Lechner et al. [LLP12] proposed

a robust asynchronous interfacing scheme for Globally Asynchronous, Locally Syn-

chronous (GALS) systems. The interface performs a transformation between bundled-

data and dual-rail encodings. Parity bits are employed to do error-correction. Delay

elements are used to guarantee the correct operation of the code generator, error detec-

tion and correction. This is not a QDI design either.

Physical and other redundancy techniques

Many physical and temporal techniques have been proposed to provide fault-tolerance

for asynchronous circuits or on-chip communication. As for QDI designs, Jang et
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al. [JM05,Jan08] proposed a physical-redundant double-checking technique which tol-

erates 1-bit faults and some multi-bit faults. As Figure 3.27 shows, one module can be

a basic logic gate or a combinational circuit, which is duplicated. The variables {xa,

xb}, {ya, yb} and {Za, Zb} are copies of the variable x, y and Z respectively. A transient

fault on inputs may result in a glitch on one of the check-in variables {Z
′

a,Z
′

b}, which

can be filtered by the double-checking C-elements. Two extra weak C-elements can

be added to the two double-checking C-elements respectively to tolerate accumulated

soft errors (or Multiple-Event Upset). The main difference from other communication-

centric fault-tolerant techniques is that it can be used to build computational circuits.

Compared with an unprotected QDI circuit, the area of the double-checking protected

one is enlarged by a factor of between two and three, and the throughput is reduced

between 40% and 50%. This double-checking technique has also been used in several

other fault-tolerant asynchronous designs [ASLM09, IY11, LHHA14].

Similar to the double-checking technique [JM05], Almukhaizim et al. [ASLM09]

proposed replication-based soft-error-tolerant solutions for Asynchronous Burst-Mode

Machines (ABMM). Both the TMR-based [Sor09] and duplication-based [JM05] tech-

niques utilising the inherent functionality of C-elements were explored to improve the

circuit robustness. Considering the large area overhead due to a pure duplication of the

original circuit (≥100% of the cost), three partial duplication options were explored

to protect sensitive gates or blocks, requiring 87%, 60%, and 50% of its cost while

providing 68%, 47%, and 24% of its transient-error tolerance respectively, providing a

trade-off between the area overhead and the error reduction in ABMMs.

Monnet et al. studied the sensitivity of QDI circuits to transient faults [MRL04,

MRL05a, MRL06], and proposed a rail synchronization technique between multiple

parallel channels to filter glitches [MRL05b, MRL06]. Compared to the duplication-

based techniques proposed by Jang et al. [JM05] and Almukhaizim et al. [ASLM09],

duplication is avoided so that the area overhead is reduced. The synchronization be-

tween two channels, for example, ensures that in one channel data symbols cannot

be latched without the presence of valid data symbols in the other channel, thus most

transient faults can be filtered at the synchronization point. When there is only one

circuit without a redundant channel to be synchronized with, a redundant control cir-

cuit is required to synchronize the original channel. A delay line compromising the

DI feature is required. Some minor timing assumptions are also required between syn-

chronized channels. Some faulty scenarios (such as a 1-of-2 code “01” changed to a

faulty “10”) and the possible deadlock cannot be resolved. The incurred area overhead
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Figure 3.28: TRDIC communication system

depends highly on the circuit architecture to harden. A hardened asynchronous Data

Encryption Standard (DES) crypto-processor is 7.7% larger and 18% slower than the

unprotected one. A robust C-element latch scheme using a similar synchronization

technique was proposed [GYB07] but also requires a number of timing assumptions.

A duplication and recalculation technique was proposed [FS09,FPD09] for 2-phase

1-of-2 QDI circuits. The original channel is duplicated and a checker samples data

from the original pipeline stage and the replica to detects errors. Data transmission

will be stalled until the preceding combinational circuit recalculates a fault-free result.

A cross-coupling technique was proposed to ensure that the circuit will not proceed

until the error is resolved. The Register Transfer Level (RTL) simulation results were

presented, which demonstrated that the proposed techniques can tolerate data errors

but will fail in the presence of physical-layer deadlock.

Julai et al. [JYB12] proposed a fault-tolerant latch architecture which duplicates the

original data rail so that XOR gates can compare the two “identical” rails and detect

faults. Similar to the Razor flip-flop technique [EKD+03] for synchronous pipelines,

a shadow latch controlled by a delayed clock is added to support the error correction.

A multiplexer at the output will choose either the main latch as the output if no faults

are detected or the shadow latch if faults are detected. Many timing assumptions are

required in the latch so it is not a QDI design.

Temporal redundancy has been used to tolerate transient faults on 1-of-n QDI

pipelines. As Figure 3.28a shows, the Temporally Redundant Delay Insensitive Code

(TRDIC) system [PCV12] converts 1-of-n DI codes to 2-of-n+1 codes at the sender,

which are transmitted to the QDI data links. The conversion from 1-of-n to 2-of-

n+1 code can be easily implemented using a bitwise OR-operation between the pre-

vious and the current 1-of-n codes while the most significant bit indicates if the two

consecutive codes are the same. In this way, two code words are transmitted inside
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the 2-of-n+1 code every time and every code word is transmitted twice. At the re-

ceiver (Figure 3.28b), using a feedback loop of asynchronous latches (which exist at

the sender as well) to store the code word based on the first transmission (which is the

next expected data), faults occurring during the second transmission of the same code

word can be filtered by comparing the previously stored one and the new incoming one.

Double checkers built from C-elements [JM05] are used at the receiver which could

filter most transient faults. Without including the cost of TRDIC encoder and decoder,

the area of a protected 2-of-5 pipeline is around three times larger than unprotected

1-of-4 pipeline. The throughput decreases 20%. If the decoding/encoding component

is considered, the hardware cost must be large; it was not revealed. As mentioned by

the authors, some transient faults cannot be tolerated with the simple double checker,

such as an insertion of a valid code word. A three-stage trellis structure was used in an

extended version to improve fault-tolerance [Pon12]. No implementation details were

given but the area/speed overhead is expected to increase further.

Ogg et al. [OAHY08] proposed a technique utilizing phase relationships between

multiple 1-of-2 data symbols and a redundant reference symbol to achieve the transient

resilience of asynchronous links. The generation of the reference symbol follows the

sequence of “00” → “01” → “11” → “10”. If a data symbol is the same as the refer-

ence, they are “in-phase” and a ‘0’ bit is decoded. If a data symbol is complementary

to the reference, they are “180◦ out of phase” and a ‘1’ bit is decoded. A data symbol

satisfying other phase relationships (±90◦) will not be latched. However, this tech-

nique is time-dependent since wire delays can violate the normal phase relationships

between the data and reference symbol. A faulty data symbol satisfying the phase re-

lationship can be decoded into an incorrect value. For example, to transmit a bit ‘0’

when the reference symbol is “01”, the received data symbol should be “01” in the

normal case. Any faults which change the data to “11” or “00” will not be latched or

decoded, but a temporarily faulty “10” occurring before the right data symbol will be

incorrectly latched and decoded into ‘1’. It is not a QDI design.

Considering Null Convention Logic (NCL) designs [SF01], Kuang et al. [KXIZ07]

studied the fault-tolerance of NCL QDI circuits and proposed that reducing the sensi-

tivity duration of the NCL logic to glitches could significantly suppress the soft error

rate. In its extension [KZYD10], a Schmitt trigger [SNI06] implemented at transistor

level was used to prevent most glitches from being latched into transient errors. Be-

sides, to protect combinational blocks, extra latches, detection and reset circuits were
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added. When erroneous transitions are detected, the reset circuits clear the combina-

tional circuits. However, these redundant circuits were assumed to be fault-free without

any protection. Delay elements were used to mitigate some fault scenarios, compro-

mising the timing-robustness feature of the circuits. Mosaffa et al. [MJM11] proposed

techniques to improve the robustness of NCL gates to transient faults by building ro-

bust threshold gates at transistor level, without being sensitive to transistor sizing and

load capacitance. These robust threshold gates were later used in a Macro Synchronous

Micro Asynchronous (MSMA) pipeline proposed by Lodhi et al. [LHHA14] to achieve

fault-tolerance.

In addition, Bainbridge et al. [BS09] proposed a series of techniques to protect QDI

pipelines from transient faults, which can be classified into: 1) preventing a glitch from

causing an effect, 2) mapping the consequences of a glitch onto a different consequence

that is easier to detect/recover from and 3) reducing the window of sensitivity to a

glitch. However, none of them is robust enough to qualify as fault-immune. The

transient-fault effects on different kinds of implementations of C-elements have been

evaluated by means of fault-injection simulations at transistor level [BSK+10].

Although the above techniques seem promising, they cannot be easily migrated to

protect QDI links or the large number of existing QDI NoCs without modifying most

of the original circuit or disturbing the timing-robustness nature. It can be summarized

from the above techniques that the fault-tolerance and timing-robustness are difficult

to achieve at the same time. Many existing techniques improve the circuit robustness

but do not qualify as fault-immune. A trade-off should usually be made between the

incurred hardware/performance overhead and the achieved fault-tolerance capability,

so that a flexible protection strategy depending on the practical design requirement is

valuable. Chapter 4 will propose a general fault-tolerant coding scheme to protect QDI

interconnects from transient faults according to the fault-tolerance requirement while

keeping the timing-robust nature, providing a flexible way to enhance the robustness

of QDI links or NoCs.

3.4.2 Tolerating permanent faults and managing deadlocks

Conventional fault detection and recovery techniques

Transient faults may corrupt the transmitting data, which can be either detected or

corrected on-the-fly so that no further recovery operation is required. If the fault is

detected but not corrected, the end-to-end retransmission is a popular way to avoid
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Figure 3.29: Spare wire replacement example

packet loss in NoCs, which, however, works for transient faults only. Permanent faults

can be checked off-line using self-test mechanisms, such as scan chains [TTD+09], or

detected on-line by searching for persistent errors using fault-tolerant coding schemes

[LLP07, LWL+10, FLJ+13]. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, if the collected error syn-

dromes satisfy specific patterns or some time-out conditions, the fault is taken as per-

manent and the recovery process starts. Although permanent faults cannot be elimi-

nated, a network may survive with redundant or reduced resources, which is important

to critical digital equipment. Based on the assumption that the permanent fault has been

detected and located, many recovery techniques have been proposed [RFZJ13], includ-

ing spare wire replacement [LLP07, YA10, LWL+10], splitting transmission [LLP07,

ZYA12, YA10] and fault-tolerant routings [RFR+10, IY11, FLJ+13].

Spare wire replacement [LLP07, YA10, LWL+10] is a physical-redundant tech-

nique substituting extra wires for faulty ones, whereas in the normal case these spare

wires are unused. Figure 3.29 illustrates the function of the reconfiguration unit imple-

menting the switching between faulty and spare wires. If the output wire wi is defective

in the one-fault case, all input wires numbered no less than i will be redirected to new

outputs numbered with an increment of one. The two-fault case is also depicted in

Figure 3.29. Complicated control circuits are usually required to implement the wire

switching. Splitting transmission [LLP07, ZYA12, YA10] divides a physical link into

several groups and one flit into the same number of parts. When a link wire of a

group is diagnosed as defective, the corresponding group is discarded and the other

groups still work. As a result, transmission of one flit is split into two transmissions;
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the discarded group will be compensated by a group of wires in the second transmis-

sion. Data packets are disassembled at the transmitter and reassembled at the receiver

side to obtain the original data in a faulty environment. A small group size provides

high bandwidth and throughput in the presence of faults, but incurs more complicated

control logic, consuming significant area and power. As the group size increases, the

network throughput decreases as more wires are abandoned in case of a faulty wire;

so does the complexity of the control logic. Note that splitting the transmission, which

dynamically configures the link for one flit when a link wire is found defective, is

different from the Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM, Section 2.2.6) which initially

divides one link physically into multiple independent sub-links for different packets.

Splitting transmission is a network-layer or data-link-layer technique. After a link wire

is found defective the following flit should be disassembled to fit the remaining link

width and reassembled at the link end. Differently, the SDM applied in this research is

a physical-layer technique which provides multiple narrow physical channels on each

link. The flit width is adjusted to the width of each sub-link before a packet enters the

network so that no disassembly or assembly operation is required even if a permanent

fault removes a sub-link. Fault-tolerant routings have also been widely used to recover

the network function in the network layer [RFR+10, DT03, IY11, ZYA12, FLJ+13]. It

will detour the located faulty link and choose an alternative, healthy one to carry data.

A defective router can also be bypassed if its location is known. However, using only

the network-layer fault-tolerant routing cannot manage a fault-caused deadlock in the

lower physical layer.

As an instance, Lehtonen et al. [LLP07] used Hamming codes [Ham50] to detect

transient faults and retransmissions to correct errors in an asynchronous bundled-data

NoC. Similar to the detection of permanent faults in synchronous NoCs, error syn-

dromes are recorded when detecting transient faults. A number of equivalent syn-

dromes indicate a permanent fault. By decoding syndromes, the position of the per-

manent fault is located. Spare wires and half-splitting transmission were explored to

bypass permanent faults respectively. However, this bundled-data design is similar to

a synchronous network rather than QDI.

The later work of Lehtonen et al. [LWL+10] proposed an in-line test method to

detect permanent faults in synchronous on-chip interconnects. A test pattern generator

at the sender injects test vectors to each adjacent pair of link wires periodically. An

error detection unit at the receiver can tell if a permanent fault happens by checking the

received test outputs against specific patterns. This in-line test method was later used
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in a transient and permanent faults co-management synchronous NoC [YA10] to de-

tect permanent faults. Another detection method using Hamming codes was also pro-

posed [LWL+10]. When one or multiple faults are detected by the fault-tolerant cod-

ing scheme, retransmissions are requested to transmit data through suspicious wires. If

collected error syndromes satisfy specific patterns, faults are taken as permanent and

the recovery process is executed; otherwise, the faults are transient. Spare wires are

used to recover from permanent faults.

Feng et al. [FLJ+13] proposed an on-line fault diagnosis mechanism for synchronous

NoCs. Transient faults are detected and corrected using Hamming codes [Ham50]. At

the receiver, a 1-bit error will be directly corrected no matter what type of fault causes

it. If a 2-bit error is detected, a retransmission is requested. If the same 2-bit error

happens again in the retransmitted packet, the router enters a test mode and a group

of test vectors are transmitted through the suspicious link multiple times. By check-

ing the correctness of the received test vectors, permanent faults can be diagnosed. A

fault-tolerant routing algorithm was proposed to bypass defective links.

It should be noted that, the above conventional detection & recovery techniques for

synchronous circuits or NoCs cannot work for deadlocked asynchronous NoCs easily.

In a deadlocked state, conventional techniques using fault-tolerant codes cannot obtain

error syndromes any more, making it difficult to detect and locate the faulty compo-

nent. In terms of the network recovery, the aforementioned recovery techniques (spare

wire replacement, splitting transmission and fault-tolerant routings) try to restore the

network function in the data link layer or network layer (Chapter 2.2.2); they cannot

resolve the fault-caused deadlock occurring in the lower physical layer. Only after

the physical-layer deadlock (or the broken handshake protocol) is resolved, can they

be employed to further recover the network function. Therefore, considering the case

that both transient and permanent faults can deadlock the asynchronous NoC, a new,

effective detection and recovery technique targeting on the fault-caused physical-layer

deadlock is necessary.

Existing research on fault-caused physical-layer deadlocks

Existing research on permanent faults is mostly on synchronous circuits or NoCs

[RFZJ13]. There is rarely research on the management of permanent faults in QDI

NoCs. This chapter demonstrated that both transient and permanent faults can break

the handshake protocol and cause physical-layer deadlocks, which is fatal to the net-

work. Thus, the topic of tolerating a permanent or transient fault is transferred to the
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detection and recovery of the physical-layer deadlock. It is straightforward that a per-

manent fault could deadlock a QDI circuit, which has been studied [MH91, DGY95,

HBB95, JM05] but not under the context of NoCs. The statement that a transient fault

could stall the handshake process was mentioned in [LM04, Jan08,Shi10] without fur-

ther exploration. In a deadlocked state, traditional information redundancy [CH01,

AN12, ZSG+14b] or duplication-based [JM05, MRL06] fault-tolerant techniques are

stalled as well and cannot work.

To detect the fault in asynchronous circuits, Concurrent Error Detection (CED) or

self-checking techniques have been proposed to provide a circuit with the capability

to monitor its own function and report potential deviations from correct functional-

ity [VM02]. Rennels and Kim [RK94] studied the CED in asynchronous Differential

Cascode Voltage Switch Logic (DCVSL). Fault effects on different DCVSL elements

were investigated. A checker using a time-out counter was added to the outputs of

the original circuits to signal errors. The fault-caused deadlock caused by stuck-at

faults can be detected using the time-out mechanism. Traditionally, duplication-based

CED techniques have been proposed to detect faults in synchronous circuits. Verdel

and Makris [VM02] pointed out that the difficulty in duplication-based CED for asyn-

chronous circuits is the lack of a global synchronization mechanism (i.e. the clock) so

that it is unclear when the outputs of the original and the replica circuit are expected to

match. A comparator circuit attached to two identical D-elements was proposed with a

comparison synchronizer. A custom delay line defines a time window. If the outputs of

the original and the replica circuits are the same in the window, the circuits are operat-

ing correctly. Otherwise, either of the circuits is operating too fast (a premature firing)

or too slowly (or a halt in the presence of stuck-at faults). Extra circuits are required to

differentiate different fault effects. Applying a fault-tolerant coding scheme [Don84]

and duplication, Hyde and Russell [HR04] proposed a CED architecture for bundled-

data asynchronous Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) processors. 12% area

overhead was caused by the CED technique while a fault coverage of 98.5% of all

unidirectional errors was achieved. Significant delay assumptions are required in the

design of the asynchronous CED processors. David et al. [DGY95] studied the detec-

tion of a stuck-at permanent fault on asynchronous circuits and proposed self-checking

designs which either stop operating or produce illegal outputs when faults happen. The

halt condition can be detected using a simple watchdog timer. Mathematical proofs

were given in details while the fault detection circuits were not provided. The self-

checking property of asynchronous circuits with respect to permanent faults was also
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studied in several publications [PN95, YCCP03, PFS10].

With respect to asynchronous NoCs, Tran et al. [TTD+09, TVC10] proposed a

Design-for-Test architecture to improve the testability of an asynchronous NoC, which

has been illustrated in Figure 2.29. Each asynchronous router is surrounded by a test

wrapper controlled by a local control module. A 2-bit configuration chain is built to

connect serially the wrapper control modules of all routers so that test vectors can be

inserted to the network and test results can be achieved. The whole test process is

controlled by a Generator-Analyser-Controller (GAC) unit. Using the single stuck-at

fault model, the proposed test approach can achieve 99.86% test coverage. The area

of a test wrapper is 32.7% of the router area. Considering the whole chip, the incurred

area overhead is about 3 – 5% of the chip area depending on the chip size. Since the

handshaking loop between the input and output of the router is the critical path, where

redundant circuits do not reside, the network throughput does not degrade.

Shi [SFGP09, Shi10] investigated the fault sensitivity of C-elements, 4-phase and

2-phase pipelines. It has been mentioned in Section 3.3 that the physical-layer dead-

lock due to transient faults (which is studied in this research) was also observed by

Shi [Shi10] with several deadlock scenarios enumerated. The occurrence condition

of this deadlock was also explored. However, no formal verification was conducted.

Without resolving this deadlock issue, the fault-tolerance of an asynchronous inter-

face circuit between the 4-phase, 3-of-6 on-chip link and the 2-phase, 2-of-7 off-chip

link was researched as the main contribution [SFGP09, Shi10]. The interface imple-

ments the protocol transformation between the two asynchronous domains, where tran-

sient faults can also cause deadlocks (which is different from the one in general QDI

pipelines studied in this research). Several methods were proposed to reduce or elimi-

nate the deadlock, including a novel phase-insensitive 2-phase to 4-phase converter, a

priority arbiter for reliable code conversion and a scheme that allows independent re-

setting of the transmitter and receiver to clear deadlocks. In some cases an over-length

packet due to faults may arrive and occupy all available buffer space, which can be

detected using flit counters. The results show a reduction in deadlocks with 4% larger

area compared with the baseline.

Peng and Manohar [PM05, PM06, Pen06] proposed a failure-detection technique

for QDI circuits which can achieve “fail-stop” with respect to both transient and per-

manent faults. It utilizes the deadlock behaviour in the faulty circuit to realize the

fault detection and online recovery. Instead of comparing the results from redundant

computations or modules to detect the fault, by adding appropriate redundant logic at
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Figure 3.30: A reconfigurable self-healing asynchronous circuit [Pen06]

transistor level, the QDI circuit will stall permanently in the presence of any faults,

resulting in a “deadlock”. This deadlock can be discovered using a detector, as Fig-

ure 3.30 shows. Controlled by a timer implemented as delay lines, the deadlock detec-

tor keeps monitoring the handshake activities of the data channel. A transition occur-

ring on the data channel can be detected, which starts the timer. If the next transition or

protocol state does not occur for a long time, the detector assumes that the circuit has

deadlocked. To recover the circuit function, self-reconfiguration logic is implemented

as synchronous circuits. It uses the time-out signal from the deadlock detector as the

clock signal and try all possible valid configurations to find a workable one. To support

multiple configurations, each module of the system should be built on a fault-tolerant

graph (Figure 3.30) with spare resources corresponding to different configurations.

Thus the whole system achieves self-checking and self-healing. The “fail-stop” aug-

mentation logic increases the hardware cost of asynchronous adders by 92%, which is

close to the price of duplication. The circuit speed is reduced by around 30%. For the

weak-condition half buffer, the “fail-stop” increases the area by 200%, while the speed

decreases by 36%. The overhead of the deadlock detector and the reconfiguration logic

was not given. In addition, many custom delay lines are required inside the deadlock

detector to detect different signal transitions. The proposed technique is not easy to

use in standard cell designs.

Imai and Yoneda [IY11, YIO+12] proposed a time-out detection and a recovery

mechanism in a self-timed NoC using QDI inter-router links. A delay line is used to

detect the abnormal data skew among the data wires of the same pipeline stage, so

that a lost data bit due to a permanent fault can be detected. However, this method

does not work in a pure QDI NoC. Since self-timed bundled-data pipelines are used

inside the router and they do not latch incomplete data words, the fault-caused partial

or incomplete data (which leads to the large skew) is isolated in one inter-router link

only, which can be detected by the time-out mechanism and reported. However, in a

pure QDI NoC, this faulty incomplete data word will propagate to all pipeline stages
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downstream of the fault. As a result, all the downstream stages are timed out and mul-

tiple faults are reported. The fault position cannot be located. This issue also lies in

most of the above aforementioned fault detection techniques. These methods cannot

be used easily in QDI NoCs and they cannot locate the faulty component [PM05]. As

a result, an expensive system reboot may be used to eliminate the deadlock and re-

cover the network after the system deadlock is detected. For a permanent fault, even

the system reboot cannot restore the system. A fine-grained recovery mechanism was

proposed [IY11, YIO+12] though it was not implemented in the final chip: incoming

flits to the faulty link are immediately accepted and acknowledged while a pseudo tail,

generated at the end of the faulty link, releases all occupied channels along the dead-

locked path. It was designed for an asynchronous NoC with self-timed bundled-data

asynchronous routers (which is much like a synchronous circuit) and Level Encoded

Dual Rail (LEDR) encoded inter-router links, which cannot work in a QDI NoC. Fault-

tolerant routing was further used to recover the network function.

It can be summarised that, the self-checking or fail-stop feature of asynchronous

circuits in the presence of faults has been studied to detect faults or the “deadlock”.

Time-out mechanisms have been proposed to provide a time reference for the fault

detection though most early studies did not present any implementation details. An

asynchronous circuit can even be forced to “deadlock” in the presence of faults to en-

able the fault detection. However, most of these techniques target on specific circuits

and cannot work in QDI NoCs. In a QDI NoC, a fault can break the handshake pro-

tocol, resulting in a long, deadlocked packet path (Figure 1.4b). In this case, most

above techniques [TTD+09, TVC10, IY11, YIO+12], may report multiple deadlocks

along the whole packet path so that it is difficult to locate the fault position. As all

network resources on this packet path cannot be allocated to other fault-free packets,

the fault-caused physical-layer deadlock may cause more packet stalls that spread over

the whole network, in which case the physical-layer and network-layer deadlocks may

coexist, making the fault or deadlock detection more difficult. The recovery of this

deadlocked network is difficult since the handshake protocol is broken in the physical

layer and the faulty packet path is stalled. In terms of network recovery, a system re-

boot can release all deadlocked, fault-free network nodes which can be too expensive

for a critical system. In some cases this reboot is not allowed [AIKR13]. The afore-

mentioned traditional fault recovery techniques targets recovering the network function

in the data-link or network layer; they cannot resolve this physical-layer deadlocks.

Therefore, it is necessary to propose an on-line deadlock detection technique to isolate
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Figure 3.31: Protected pipeline pieces with deadlock detection circuits

the faulty component in QDI NoCs, so that further custom fine-grained operations can

be used to recover the deadlocked NoC at runtime according to the employed asyn-

chronous and network protocols, without disturbing other fault-free components too

much (Chapter 6).

3.5 General deadlock management strategy

It has been discussed that avoidance and recovery techniques can be used in NoCs to

deal with network-layer deadlock (Section 2.2.5). Since the physical-layer deadlock

invalidates the avoidance techniques implemented in the network layer, recovery tech-

niques are employed in this research to manage fault-caused physical-layer deadlocks.

The management of the physical-layer deadlock can be divided into two phases: de-

tection and recovery. When both permanent and transient faults are considered, fault

diagnosis is required after the deadlock detection to diagnose the fault type so that

different recovery methods can be used to recover the network.

• Deadlock detection phase, during which the fault-caused physical-layer dead-

lock should be precisely located and differentiated from a network-layer dead-

lock or a temporary stall due to congestion;

• Fault diagnosis phase, during which the fault type is diagnosed when both tran-

sient and permanent faults are considered.

• Deadlock recovery phase, during which the deadlock should be removed first.

If this deadlock is caused by a permanent fault, defective components should

be isolated and the network continues working; if it is caused by a transient (or

intermittent) fault, the isolated component should be recovered to use.

Figure 3.31 presents a long QDI pipeline model cut into multiple small sections,

each of which contains multiple pipeline stages. Adding detection circuits to the two
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terminal stages of a pipeline piece to monitor their activities and check their ack sig-

nals, the fault-caused physical-layer deadlock can be detected and differentiated from

the others (including the network-layer deadlock or temporary stall due to congestion).

Under the assumption of a 1-bit fault each time, only one pipeline piece could sat-

isfy the deadlock pattern mentioned in Theorem 3.3.1 so that the fault position can

be precisely located. A time-out mechanism can be applied in the detection circuits

to monitor the switching activity of each pipeline piece. If no switching activities are

detected for a “long” period and the ack sequence satisfies the deadlock pattern in

Theorem 3.3.1, the faulty pipeline piece is found. The detected fault can be transient

or permanent. If both transient and permanent faults are considered, the fault type

should be diagnosed first and then different recovery methods are used. Details will be

discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

3.6 Summary

This chapter introduced different kinds of faults and fault sources. Some traditional

fault-tolerant techniques were also introduced. Since faults on QDI asynchronous

pipelines can cause much more complicated effect than faults on synchronous cir-

cuits, and the fault-tolerance of QDI circuits has not been fully researched, this chapter

systematically modelled and studied the faulty scenarios of QDI pipelines. It demon-

strated that faults on QDI pipelines could not only cause data errors, including symbol

insertion, deletion and corruption, but also disrupt the handshake process, leading to

a physical-layer deadlock. A permanent fault can deadlock a QDI pipeline. Transient

faults can also deadlock QDI pipelines, which is a serious issue and new challenge that

has been ignored by the asynchronous community. This chapter proved that a transient

fault can cause a physical-layer deadlock as well if several conditions are satisfied. Fi-

nally, this chapter analysed the resulting deadlock patterns caused by both permanent

and transient faults, and proposed a general deadlock management strategy.

Since a random transient fault can cause a physical-layer deadlock, which can eas-

ily paralyse the QDI NoC, it is necessary to add fault-tolerance to the asynchronous

network to reduce the fault effect. The next Chapter 4 will discuss the protection of

long QDI interconnects from transient faults to filter most of the fault effect.



Chapter 4

Protecting QDI links with fault

tolerant codes

As an important issue in the design of asynchronous NoCs, the large number of long

inter-router link wires, which are exposed to various environmental noises and fault

sources, are susceptible to delay variations and transient faults [BS09]. Quasi-Delay-

Insensitive (QDI) circuits [SF01] are a family of asynchronous circuits that tolerate all

delay variations but they are vulnerable to faults. Occasionally, an erroneous signal

transition may be accepted as a valid signal, producing a fault in QDI circuits. Fault-

tolerant codes [Sor09], which are important concepts in the field of fault-tolerance,

have been widely used to protect interconnection communications. Coding performs

an important role in QDI asynchronous circuits as well where Delay-Insensitive (DI)

codes are used to build data channels, achieving timing-robustness.

This chapter presents a novel Delay-Insensitive Redundant Check (DIRC) coding

scheme to protect QDI links from transient faults. The DIRC coding scheme tolerates

all 1-bit transient faults and some multi-bit transient faults. It can be easily adopted

in all existing 1-of-n QDI pipelines to provide fault-tolerance. The resulting DIRC

pipeline, with different construction patterns, can provide flexible fault-tolerance for

a QDI communication infrastructure with a moderate and reasonable hardware over-

head. Another fault-tolerant technique, Redundant Protection of Acknowledge wires

(RPA), is proposed to protect the acknowledge wires from transient faults, which has

extremely low area overhead and can be used independently of DIRC. Detailed exper-

imental results are provided to demonstrate the implementation overhead.

111
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4.1 Introduction

In a Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS) system [KGGV07] which

is constructed by asynchronous or QDI NoCs, its fault-tolerance can be achieved

through different ways of protection. The end-to-end protection, which adds redun-

dant information when data or packets enter into the network and detects/corrects

errors when data leave the network, can provide fault-tolerance capability for the

asynchronous network with little disturbance. In other words, fault-tolerant encod-

ings [Sor09] for example can be used at the network interface to encode the original

data into error detecting or correcting codes. These codes are then translated to DI

codes required by the asynchronous NoC and sent across the network. During the data

transmission, no error detection and correction is required. When data leave the net-

work and pass the network interface again, these DI symbols are translated back to the

usual binary data so that the erroneous data can be detected or corrected, depending on

the fault-tolerance capability of the applied error detecting/correcting coding schemes.

In this way, the error detecting and correcting operations are executed in the syn-

chronous domain, rather than the asynchronous domain of the network. The asyn-

chronous network is rarely disturbed and it is only responsible for delivering packets.

This method has been proposed and utilised in several existing asynchronous intercon-

nections [CH01,Pon12], which demonstrated that managing errors in the synchronous

domain can be cheaper and more effective than that in the asynchronous domain. How-

ever, this end-to-end protection has a limitation which cannot be ignored. Without

protection inside the network or the asynchronous domain, a transient fault can insert,

delete or corrupt a DI symbol, bringing difficulty to the synchronization at some places

of the network [LM04]. More seriously, even a transient fault can break the handshake

and cause a physical-layer deadlock. As a result, the destination node or the receiver

may never receive a data packet. This fault-caused physical-layer deadlock can cause

large amount of packet loss, in which case the end-to-end error detection or correc-

tion cannot work. Therefore, it is necessary to add fault-tolerance to protect the large

number of long asynchronous interconnects inside the asynchronous domain, so as to

significantly decrease the impact of faults on the network.

Many fault-tolerant techniques [OAHY08, LLP07, LLP12] have been proposed to

protect asynchronous circuits but they cannot easily be used to protect QDI com-

munications. Some duplication-based circuit redundancy techniques [JM05, MRL06,

ASLM09] are efficient to protect computation-centric QDI circuits, but they may not

be suitable for communication-centric systems which may have a large number of
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long wires, making the duplication expensive. Codes play an important role in both

asynchronous and fault-tolerance fields. Information redundancy techniques, or fault-

tolerant codes, are attractive to fault-tolerant asynchronous designs. They are promis-

ing candidates to protect on-chip communication. Several fault-tolerant codes were

proposed but none of them can be easily used in QDI interconnects [AN12, PCV12,

LSH15]. Their QDI implementation may be difficult, require much design effort, or

lead to a large hardware overhead. This chapter focuses on providing fault-tolerance

for QDI interconnects with code redundancy while keeping the timing-robust nature.

4.1.1 Unordered and systematic codes

Two important code categories in the fault-tolerance field are unordered and systematic

codes. The mathematical definition of unordered codes is given below:

Definition 4.1.1 (Unordered codes [Bos91, BB92]). : Given two code words X =

(x0,x1, ...,xn−1) and Y = (y0,y1, ...,yn−1) with the same length n. If X is contained

in Y , it means when xi = 1,yi = 1 (i ∈ [0,n−1]). If neither of them is contained in the

other, the two code words are unordered. In a coding scheme if each pair of the code

words is unordered, i.e. no code word is contained in the others, the coding scheme is

unordered. This unordered coding scheme encodes data as “unordered codes”.

For example, given three code words a = 011,b = 001,c = 100, a and b are not

unordered (because b is contained in a) while the other two pairs (a and c, b and c) are

unordered. This unordered feature ensures that valid data words in an unordered cod-

ing scheme are separated, which is the need of the Delay-Insensitive (DI) communica-

tion [CH01]. Thus DI codes are also known as unordered codes [Ver88]. Extensively

used unordered codes or DI codes are 1-of-n and m-of-n codes (Section 2.1.5). The

unordered coding supports the detection of all unidirectional errors (0→1 or 1→0) in

a data word [Bos91]. Take a 1-of-2 code “01” as an example which is mutated into

“11” during its transmission. “11” is an invalid symbol and can be easily detected with

a full symbol test [BS09].

Fault-tolerant codes can be classified into systematic and non-systematic codes ac-

cording to their construction manners. A systematic code [AN10] comprises two fields:

an information field and a check field. The information field contains the original data

payload while the check field is generated from the data and can be used to recover

the original data when errors occur. Figure 4.1a presents an example of transmitting

a systematic code. A systematic code is separable so that the encoding and decoding
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(b) Non-systematic codes

Figure 4.1: Implementation of systematic and non-systematic codes

process has little overhead [Jha89, AN10]. The main overhead comes from the check

generator at the sender and the error corrector at the receiver.

Comparatively, non-systematic codes are inseparable codes because there is only

one field for the encoded data, as Figure 4.1b shows. Since the payload and the check

bits are inseparable, an area-consuming decoder with error correction functionality at

the receiver is usually required.

Therefore, applying DI encoding to systematic codes, both the information and

check fields are DI codes, transmitted in parallel, omitting the encoding and decoding

process and simplifying the completion detection designs. If non-systematic codes

are used, the resulting non-systematic DI codes could use more compact completion

detectors [AN10], but with a high overhead from the special encoder and decoder. All

m-of-n (m > 1) codes with n > 2 are non-systematic codes [BTEF03].

4.1.2 Arithmetic rules of 1-of-n codes

This chapter proposes a new fault-tolerant coding scheme to provide a flexible and

efficient protection for QDI links. Belonging to the simplest asynchronous protocols,

the 4-phase, 1-of-n handshake protocol has been widely used in existing asynchronous

(or QDI) NoCs [BF02, FF04, TVC10, SE11b]. Thus the proposed fault-tolerant codes

are based on 4-phase, 1-of-n protocols so that they can be easily used in numerous

existing asynchronous designs to protect QDI links. The proposed fault-tolerant coding

scheme uses the arithmetic rules of 1-of-n codes to correct transmitting errors, which

are first introduced.
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• 1-of-n codes

Let i be an integer less than n (0 ≤ i < n); its 1-of-n code representation is an

n-bit vector Dn(i) where the (i+1) th bit is high (e.g. D4(2) = “0100” and D4(0)

= “0001’). The basic arithmetic rule of 1-of-n codes is defined as (4.1) ˜ (4.3).

For two integers a and b,

Dn(a) = Dn(a mod n) (4.1)

−Dn(a) = Dn(−a) = Dn(−a mod n) = Dn(n−a) (4.2)

Dn(a)+Dn(b) = Dn((a+b) mod n) (4.3)

• m-of-n codes

Extending the above arithmetic rules of 1-of-n codes to general m-of-n codes

which have m ‘1’s, a position set Am = (a0,a1, ...,am−1) (1≤m≤ n) is defined to

denote positions of the m ‘1’s in an m-of-n code. Let Dn(Am)=Dn(a0,a1, ...,am−1)

be an m-of-n code. A union operation (denoted by the symbol “
⋃

”) is used

in (4.4) to construct an m-of-n code with m 1-of-n codes.

Dn(Am) =
m−1⋃

i=0

Dn(ai) = Dn(a0)∪Dn(a1)∪ ...∪Dn(am−1) (4.4)

Taking a 2-of-4 code “1100” for example, it can be considered as a union of two

1-of-4 codes D4(2) and D4(3). Thus both D4(3,2) and D4(2,3) denote “1100”.

The extended arithmetic rules of m-of-n codes are shown in (4.5) and (4.6),

which are unions of multiple 1-of-n operations.

−Dn(Am) =−
m−1⋃

i=0

Dn(ai) =
m−1⋃

i=0

[−Dn(ai)] =
m−1⋃

i=0

Dn(−ai) (4.5)

Dn(Am)+Dn(Bm′
) =

m−1⋃
i=0

Dn(ai)+
m′−1⋃
j=0

Dn(b j) =
m′−1⋃
j=0

m−1⋃
i=0

Dn(ai +b j) (4.6)

Taking a 1-of-4 code D4(3) and a 2-of-4 code D4(3,2) for example, we have:

−D4 (3,2) =−[D4 (3)∪D4 (2)] = D4 (−3)∪D4 (−2) = 0010∪0100 = 0110,

D4(3)+D4 (3,2) = [D4 (3)+D4 (3)]∪ [D4 (3)+D4 (2)] = D4(1,2) = 0110.
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Figure 4.2: A systematic DIRC code

4.2 Delay-Insensitive Redundant Check (DIRC) codes

The basic idea of the proposed fault-tolerant codes is simple: given two code words –

(x0, x1) – comprising the information field of a systematic code, the check field can be

easily achieved by “adding” them together, so that the check word c = x0+x1. If either

one of the code words (x0, x1) is incorrect during the transmission, the faulty one can

be corrected by “subtracting” the other fault-free one from the check word. A faulty

check word can be thrown away if it is not needed at the receiver or regenerated by

adding x0 and x1. This process can be extended to the case of protecting multiple code

words in the information field. It is simple and useful. Parity checking [Sor09] belongs

to this kind of method, whose process of generating the parity bit from the other data

bits is an “addition” operation. At the receiver, a fault can be detected by comparing

the regenerated and the old parity bit, which is a kind of “subtraction” operation.

This research applies the above process to the widely used DI 1-of-n codes, achiev-

ing the Delay-Insensitive Redundant Check (DIRC) coding scheme which gains both

timing-robustness and fault-tolerance. DIRC uses arithmetic rules of 1-of-n codes dis-

cussed in Section 4.1.2. The definition of DIRC codes is given below:

Definition 4.2.1 (DIRC Codes). Let X = (x0,x1, ...,xCN−1) (CN ≥ 2) be a data vector

containing CN 1-of-n codes as the payload. A check word c can be generated from X

using a check generation process, which adds all the CN codes together. Each of the

xi, as well as the check word c, is 1-of-n. Together they comprise a DIRC code word

(x0,x1, ...,xCN−1,c) containing (CN +1) 1-of-n codes.

It can be found that the DIRC code is systematic (Figure 4.2): the information field

contains the original 1-of-n data payload while the check field is a single 1-of-n check

word. This systematic feature makes the completion detection of a data word easy

to conduct and simplifies its implementation. Since the transmitted DI codes are not
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changed, this coding scheme can be easily migrated to the existing large number of

1-of-n asynchronous designs to provide fault-tolerance.

4.2.1 Check generation and error correction

The check word generation process of DIRC, f (X), is defined as (4.7):

c = f (X) = ∑X = x0 + x1 + ...+ xCN−1 (4.7)

Therefore, if any one of the code words, x f , in a DIRC code (x0,x1, ...,xCN−1,c), is

faulty during the transmission, the correct one can be regenerated at the receiver using

the error correction process g(X6= f ) defined in (4.8), where X6= f =(x0, ...,x f−1,x f+1, ...,

xCN−1,c) and x′f is the regenerated data word of x f .

x′f = g(X6= f ) = c−
CN−1

∑
i=0,i 6= f

xi =−

[

(−c+
CN−1

∑
i=0,i 6= f

xi)

]

(4.8)

In (4.8), subtraction has been transformed to addition so that both the check gener-

ation and error correction processes can be implemented using the same addition unit

(Section 4.3). Figure 4.3 gives examples of the DIRC coding scheme for several pop-

ular 1-of-n codes when CN = 2. The CN > 2 cases can also be inferred using (4.7)

and (4.8). Figure 4.4 demonstrates one implementation of a DIRC channel where the

check word is generated at the sender while the error correction operation is conducted

at the receiver.

4.2.2 Error filtering

For any code word xi (0≤ i<CN) in a DIRC code (x0,x1, ...,xCN−1,c), the regenerated

data word x′i at the receiver is the same as xi if no faults occur. Under the assumption

of a 1-bit transient fault, either xi or x′i may be altered by a fault but not both. To obtain

the error-free data word, an error filter h(xi,x
′
i) is defined in (4.9), where “&” denotes

the logical operation of a C-element. A 2-input C-element will output ‘1’ (or ‘0’) if

both of its inputs are ‘1’s (or ‘0’s); Otherwise, it keeps the last output (Section 2.1.3).

x′′i = h(xi,x
′
i) = xi&x′i = xi&g(X6=i) (4.9)

Thus, the final error-free data is X ′′ = (x′′0 ,x
′′
1, . . . ,x′′CN−1).
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Figure 4.3: Examples of DIRC coding scheme applied to 1-of-n codes (CN=2)
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Figure 4.4: Example of a DIRC channel (CN=2)

If a transient fault happens on one code word xi during the transmission, it may

erase the valid ‘1’ (negative fault) or create a faulty ‘1’ (positive fault) in this 1-of-

n code for a while, but eventually the transient fault will disappear. This fault can be

filtered using (4.9) because x′i is a 1-of-n code calculated from the other fault-free codes

X6=i. The fault will only create a temporary “01” or “10” to the two-input C-element

filter, which will not change the output. Otherwise, if the transient fault happens on

the other code words, leading to a temporarily faulty X6=i, the fault-free 1-of-n code xi

is able to filter the faulty bit in the regenerated x′i as well to ensure the eventual output

x′′i equals xi.
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Taking two 1-of-4 code words x0 (“0010”) and x1 (“1000”) for example, the check

word c is “0001”. Assuming a positive transient fault converts x0 to the faulty “1010”,

the regenerated x′0 and x′1 are “0010” and “1010” respectively. For x′1, the first ‘1’ from

the right is generated from the invalid ‘1’ in the faulty x0 which can be filtered by using

C-elements. Using (4.9), the correct x′′0 and x′′1 are obtained:

x′′0 = x0&x′0 = 0010, x′′1 = x1&x′1 = 1000

If the check word is faulty while the incoming data words are error-free, both regener-

ated data words will be erroneous. These errors can also be filtered by the C-elements.

Considering the impact of a transient fault on the long data wires between the

sender and the receiver (Figure 4.4), a transient fault may corrupt a 1-of-n to a 2-of-n

symbol (symbol corruption), making one of the operands of (4.9) 2-of-n. The faulty ‘1’

will be filtered out by the C-element. The other fault scenarios, including the symbol

insertion, deletion and the fault-caused physical-layer deadlock, have a requirement on

the data skew (the time difference) between parallel 1-of-n channels. Their occurrence

can be significantly reduced since the error filter of each DIRC pipeline stage creates

one synchronization point on the forward data path, which synchronizes these parallel

1-of-n data channels (including the CN+1 channels for transmitting a DIRC code) at

each DIRC pipeline stage, reducing the possibility of the long data skew happening

inside a DIRC channel.

It can be concluded that all 1-bit transient faults on 4-phase QDI interconnects can

be tolerated using DIRC to 1-of-n codes. The proposed DIRC coding scheme can

also tolerate some multi-bit transient faults. If multi-bit, unidirectional transient faults

happen in a single word while the other words of this DIRC code are fault-free, the

faulty word can be corrected. Applying DIRC, the original data sequence cannot be

easily disordered, and the harmful physical-layer deadlock becomes difficult to happen.

4.2.3 Code evaluation

Table 4.1 summarises the characteristics of the DIRC and several existing fault-tolerant

codes. Since a large number of existing asynchronous designs [TVC10, FF04, BS06,

PMMC11] use 1-of-n codes to encode data, the hardware support for 1-of-n imple-

mentation is also important. Among these coding schemes, the DIRC code is the only

one which is unordered, systematic and can be implemented using QDI circuits.

It has been mentioned in Section 2.1.5 that coding efficiency can be measured by

the code rate [BTEF03], which was depicted in (2.1). Both code rates of the 1-of-2
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Table 4.1: Comparison of different fault-tolerant codes

Codes Unordered Systematic 1-of-n QDI

Hamming [Ham50] No Yes No No

Blaum [BB92] Yes Yes No Unprovided

Cheng and Ho [CH01] Yes Yes No No

Zero-Sum [AN12] Yes Yes No No

TRDIC [PCV12, Pon12] Yes No Yes Yes

DIRC Yes Yes Yes Yes

and 1-of-4 codes are 0.50. Applying DIRC, one extra check word is added for every

CN 1-of-n data words. The code rate of the DIRC (RDIRC) can be expressed as (4.10).

It decreases 1/(CN +1) compared with the code rate of the original 1-of-n code.

RDIRC =
CNlog2n

n(CN+1)
(4.10)

It can be inferred from (4.10) that the code rate of the DIRC code increases with

CN. In the worst-case of CN = 2, the code rates of 1-of-2 and 1-of-4 codes are both

0.33, which is 33.3% less than their original code rates. When CN = 5, the code

rate decreases only 16.7%. The code rates of most existing code redundancy tech-

niques decrease further when applied to 1-of-n codes. For example, the code rate

decreases to 40.0% when applying the parity check to 1-of-4 codes [Pon12]. Applying

the TRDIC code [PCV12] which changes 1-of-n codes to 2-of-(n+1) codes to obtain

fault-tolerance, the code rate decreases by 33.3% for 1-of-2 codes (from 0.50 to 0.33)

and 20.0% for 1-of-4 codes (from 0.50 to 0.40) respectively.

4.3 Implementation of DIRC pipelines

Figure 4.5 presents an implementation of a DIRC pipeline stage transmitting one DIRC

code (x0,x1,c) (CN=2). It includes 1-of-n adders, error filters, CDs and an Acknowl-

edge Generator (AckGen).

4.3.1 1-of-n adders and error filters

The check word generation and error correction processes can be implemented using

QDI circuits. The key components are 1-of-n adders implementing the addition op-

eration of 1-of-n (or m-of-n) codes. In Figure 4.5, the upper two adders are used to

regenerate data words while the bottom one is used to generate the check word. If no
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Figure 4.5: Implementation of a DIRC pipeline stage for one DIRC code (CN=2)

fault happens, the operands of the adder are 1-of-n codes. When faults convert 1-of-

n codes to erroneous m-of-n codes, the adder produces m-of-n codes as well. These

faulty bits will be filtered by the error filters.

The mathematical representation of a 1-of-n adder unit is depicted in (4.11):

si = ∪{(a j&bk)|i = ( j+ k) mod n, i, j,k ∈ [0,n)} (4.11)

where A (an−1an−2...a0), B (bn−1bn−2...b0) and S (sn−1sn−2...s0) are all m-of-n codes,

and the subscript denotes the bit index. S is the sum of A and B.

Proof. Because S = A+B, it can be inferred from (4.6) that:

si = 1 (0 ≤ i < n) ⇔ ∃ j,k ∈ [0,n) s.t. ( j+ k) mod n = i, a j = 1 and bk = 1.

Therefore, we have (4.11).

Figure 4.6 shows a hardware implementation of the 1-of-2 and the 1-of-4 adder.

Only C-elements and OR-gates are employed to ensure the adder is QDI. Figure 4.7

shows structures of 1-of-n adders when the adder has multiple operands (corresponding

to different CN). It can be inferred that the 1-of-n adder is a modulo one which involves

rotating one code by a distance specified by the other. The adder area approximately

scales with n2.

During the error correction process, the negating operation of an m-of-n code is

required in (4.8). According to (4.2) and (4.5), the negation of a 1-of-n code is merely
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a bit-reshuffle which is depicted in (4.12) where inv A is the negated A (both A and

inv A are m-of-n codes).

inv Ai = A(n−i) mod n, ∀i ∈ [0,n) (4.12)

The error filters described by (4.9) are combined with pipeline latches to improve area

and speed performance. The resulting 3-input C-element latch structure for data words

is inset in Figure 4.5. The asynchronous latch for check words is built from 2-input

C-elements.
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4.3.2 Generation of check words

In the hardware implementation of a DIRC pipeline stage shown in Figure 4.5, the

check word is generated from the incoming data words rather than the recovered data

words (the implementation using recovered data to generate the check word is shown

in Figure 4.8). Consequently, the check word generation process and the error cor-

rection process run in parallel which reduces the forward delay. However, the newly

generated check word may be erroneous if the incoming data word is wrong. Since

the wrong data words will be corrected and not propagated to the next stage, the check

word would not be an issue as long as no fault occurs on the corrected data to the

next pipeline stage. Under the assumption of a 1-bit transient fault, executing the er-

ror correction and check word generation processes in parallel is acceptable since the

possibility of faults occurring on wires of adjacent stages is extremely low in practice.

In an environment requiring especially high fault-tolerance instead of permanence, the

implementation shown in Figure 4.8 can be employed.

4.3.3 Redundant Protection of Acknowledge wires (RPA)

It has been stated that ack signals are important for a reliable QDI pipeline (Sec-

tion 3.2). A Redundant Protection of Acknowledge wires (RPA) technique is proposed

to protect acknowledge wires from transient faults. As shown in Figure 4.9a, three C-

elements are used to build an Acknowledge Generator (AckGen) which outputs three

acknowledge signals (ack0, ack1, ack2). The three inputs of AckGen are cd0, cd1

and cd2, coming directly from the completion detection circuit. The original CD of a

pipeline stage (Figure 4.9b) can be easily divided into three sub-CDs by cutting off the

bottom one or two C-elements when the number of 1-of-n slices of a pipeline stage

is at least three (Figure 4.9c). The generation of acknowledge signals is presented in
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Figure 4.9: Implementation of the acknowledge generator (AckGen)

(4.13) where “&” denotes the logical operation of a C-element. Finally, at the input

side of the previous stage, an inverted 3-input C-element is used to generate the iack to

asynchronous latches (Figure 4.5).























ack0 = cd0&cd1

ack1 = cd0&cd2

ack2 = cd1&cd2

iack = ¬(ack0&ack1&ack2)

(4.13)

It can be found that the iack flips only when cd0, cd1 and cd2 are all set high or

all reset low. Any one of the three acknowledge signals relies on two sub-CDs and

any one sub-CD decides two acknowledge signals, which ensures that a 1-bit transient

fault on any one of the acknowledge wires will be masked. Only one extra C-element is

added to the original CD (Figure4.9). The area overhead brought by RPA is negligible

compared with the large number of data latches. This technique can be implemented

independently of the DIRC coding scheme to protect acknowledge wires.

4.3.4 Constructing DIRC pipelines with different patterns

DIRC and RPA can be easily used in existing 4-phase 1-of-n QDI pipelines to provide

fault-tolerance with little modification. Figure 4.10 presents two contiguous stages of

a DIRC pipeline. Assuming the unprotected basic QDI pipeline comprises N 1-of-

n channel(s) (N ≥ 1, Figure 2.12), all the N 1-of-n slices in a pipeline stage can be

divided into GN groups (GN ≥ 1). For different pipeline width, the pipeline can be

protected differently using the following rules:

• If N=1, it means the original pipeline contains only one 1-of-n channel. Instead
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Figure 4.10: A DIRC QDI pipeline

of using DIRC which requires at least two data words to generate a check word,

the double-check technique [JM05] can be used to protect the pipeline from

transient faults by duplicating the only 1-of-n channel.

• If N=2 or 3, DIRC can be used directly by adding a check word, resulting in

a DIRC channel containing two or three data channels and one check channel

(GN=1).

• If N=4, the four 1-of-n data channels can be either taken as one group which

needs one extra check channel to build a DIRC pipeline (GN=1), or divided into

two groups, to each of which is added one check channel (GN=2).

• If N>4, all N 1-of-n data channels can be divided into GN groups to build a

DIRC pipeline. Different groups can have different numbers of data channels.

For simplicity, in the following it is assumed that N 1-of-n channels are averagely

divided into GN groups, each of which contains CN 1-of-n data channels so that

CN=N/GN. Applying DIRC, one extra 1-of-n check word is added to each group

to achieve fault-tolerance, resulting in a DIRC pipeline stage with GN(CN +1)

slices. Each DIRC code contains CN code words and one check word.

In a DIRC pipeline, complete DIRC stages (Figure 4.5) are placed between a pair

of incomplete DIRC stages, which are the sender and receiver denoted by sDIRC and

rDIRC respectively (Figure 4.11). The incomplete sDIRC stage only generates check

words, requiring one 1-of-n adder as the check generator for each DIRC channel so
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Figure 4.11: Incomplete DIRC stages

that there are GN adders totally. The rDIRC stage only corrects errors, requiring N

1-of-n adders as error correctors for each channel. They are smaller than intermediate

complete DIRC pipeline stages. The complete DIRC stage can correct errors and gen-

erate check words simultaneously, requiring (N+GN) 1-of-n adders to generate check

and correct errors.

Latency and area analysis

A forward data path and a backward ack path between two contiguous pipeline stages

build a loop (Figure 3.9), whose latency decides the saturation throughput of the

pipeline. The loop latency is the sum of the forward and backward path latency. The

1-of-n adders are the main latency overhead contributor on the forward path, whose

depth increases with log2CN (Figure 4.7). Completion Detector (CD) is the main la-

tency contributor on the backward ack path. Built as a C-element tree (Figure 4.9b), the

latency of a CD at the receiver stage scales approximately with log2 N(1+1/CN) for a

complete DIRC stage and log2 N for an unprotected basic stage. The latency overhead

mainly comes from the adder and the CD tree. A latency analytical model presented

in Appendix B demonstrates that in many cases the DIRC pipeline is generally more

than half the speed of the unprotected basic pipeline.

Considering the area overhead, 1-of-n adders are the main contributor: the area of

a single adder unit increases with the code width, n. It can be noticed from Figure 4.6

that, the number of 2-input C-elements in the adder unit increases with n2. The narrow

1-of-2 adder is much smaller than the 1-of-4 adder. The number of 1-of-n adders in a

DIRC stage increases with CN (Figure 4.7). The RPA technique (Section 4.3.3) rarely

brings any overhead. Therefore, it can be inferred that, to control the area overhead

under a reasonable level brought by the DIRC code, a relatively narrow 1-of-n code
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Figure 4.12: Different construction of DIRC pipelines

should be used and the width of the DIRC code should be small as well, in which case

the interconnects can get more fault-tolerance capability. Latency and area analytical

models are built in Appendix B to evaluate of the DIRC implementation. Detailed

experimental results are revealed in Section 4.4.

DIRC pipelines with different construction patterns

Since the DIRC code is systematic in that the original data words are transmitted trans-

parently, it allows DIRC pipeline stages to be placed arbitrarily in an unprotected basic

QDI pipeline, thus some chosen pipeline segments can be protected. According to the

practical fault-tolerance requirement, the DIRC pipeline using different construction

patterns can provide enough fault-tolerance for the communication infrastructure with

a moderate and reasonable hardware overhead, making DIRC especially attractive to

large-scale communication-centred fabrics such as NoCs and buses.
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Figure 4.13: DIRC applied to asynchronous NoCs

As Figure 4.12 shows, DIRC and basic pipeline stages are mutually exchangeable.

Arbitrary basic stages can be replaced by DIRC ones to strengthen fault-tolerance. Fig-

ure 4.12a presents an unprotected basic pipeline with five stages. There are 4N ·n data

wires between the first and the last pipeline stage. In Figure 4.12b, all pipeline stages

are complete DIRC ones, providing a full-protection (pattern 0). This pattern makes

the pipeline robust enough to tolerate all 1-bit transient faults between any contiguous

pipeline stages but incurs a large area overhead. Adding one check channel to each

DIRC group, the pipeline contains N(1+1/CN) parallel 1-of-n channels, so that there

are 4N(1+1/CN)n data wires and 4N(1+1/CN) adders are added to the pipeline.

The systematic feature of DIRC codes allows DIRC pipeline stages to be placed

discontinuously to reduce the area overhead. In a design, some parts may be critical

or more susceptible to faults than other parts. In this case, DIRC stages can be used

only in these parts to protect the communication. As Figure 4.12 shows, DIRC stages

can be placed using an arbitrary or specific pattern to provide protection, including full

protection, protection in alternate stages, point-to-point protection and protection in

critical stages. The protected pipeline segment starts from the sDIRC stage and ends

with the rDIRC stage. Between the sDIRC and rDIRC stages, extra long wires are

introduced for the redundant check words.
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Using DIRC in asynchronous NoCs

DIRC code is especially suitable for large-scale QDI NoCs due to its systematic and

DI feature. A 3×3 mesh asynchronous NoC is illustrated in Figure 4.13a. Network

interfaces (NIs) are used to connect synchronous IP cores to the asynchronous net-

work, implementing the transformation between the synchronous and asynchronous

domains. The large number of long asynchronous links connecting routers are sus-

ceptible to transient faults. DIRC stages can be flexibly distributed in the network to

protect on-chip communication. As an example, DIRC stages can be placed at the NIs

(Figure 4.13a), so that the check word generation and error correction operations are

only executed when data passes NIs, providing end-to-end protection. DIRC can also

protect specific links or routers. Figure 4.13b illustrates an example where a specific

inter-router link is protected.

4.4 Evaluation and experiments

To evaluate the hardware overhead of the proposed fault-tolerant techniques, DIRC

pipeline stages (Figure 4.10) were implemented using the UMC 130 nm standard cell

library and synthesized by the Synopsys Design Compiler [Syn13] with default wire

load models. Results were collected from post-synthesis gate-level netlists (i.e. no

place and route was performed). Because this is a study of logic circuit design, the im-

plementation technology is not of primary importance. This older, but freely available,

library still provides data for relative comparisons of size and speed which should be

good as guides across a range of fabrication processes. As a comparison, unprotected

basic pipeline stages (Figure 2.12) were also implemented. The experiments target

evaluating the general performance and overhead of the proposed techniques, which

can be achieved by comparing the protected and unprotected asynchronous pipelines.

Table 4.2 shows detailed experimental results for the CN = 2 case (CN is the num-

ber of 1-of-n codes in a DIRC word), including the area of a pipeline stage, forward

delay, equivalent period and power consumption under different pipeline configura-

tions. The area information was obtained from the synthesis report directly. The QDI

link, or the interconnection “wiring” – which includes periodic asynchronous buffers –

was modelled using SystemC [IEE12] to insert an (arbitrary) extra ten pipeline stages

(which are post-synthesis netlists annotated with gate latency). This can represent a
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Table 4.2: Experimental results of the basic and DIRC pipelines (CN=2)
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connection across a significant part of a chip where a fault may be injected. In prac-

tice the number of stages will depend on the particular application, but with an asyn-

chronous pipeline they can be inserted arbitrarily. The logically more complex stages

will tend to be slower than these simple repeaters and, for modelling purposes, it was

assumed that the delay due to long wires could be factored into that at layout time.

Thus, to achieve the time and power information, millions of data were transmitted

through the ten-stage pipelines. The forward delay was achieved by averaging the time

that a data word transmit through an idle pipeline. Injecting data words to the pipeline

as long as the first stage can receive data (so that the asynchronous pipeline is satu-

rated), the equivalent period can be obtained by counting the received data words at

the output of the pipeline during a specific length of time. The power consumption

was calculated from the recorded signal transition activities using Synopsys Prime-

Time PX [Syn14].

4.4.1 Performance evaluation

Since DIRC pipelines can be constructed using various patterns, the practical pipelines

may have quite different areas. To provide a general evaluation, the area results of

complete DIRC stages are presented to demonstrate the area overhead brought by the

DIRC and RPA. Figure 4.14a compares the area of different pipeline stages, which

increases with the pipeline data width. DIRC and RPA introduce some area overhead
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due to the check generation and error correction mechanisms. On average, this ratio is

around 4.15 for 1-of-2 pipeline stages and 7.84 for 1-of-4 ones (Figure 4.14b), which is

generally consistent with the area model proposed in Appendix B. When the area of the

large number of long wires is considered, this ratio will decrease. In practical designs

where the pipeline may be constructed using different patterns including incomplete ,

the area overhead can be further reduced.

The forward delay of an asynchronous pipeline stage is the time needed by the data

to traverse the asynchronous latch. Figure 4.14c shows that the average forward delay

increases slightly with data width. On average, the forward delay of DIRC pipelines

is 3.75 times the delay of basic pipelines. The fault-tolerant mechanism of the DIRC

pipelines causes an extra delay (DIRC-Basic) which is only 0.21 ns on average for both

1-of-2 and 1-of-4 pipelines.

The equivalent period is an important factor that affects the maximum pipeline

throughput (Section 4.3.4). Figure 4.14d shows that the period increases with the data

width of a pipeline. Since the CD tree is one level shallower in 1-of-4 pipelines than

that of 1-of-2 pipelines, 1-of-4 pipelines have relatively shorter periods with the same

data width. In most cases, the equivalent period of the DIRC pipeline is less than

1.5 times of the basic pipeline (Figure 4.2). The period of the 128-bit wide 1-of-2

DIRC pipeline is only 1.28 times as long as that of the basic pipeline. Compared with

the fault-tolerant design proposed by Jang et al. [JM05] whose average speed is only

half of the basic one without fault-tolerance, the speed overhead of DIRC pipelines is

moderate and competitive.

Figure 4.14e shows the power consumption of different pipelines. The redundant

circuit brought by DIRC and RPA causes more transition activities. On average, the

power of 1-of-2 DIRC pipelines are 1.75 times greater than basic pipelines, while for

1-of-4 pipelines the ratio is about 2 (Figure 4.14f).

To evaluate the effect of CN (the number of data words included in a DIRC code) on

the hardware overhead of DIRC pipeline stages, 60-bit wide 1-of-2 pipeline stages are

implemented and synthesized. Figure 4.15 compares the basic and the DIRC pipeline

stages with different CN. It can be found that the area of a pipeline stage increases

approximately linearly with CN. The forward delay increases with CN since a larger

CN means a deeper adder tree inserted into the data path. For the CN = 3 and CN = 4

cases, the adder trees have the same depth (both are 2-level) but the CN = 3 case

requires more asynchronous latch for the check words than the CN = 4 case, leading to

a deeper Completion Detector (CD) tree. As a result, the speed of the DIRC stage with
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CN = 3 is a bit slower than the stage with CN = 4 (Figure 4.15b and Figure 4.15c). The

power consumption also increases with CN due to the increased transition activities.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between the basic and DIRC pipelines (CN = 2)
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Figure 4.15: Comparison between the basic and DIRC pipelines with different CN

4.4.2 Comparison with related work

Compared to the state-of-the-art work presented in Section 3.4, this implementation

of the proposed DIRC coding scheme is QDI, which means the fault-tolerance is

achieved without compromising the timing-robustness nature of QDI circuits. This

is one of the major advantages of the DIRC coding scheme compared with most ex-

isting fault-tolerant asynchronous designs. It can be found that, besides the existing

fault-tolerant coding schemes for asynchronous communications summarised in Ta-

ble 4.1, most fault-tolerant designs either target protecting non-QDI designs [LLP07,

OAHY08, LWL+10, LLP12], or obtain the fault-tolerance by sacrificing the timing-

robustness nature (the fault-tolerant code in [CH01], Zero-Sum and its extensions

in [AN10, AN12], the rail synchronization technique in [MRL05b, MRL06], the fault-

tolerant NCL designs in [KZYD10], the fault-tolerant latch architecture in [JYB12]).

Some techniques can improve the robustness of QDI circuits but do not qualify as

fault-immune [BS09, MJM11, LHHA14]. Similar to the proposed DIRC techniques,
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the double-checking technique [JM05, Jan08], the duplication-based Asynchronous

Burst-Mode Machines (ABMM) [ASLM09] and the Temporally Redundant Delay In-

sensitive Code (TRDIC) system [PCV12] can protect 4-phase 1-of-n QDI links from

transient faults without losing the timing-robustness advantage. Besides the timing-

robustness and fault-tolerance nature of the DIRC implementation, the advantage of

DIRC coding scheme includes:

• DIRC coding scheme tolerates all 1-bit transient faults and some multi-bit tran-

sient faults. It can be easily implemented using standard cell libraries and adopted

in existing 1-of-n QDI link designs to provide fault-tolerance.

• DIRC pipelines can be implemented in a flexible way using different construc-

tion patterns to achieve a flexible fault-tolerance capability with a moderate hard-

ware overhead.

The area and performance overhead incurred by DIRC and RPA techniques has

been demonstrated in Table 4.2. The throughput of the DIRC-protected pipeline de-

creases less than 50%, which is competitive compared with previous research [JM05,

Jan08, PCV12]. A latency analytical model is described in Appendix B.1 to study the

speed overhead, theoretically.

The area overhead of complete 1-of-4 DIRC stages can be as high as ∼8× com-

pared with unprotected ones. Even the area of a complete 1-of-2 DIRC pipeline stage

can be ∼4× larger than the basic one. Considering that the double-checking technique

incurs an overhead between 2× and 3× [JM05, Jan08], using complete DIRC pipeline

stages is quite area-consuming. A trade-off was made between the hardware overhead

and the fault-tolerance capability in the duplication-based ABMM designs [ASLM09]

where the function of the implemented circuit was considered. The incomplete dupli-

cation resulted in an area overhead less than 2×. This kind of trade-off between the

fault-tolerance and the incurred hardware overhead is common and necessary in prac-

tical designs where the practical fault-tolerant requirement and the expected hardware

overhead should be evaluated in the beginning. Table 4.2 evaluated the implementa-

tion of complete DIRC pipelines, while it has been demonstrated that the protected QDI

pipeline can be flexibly configured using different construction patterns (Figure 4.12).

Incomplete DIRC pipeline stages (sDIRC as the sender stage and rDIRC as the receiver

stage) are used to replace complete ones at some segments to reduce hardware over-

head. As an instance, a pair of sDIRC and rDIRC pipeline stages can protect a section

of QDI pipelines (Figure 4.12d). The area of a 32-bit 1-of-2 sDIRC and a rDIRC stage
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(CN=2) is 3,643 µm2 and 4,215 µm2, which is ∼2.1× and ∼2.4× larger than the ba-

sic one respectively. This is competitive compared with the duplicated-based double-

checking technique [JM05,Jan08] and the full-duplication ABMM design [ASLM09].

It should be noticed that these area results represent the area of pipeline stages. No

place and route was done so that the link wires between the stages were not considered.

The double-checking or duplication-based techniques result in a full replica of the link

while the DIRC coding scheme incurs only (1/CN) of the link wires (CN > 1), avoiding

the full duplication of the link. Taking the 32-bit 1-of-2 pipeline with a 64-wire-wide

channel for example, 128 wires are required when using the double-checking tech-

nique [JM05, Jan08]. For a DIRC pipeline with CN=2, only 96 wires are needed, so

the overhead is 50%. Therefore, when the wire area is considered, the area overhead

incurred by DIRC is further reduced. As the area analytical model in Appendix B.2

shows, when wires consume significantly larger area than pipeline stages, the ratio of

the area of protected pipelines to unprotected ones will approach to (1+1/CN), which

is 1.5 in the case that CN=2. The fault-tolerant TRDIC coding system [PCV12] avoids

the full duplication of a link as well. However, without including the cost of TRDIC

encoder and decoder, the area of a protected 2-of-5 pipeline is ∼3× larger than the

unprotected 1-of-4 one. The cost of the TRDIC encoder and decoder was not given,

but will incur extra cost.

The 1-of-n adders in DIRC pipeline stages are currently implemented using the

Delay-Insensitive Minterm Synthesis (DIMS) approach [SS93] with standard cells,

which is relatively expensive. Custom cells for asynchronous circuit [SF01] can be

used to further reduce the hardware overhead. In addition, 1-of-4 DIRC pipelines are

less area efficient that 1-of-2 ones due to the area-consuming 1-of-4 adders. The area

of a 32-bit 1-of-4 sDIRC and rDIRC pipeline stage can still reach to 4,457 µm2 and

6,837 µm2, which is ∼3.3× and ∼5× larger than the basic one respectively. More

details are discussed in the area model in Appendix B.2.

4.4.3 Fault-tolerance evaluation

To evaluate the fault-tolerance capability of the whole scheme (DIRC+RPA), a Sys-

temC [IEE12] test environment was built (Figure 4.16). It included a sender, a receiver,

a DIRC pipeline stage, Fault Generators (FGs) and a stage wrapper. The DIRC pipeline

stage was a synthesized gate-level netlist while other parts are SystemC models. The

sender works as the incomplete sDIRC stage (DIRC stage at the sender with check

generation functionality), producing random data and corresponding check words to
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Figure 4.16: Test environment for DIRC pipelines

the DIRC stage while the receiver works as rDIRC stage (DIRC stage at the receiver

with error correction functionality). Fault Generators (FGs) generate random faults on

all wires including data wires (between the sender and the DIRC stage) and acknowl-

edge wires (between the DIRC stage and the receiver). The stage wrapper checks the

correctness of the output data and produces statistics. A shared message queue is used

to store the error-free data being transmitted.

In this test environment, faults can be inserted on any wires at any time, which mim-

ics a real environment where not only 1-bit faults but also multi-bit faults may happen.

Assuming that the occurrence of faults on a single wire is a Poisson process [Saa61],

the intervals between adjacent faults are randomized using an exponential distribution.

Faults are inserted on different wires independently. The mean interval between faults

is set to 1 µs while the duration of faults is randomized using a uniform distribution

between 10 ps and 2 ns. These create a more comprehensive and severe fault environ-

ment than most in existing literature [JM05, OAHY08, PCV12]. Data are transmitted

continuously using the maximum injection rate. In total one million data packets were

transmitted during the simulation.

The transient-fault-tolerance capability is evaluated by the Mean Time Between

Failures (MTBF). Figure 4.17a illustrates the MTBFs of different pipelines with CN =

2. Since the increasing number of wires leads to a higher occurrence of faults, the

MTBFs of all pipelines decrease with data width. When the data width is 4-bit, the

MTBFs of the DIRC 1-of-2 and 1-of-4 pipelines are 2,520 and 1,748 times longer than

the basic 1-of-2 and 1-of-4 pipelines respectively. When the data width rises to 128-

bit, the ratio becomes 1,117 for 1-of-2 pipelines and 1,012 for 1-of-4 pipelines. For

the basic 1-of-4 pipeline with a data width of 128 bits, 174,647 out of 730,498 tran-

sient faults result in errors during simulation period, while only 222 out of 1,420,558

transient faults lead to errors when using DIRC and RPA. (Note that this test uses a
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of MTBF between the basic and DIRC pipelines

multi-bit fault environment so that DIRC pipelines can make errors, while 1-bit tran-

sient faults will be fully tolerated.) The resulting MTBF for the basic pipeline is 16 ns

while it is prolonged to 16,561 ns for the DIRC pipeline. It indicates the basic pipeline

without protection can easily make errors while the fault-tolerance capability of DIRC

pipeline increases thousands-fold.

For DIRC pipelines using different CNs, Figure 4.17b compares their MTBFs with

the MTBF of a 60-bit wide 1-of-2 basic pipeline. It can be found that, under such a

severe environment with multi-bit faults, the MTBFs of all DIRC pipelines are more

than 1,000 times longer than the basic pipeline. For the basic pipeline, 57,067 out

of 334,679 faults result in errors while for the DIRC pipeline with CN = 5, only 62

out of 553,143 faults result in errors. This demonstrates that a more severe multi-

bit fault environment may largely reduce the MTBF of pipelines (although this rarely

happen). Most of the resulting errors can be filtered by using DIRC coding scheme.

DIRC pipelines achieve thousands-fold increment of fault-tolerance capability com-

pared with basic pipelines.

4.5 Summary

This chapter proposed a new coding scheme that significantly improves the tolerance of

4-phase 1-of-n QDI links to transient faults, namely the Delay-Insensitive Redundant

Check (DIRC) code [ZSG+13]. The DIRC coding scheme tolerates all 1-bit transient

faults and some multi-bit transient faults. Furthermore, it can easily be adopted in

all existing 1-of-n QDI pipelines to provide fault-tolerance. Since the DIRC code is
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systematic, it allows DIRC pipeline stages to be placed arbitrarily in an unprotected

QDI pipeline, thus some certain pipeline segments can be protected. According to the

practical fault-tolerance requirement, the DIRC pipeline using different construction

patterns can provide enough fault-tolerance for the communication infrastructure with

a moderate and reasonable hardware overhead, making DIRC especially attractive to

large-scale communication-centred fabrics such as NoCs and buses. DIRC is espe-

cially suitable for large-scale communication-centric designs. A new technique named

Redundant Protection of Acknowledge wires (RPA) was also proposed to protect ac-

knowledge wires. It can be used independently but causes little hardware overhead.

Detailed experimental results showed that the DIRC pipelines achieve thousands-

fold improvement on the fault-tolerance capability even in a severe simulation envi-

ronment. The hardware overhead of DIRC pipelines (using DIRC plus RPA) is mod-

erate and can be further reduced using different construction patterns. In most cases,

the DIRC pipeline is less than 1.5 times slower than the basic one, while the fault-

tolerance is measured to be more than 1,000 times stronger. However, in the presence

of permanent faults, DIRC pipelines can still deadlock, which is harmful to a QDI

NoC. Without a full protection, data words transmitted in some pipeline stages are

not protected, so that a transient fault can still deadlock the QDI pipeline though the

possibility is lowered. The following chapters will discuss the management of the

fault-caused physical-layer deadlocks in QDI NoCs.



Chapter 5

Detecting fault-caused deadlock in

QDI NoCs

It was observed that faults could cause errors in Quasi-Delay-Insensitive (QDI) chan-

nels, which may destroy the handshake protocol and deadlock the communication

(Chapter 3). When these faults occur in Networks-on-Chips (NoCs), the situation

could be complicated and severe. Data errors, or packet loss, can be managed through

different network abstraction layers, but a deadlock can paralyse the whole network.

This fault-caused deadlock happening in the physical layer is different from the usual

network-layer one due to cyclic dependence of transmitting packets (Section 2.2.5),

which cannot be resolved using conventional deadlock management techniques. As a

solution, a general framework designed for QDI NoCs is proposed in this chapter to

detect this fault-caused physical-layer deadlock caused by different faults and locate

the faulty component, so that further operations can be taken to recover the network

function (Chapter 6).

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 introduces a baseline QDI NoC.

Section 5.2 studies the general impact of faults on NoCs. Using the baseline NoC, Sec-

tion 5.3 studies different deadlock scenarios caused by permanent faults and proposes

a detection mechanism which can detect the fault-caused physical-layer deadlock and

locate the faulty link and router precisely. As long as a fault (permanent, intermittent or

transient) causes a deadlock, the fault can be detected and located. Section 5.4 presents

an improved deadlock detection process with a fault diagnosis strategy to determine

the fault type when both transient and permanent faults are considered. Section 3.4.2

introduces representative related work. Finally, this chapter is concluded.

139
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5.1 Baseline QDI NoC

5.1.1 Network principles

A 2D-mesh QDI asynchronous NoC was shown in Figure 2.25b, constructing a Glob-

ally Asynchronous, Locally Synchronous (GALS) system with synchronous IP cores

attached [KGGV07]. Though a QDI NoC has many potential advantages over its syn-

chronous counterpart due to its clockless nature, its area can be larger with complicated

control logic, affecting the communication efficiency. Therefore, many existing QDI

NoCs prefer simple and cheap network protocols [BF02, FF04, TVC10, SE11b]; so

does the baseline QDI NoC used in this research. Since the deadlock detection tech-

nique proposed in this chapter does not rely on the network topology, for simplicity

of purpose a 2D-mesh is used as the backbone. To focus on fault-tolerance and study

the effect of fault-caused deadlocks in the physical layer, the popular XY-Dimension-

Ordered Routing (XY-DOR) is employed to avoid “traditional” network-layer dead-

locks [DT03]. Packets traverse the X-dimension first and then the Y-dimension (Fig-

ure 2.16a).

Wormhole switching (Section 2.2.7) is employed in the baseline NoC because of

its simple implementation and wide use in existing asynchronous NoC designs. Ac-

cording to the wormhole switching, data is transmitted in packets made of different

types of flits, comprising a head flit, multiple body flits and a tail flit. The destination

address is stored in the head flit, with which the routing request is generated to compete

for the appropriate output port. Body flits carry the main data information. The tail flit

is used to separate consecutive packets and release reserved network resources on the

path built by the packet. The head flit leads the route and the remaining flits follow in a

pipelined fashion, so that a packet with many flits may span multiple routers and links,

reserving a long data path in the network (Figure 2.24). As the tail flit progresses, all

network resources on this reserved path are released in sequence.

5.1.2 Asynchronous protocols

Routers and links of asynchronous NoCs can be implemented with different asyn-

chronous protocols, including handshake protocols and data encoding methods. Ta-

ble 2.4 lists representatives of existing asynchronous NoCs using different protocols.

Among these options, only the NoCs using 4-phase, 1-of-n are QDI [BF02, FF04,

TVC10, SE11b], which can tolerate delay variations on both routers and links. This
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research uses 4-phase, 1-of-n asynchronous protocol as well to implement the QDI

NoC and study its fault-tolerance. A baseline QDI NoC is proposed as a design case to

demonstrate the fault impact on QDI NoCs and how proposed fault-tolerant techniques

can be used in real designs.

In the baseline NoC, data bits are grouped and encoded into multiple 1-of-n sym-

bols, each of which can deliver log2n bits. The data channel of the network – for

example carrying 32-bit flits – is broken down into 2-bit quantities, each represented

by a parallel 1-of-4 bus or sub-channel. The whole flit is accompanied by a single End-

of-Packet (EoP) indicator and a single handshake ack. The EoP flag indicates the tail

of the packet, which separates consecutive packets so that no more flags are required

to represent the head flit, simplifying the NoC design. In a fault-free environment, the

head flit is defined as the first flit after system reset or the one after a tail flit. Figure 5.1

demonstrates the flit sequence under the 4-phase, 1-of-n protocol. A Spacer is inserted

between two consecutive 1-of-n symbols as the 4-phase handshake protocol requires,

providing a return-to-zero phase. Therefore, the head and body flits, which are a group

of 1-of-n symbols, are separated by spacers. A high ack wire notifies the successful

acceptance of a complete flit or data word. For the last tail flit, without any payload,

a high EoP signal indicates the end of the packet. As the tail flit progresses, network

resources on the packet path previously reserved are released in sequence.

5.2 Fault impact on the data path of QDI NoCs

5.2.1 Fault classifications

A router can be divided into the data path and control logic (Figure 2.23): pipelined

buffers at the input/output ports and the crossbar construct the data path through the

router, while the control logic comprises a routing computation unit, a buffer controller
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and a switch allocator. Faults on NoCs can be classified into two types according to

their locations, faults on the data path and in the control logic. Neither kind of fault

has been thoroughly studied in QDI NoCs.

Faults on the control logic of the NoC can be harmful as long as they produce

wrong control signals, which may lead to erroneous network configuration and in-

terrupt the normal flit flow. A direct way to protect the control logic of the NoC is

using replication-based techniques [JM05, MRL06, ASLM09], with which the tempo-

rary faulty behaviour can be filtered and the permanently defective component can be

replaced or bypassed [FLJ+13, YA10]. Besides common masking factors, a large pro-

portion of this kind of fault can be masked due to the function of the control logic.

For example, faults on the routing computation unit can be masked if a route has been

configured and flits are traversing the router.

Compared with faults on the control logic, faults on the data path are more straight-

forward and likely to cause errors on the high-density data flowing in the network. All

kinds of flits may be polluted by a fault during their transmission. As an example, the

long inter-router links, which are usually routed on high metal layers, are prone to be

affected by fault sources from the environment. Faults on these large number of wires

are likely to be latched, causing different errors which are transmitted with the flit flow

and affect the network. Assuming that the control logic has been protected [JM05],

this research studies the fault-tolerance of the data path through a QDI NoC.

5.2.2 General fault impact

Before going into the fault-caused physical-layer deadlock, the general fault impact on

NoCs (synchronous or asynchronous) is briefly introduced first. Under the assumption

that the control logic is fault-free, a fault may affect the traversal of a packet through

a router, resulting different network behaviour depending on the specific design. Fig-

ure 5.2 describes several typical faulty scenarios. Figure 5.2a shows the fault-free case

where a flit-based packet traverse a router.

• As the most likely case, a fault may pollute one (or several) of the multiple body

flits (Figure 5.2b). The faulty bit reaches the right destination and cause data

errors, which can be corrected by using error correction codes [Sor09].

• A fault on the head flit may change the destination address information and lead

the packet in the wrong direction. Besides packet loss, this misrouting could
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Figure 5.2: Several faulty scenarios of NoCs

cause forbidden turns in the network, or blockage due to the undefined/unrecog-

nised route or network edge, which may further lead to a network-layer deadlock

or livelock [DT03]. Figure 5.2c shows an example that a head flit which was

originally directed to the East output of router R2 encounters a fault during its

transmission, producing a faulty routing request to the South. The faulty head

flit is blocked in the west input buffer of R2 since the routing request is invalid

under the employed turn model. These scenarios can be avoided by carefully

designing the routing computation unit [SE11a].

• Figure 5.2d presents a case that a fault creating a false tail flit splits a long packet

into two segments. The front segment goes to the right destination (Local) even-

tually with severe data loss. If a head flit is identified by specific flag bits which
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are fault-free, the second segment may be jammed at the router input and occu-

pies a number of network resources, which needs extra measures to deal with.

If a head flit is simply defined as “the one following a tail flit”, a body flit will

now be incorrectly interpreted as a header in this case, which may cause another

corrupted “packet” to travel in an inappropriate direction (East, Figure 5.2d).

• A tail flit may be removed by a fault during its transmission. If the head flit is

defined as the one after the tail flit without extra indication flags, the head flit

of the following packet is incorrectly taken as a body flit and traverses along the

reserved path. Multiple packets could be assembled together, forming a long

packet as Figure 5.2e shows. Otherwise, the following packet may get blocked

at the input which cannot be reallocated without being released first.

Table 5.1 summarises the general fault impact. A fault may cause packet loss,

misrouting, network-layer deadlock or livelock and different kinds of blockage in the

network layer. Permanent faults rarely happen compared with transient faults [Con03],

but they can remove signal bits completely, causing more severe results. Many tech-

niques have been proposed in previous literature to deal with these traditional faulty

scenarios [YA10, IY11]. Different from these general fault effects listed in Table 5.1,

faults on QDI NoCs could break the handshake protocol, leading to a fault-caused

physical-layer deadlock, which is the main point of this research.

5.3 Detecting a permanent fault on the data path

A NoC architecture can be abstracted to the physical layer, the data link layer and

the network layer from bottom to top (Section 2.2.2). A “traditional” network-layer

deadlock occurs when the transmission of message results in a cyclic dependence,

Table 5.1: General fault impact on NoCs
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which can be avoided by either providing enough network resources in data link layer

or using restricted routing algorithms in network layer (Section 2.2.5). Under a faulty

environment, the network may go wrong as discussed above, which exists in both

synchronous and QDI NoCs and is not of direct interest in this research.

Unique to QDI NoCs, a fault could break the handshake process and cause a

physical-layer deadlock (Section 3.3). This fault-caused physical-layer deadlock can-

not be easily managed using traditional deadlock management techniques. Keeping

the network working even with some packet loss or network performance degradation,

is essential for critical digital equipment. Therefore, an on-line deadlock detection and

recovery mechanism is necessary to maintain the network function in the face of the

fault-caused physical-layer deadlock.

5.3.1 Data path partition

It has been demonstrated that the data path in a NoC typically includes inter-router

links, input/output buffers and crossbars, constructing a long QDI pipeline. This

pipelined data path can be flexibly partitioned in different ways according to the fault-

tolerance requirement (Section 3.5). Figure 5.3 presents the one partition used where

the link (including its end router buffers) and router (crossbar) are separately protected

within two pieces. Thus faults on the data path can be classified into link and router

faults depending on their location.

A permanent link fault may corrupt the routing request and affect the router con-

trol logic, which can be captured in the link piece. A fault on the router piece of a
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previously reserved data path will cause data errors. According to the proposed gen-

eral deadlock detection strategy (Section 3.5) and the summarised deadlock patterns

(Theorem 3.3.1), adding a pair of deadlock detection circuits to the ends of each piece

(input/output buffers) to monitor its activities, whether the monitored link/router piece

is defective can be determined by checking if the following conditions are satisfied.

1. No transitions are detected on the pipeline piece for a “long” period, indicating

it is idle, temporarily blocked due to congestion or deadlocked;

2. The link piece (including the inter-router links and pipelined input/output buffers)

and the router piece (the crossbar) show different deadlock patterns in the pres-

ence of a permanent fault.

• Link fault The ack signals at the output of the pre-fault router are alter-

nately valued (so that the link is not idle). For the input of the post-fault

router, all pipeline stages on the reserved packet path have the same ack (so

that the blockage is not caused by either congestion or the network-layer

deadlock where the ack should be alternately valued as well).

• Router fault A data path has been built by a packet through the router. The

ack signals at the router input are alternately valued and its granted output

has the same ack.

5.3.2 Deadlock caused by a permanent link fault

Faults may happen on any gates and wires of the links at any time, affecting the trans-

mitting data, the End-of-Packet (EoP) indicator or the ack signal. This means, there

are six types of permanent stuck-at (s-a) faults: data/EoP/ack s-a-1/0, affecting all

three kinds of flits (head, body and tail). Faults or faulty flits can transit to the input

buffer and interrupt the normal router behaviour. The control logic inside a router, in-

cluding the routing computation unit and the buffer controller, samples the head and

tail flits directly from the input buffer. They may get stuck at some specific states due

to the permanent fault, which can be used to detect and recover the fault. For an in-

coming packet, a wormhole router generally experiences three states – Route Setup,

Data Transmission and Route Release – as Figure 5.4 shows, where the post-fault

router could get deadlocked.

1. Route Setup. For the data path, the head flit of a packet is writing into the router

input buffer and gets blocked, waiting to be granted an output. For the control
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logic, the routing computation unit samples the address information from the

head flit, generates a routing request and waits for the grant from the allocator.

• Data s-a-0 fault. The address information is encoded into 1-of-n codes in

the head flit. A data s-a-0 fault may corrupt the ‘1’ of a 1-of-n symbol into

‘0’, preventing a complete head flit from arriving.

• Ack s-a-1 fault. A high ack signal notifying the successful acceptance of a

complete word, starts the reset phase that 1-of-n codes reset to spacers. An

ack s-a-1 fault may prevent the whole or part of the head flit from arriving

at the front of the input buffer depending on its occurrence time.

• Data s-a-1 or ack s-a-0 faults could prevent a flit from being fully reset,

stalling the 4-phase handshake at the set phase. The address information

can get accepted by the routing computation unit successfully, generating a

routing request which will be granted by the switch allocator. Note that, a

data s-a-1 fault may create a 2-of-n code, which can be forced to 1-of-n by

using Mutex Elements [SF01]. If the routing request generated from this

head flit is invalid (for the currently used turn models for example), it can

be recognized by the routing computation unit and get dropped [SE11a].

Otherwise, this packet will be directed to the destination. In both cases,

this post-fault router will get stuck at the next Data Transmission state

where these two faults take effect.

• An EoP s-a-0 fault will not manifest since EoP should be low in this state.

• An EoP s-a-1 fault will create a fake tail flit in this state: (1) it may take

priority at the front of input buffer (leading to a high ack signal) and prevent
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the following head flit from arriving. No routing request is generated; (2)

if the fake tail flit “arrives late” and the incoming packet has been granted

an output, the fake tail flit pushes the router to the Route Release state.

Therefore, in the presence of a Data s-a-0, Ack s-a-1 or EoP s-a-1 fault, the post-

fault router can get deadlocked at the Route Setup or Release state. A complete

head flit is not received by the post-fault router. No routing request is generated

or granted. The incoming packet is stalled at the front of the router input buffer.

2. Data Transmission. The switch allocator has allocated an output to a packet

request in this state and the head/body flits are traversing the router. All data

and ack stuck-at faults can deadlock the reserved data path. They will cause data

errors and break the handshake but not disturb the network protocol (a route has

been built and the control logic does not need to sample the data).

• Data s-a-0/1 fault: A data s-a-0 fault can remove a 1-of-n symbol in a

flit. A data s-a-1 fault may create a 2-of-n symbol depending on the fault

position and later the fault-free ‘1’ gets reset. The faulty ‘1’ will traverse

the reserved data path.

• Ack s-a-0/1 faults could prevent one flit from being reset or set, halting the

handshake. An incomplete packet is received at the destination without the

tail flit.

• EoP s-a-0 fault may happen, preventing the tail flit indicator from arriv-

ing. As a result, routers downstream of the fault are stalled at the Data

Transmission state.

• EoP s-a-1 fault will create a tail flit, enabling the router to transit to the

Route Release state.

3. Route Release. In the baseline QDI NoC, the tail flit separates two consecu-

tive packets so that the head flit can simply be defined as the one after the tail

(Figure 5.1). In the end of the Data Transmission state, a high EoP indicator

enables the Route Release state where the buffer controller starts monitoring

the EoP signal. After the EoP is reset, the buffer controller will release the built

route inside the router and the router state goes to Route Setup again.

• Data s-a-0/1 and ack s-a-1 faults will not take effect in this phase since

they cannot prevent the resetting operation of the EoP indicator.
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Table 5.2: Deadlocked states of a post-fault router
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• Ack s-a-0 and EoP s-a-1 faults may prevent the EoP signal from resetting,

blocking the router in this state.

• EoP s-a-0 fault in this phase will enable the router to complete the release

operation. It will not affect the current packet but stall the next packet to

the Data Transmission state.

Table 5.2 summarises the impact of all kinds of permanent faults on the NoC data

path. Note that the effect of stuck-at faults may not appear immediately but manifest

later and causes the post-fault router to be stuck in a specific phase, they end up in

the state that they exhibit these effects. In the baseline QDI NoC, rt ack is the signal

indicating if the switch allocator has granted an output to the input. The EoP indicator

used by the buffer controller at the router input is denoted by the ipeop signal. There-

fore, the data path may deadlock in all three states with Route Setup (rt ack-), Data

Transmission (rt ack+ & ipeop-) and Route Release (rt ack+ & ipeop+). In a dead-

locked state, packet transmission is stalled and all control signals are steady, making it

safe to sample control signals to locate the fault position.

5.3.3 Deadlock patterns due to a permanent link fault

If a permanent fault on the link piece deadlocks a reserved data path, the fault may

traverse to the destination and affect other healthy routers and links downstream of the

faulty link. By analysing the above fault scenarios and the deadlock model proposed

in Section 3.3, it can be found that the effect of stuck-at faults on the post-fault router

comprises the following three deadlock cases. These cases can be checked by a pattern

checker at each router input to sample values of some control signals (Figure 5.3),
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(c) Case 3: stalled at Data Transmission and Route Release

Figure 5.5: Deadlocked states due to a permanent link fault

including two contiguous ack signals (ipia and ipoa), the EoP indicator (ipeop) and the

grant indicator (rt ack). By checking values of these signals at the stalled state, it can

be determined if the router is downstream of the faulty link.

Case 1: A data s-a-0 or ack s-a-1 fault in the Route Setup phase will prevent the input

buffer from receiving a complete head flit. Pipeline stages after the fault may

hold spacers or the same incomplete flit, producing low ack signals (ipia- &

ipoa-). As a result, no routing request is generated and granted (rt ack-). This

case is indicated by (!rt ack & !ipia & !ipoa) (Figure 5.5a).

Case 2: An EoP s-a-1 fault happening when the link is idle (Route Setup) creates a

fake tail flit (ipeop+) which reaches the front of the input buffer and prevents it

from receiving following packets. No routing request is generated or granted

(rt ack-), which is indicated by (!rt ack & ipeop & !ipoa) (Figure 5.5b).
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Case 3: As the most general scenario for all kinds of stuck-at faults in the Data Trans-

mission and Route Release state, the routing request has been granted and

body flits of a packet are traversing the router (rt ack+). All pipeline stages

downstream of the fault store the same incomplete/complete flit or spacers

so that any two contiguous ack signals after the fault are equal. This case is

indicated by (rt ack & ipia==ipoa) (Figure 5.5c).

Therefore, in a deadlocked state if none of these cases is satisfied, this router is not

downstream of the faulty link. Network congestion and the network-layer deadlocks

due to the cyclic dependence of transmitting packets can stall the packet transmission,

but can be distinguished from a fault-caused deadlock because the stalled packet flits

are fault-free (alternately valued ack signals) and none of the above cases is satisfied.

In the next section, a detection mechanism will be proposed to detect this deadlock

using a time-out mechanism and locate the position of the faulty link piece using these

deadlock patterns.

5.3.4 A time-out mechanism

A general time-out method was proposed in Section 3.5 to detect the fault-caused

physical-layer deadlock on 4-phase, 1-of-n QDI pipelines. When it comes to a QDI

NoC, this deadlock shows more patterns as discussed above (Section 5.3.3). This sec-

tion proposes a novel time-out strategy to detect the physical-layer deadlock due to a

permanent link fault and locate the faulty link piece in QDI NoCs.

To locate the faulty component or pipeline segment, deadlock detection circuits

are put at the ends of the protected region (link piece in Figure 5.3) so that the long

pipelined data path in the network is cut into multiple segments, each of which is pro-

tected by a pair of detection circuits. Only in this way which locates the fault, a

fine-grained recovery can be implemented to isolate the faulty component, avoid-

ing a system reboot or replacement of the whole or large part of the system.

The protected link piece includes pipelined input/output buffers and the intermedi-

ate long link wires (Figure 5.6a). To detect the permanent link fault, a pair of deadlock

detection circuits are added to the output and input buffer of two adjacent routers to

monitor the intermediate link. Detection circuits include a deadlock detector at the in-

put end of the pipelined link (Stg 1 at the output of the preceding router in Figure 5.3),

controlling a pattern checker at the link output end (Stg d at the input of the succeeding

router). Figure 5.6b presents the general flow of detecting a deadlocked link piece:
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(b) Detection flow

Figure 5.6: Flow of detecting a deadlocked link piece

1. The output buffer of the preceding router (or the input end of the link) is mon-

itored by a deadlock detector. If the pre-fault deadlock pattern is satisfied (no

transitions are detected and two contiguous ack signals are complementary), this

router is upstream of the faulty link and starts enquiring the succeeding router.

2. The input buffer of the succeeding router (or the output end of the link) is mon-

itored by a pattern checker. If the post-fault deadlock pattern (one of the three

cases in Section 5.3.3) is satisfied and no signal transitions are detected, this

router is downstream of the faulty link.

3. After 1 and 2, the intermediate link piece is confirmed to be the faulty one while

the two routers are the pre-fault and post-fault routers respectively.

The key component in the deadlock detector is a Transition Detector (TD) mon-

itoring the transition of certain signals as Figure 5.7 shows [SFGP09]. The start is
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(b) Pattern checker at router input

Figure 5.8: Detection circuits protecting a link piece

an active-high enable signal. During the detection process (start+), a positive act de-

notes transitions are detected at the monitored signal (sig). The reset of start causes

act to reset to ‘0’. The transition detector is used to determine if the monitored link

is transmitting packets. If no transitions are detected (act-) for a long time, indicating

either the link is idle or packets are stalled due to the network congestion or deadlock,

ack sequences at the two ends of the link are checked against the deadlock patterns

(Theorem 3.3.1) to determine if this link is deadlocked by a fault (this fault can be

permanent, intermittent or transient in fact).

Figure 5.8 illustrates the detection circuits added to protect an inter-router link.

Besides the redundant detection logic, two extra wires (enquiry and dkack) are added

to each link to exchange the information between the output and input of each pair of
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Figure 5.9: State machine used to detect defective link

routers. The whole deadlock detection process is controlled by a state machine in the

deadlock detector at each output port. Each router has a counter generating a time-

out signal to control the state machine, so that the deadlock detector is a sync./async.

hybrid circuit where the metastability could happen [Kin07, Gin11]. In this design,

detection circuits are assumed safe to sample asynchronous signals from the QDI

pipeline if monitored links have been inactive for a “long” timeout period. Synchro-

nizers [Spa07, Gin11] are added to the sync./async. interface to further reduce the

possibility of metastability (Figure 5.8a). The state machine has four states: IDLE,

START, ENQUIRY and CONFIRM, as shown in Figure 5.9. State transitions are

enabled only by the timeout signal except when returning to IDLE from ENQUIRY.

• IDLE: This is the default state after reset with all flip-flops of the state machine

being low. After a time-out period, the state machine transits to START (indi-

cated by a high start).

• START: In this state, the transition detector in the deadlock detector is enabled

to monitor transition activities of the ack signal (opoa) at the output buffer of

the preceding router (the input end of the link piece). At the end of the second

time-out period, the deadlock detector either transits to ENQUIRY to check

the succeeding input buffer (the output end of the link) if: (1) no transitions

were detected during the second time-out period and (2) two contiguous ack

signals at the output (opia and opoa) are complementary, satisfying the deadlock
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pattern of the pre-fault stage according to Theorem 3.3.1, or gets reset to IDLE

if transitions are detected or opia==opoa, indicating that a fault-caused physical-

layer deadlock does not occur.

• ENQUIRY: In this state, the deadlock detector sets an enquiry signal high to

interrogate the output end of the protected link piece about the deadlock pat-

tern. The pattern checker samples three asynchronous signals from the headmost

pipeline stage (Stg d in Figure 5.3) of the input buffer of the succeeding router.

It should be reminded that in this state, the input end of the link has been taken

as pre-fault in START. Therefore, if no transitions are detected and one of the

three deadlock patterns concluded in Section 5.3.3 keeps being satisfied during

the third time-out period, which indicates this router is post-fault (indicated by

an active-low dkack), the faulty link piece is detected and located. The state ma-

chine will transit to CONFIRM in the end of the third timeout (indicated by a

high permConf ). If the pattern checker fails to obtain the deadlock pattern (none

of the three cases in Section 5.3.3 is matched) or transitions are detected, the

state machine is reset to IDLE immediately.

• CONFIRM: This is the state indicating that a fault-caused physical-layer dead-

lock has been detected and the faulty link piece located. The intermediate link

between the pair of deadlock detection circuits is the defective one. For a per-

manent fault, the state machine will get stuck at this state to block the faulty link

permanently. Different recovery methods can be further employed to recover the

network function (Chapter 6).

Considering a long lasting intermittent fault which behaves like a permanent one

and is able to stall the packet transmission for a long time, a recovery mechanism is

required to resume the usage of the previously blocked link when the fault disappears.

A transition from CONFIRM to IDLE is added. The disappearance of the intermittent

fault would bring signal transitions on data, eop or ack wires, which further leads to

the transition of the ack signal at the preceding router output buffer (opoa). This could

be detected by the transition detector at the input end of the monitored link piece.

Consequently, when the next timeout arrives, the state machine is reset to IDLE and

afterwards the blocked link can be reused. This method can also tackle permanent

faults with floating values [AAA87] to some extent as long as the fault deadlocks a

packet path.
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(c) Detection flow

Figure 5.10: Detection flow of a permanent router fault

5.3.5 Detecting a permanent router fault

A fault may happen inside a router, deadlocking the reserved data path as well. The

main component or router logic on the data path is a crossbar connecting input to

output ports (Figure 5.10a). Similar to the detection circuits for link faults, a pair of

detection circuits is added before and after the crossbar to monitor activities of its input

and output. A deadlock detector is put at the output buffer of the router as well which

contains a state machine. The general detection flow is illustrated in Figure 5.10c. The

main difference from detecting a link fault is, to detect the router fault, the deadlock

detector at the router output needs to interrogate the input of the same router in the

ENQUIRY state about the deadlock pattern (Section 5.3.1), instead of enquiring the

succeeding router in detecting a link fault. The pattern checker at the router input

is simpler than the one for a link fault (Figure 5.10b). Thus, the deadlock detection

process for a permanent router fault is executed locally at one router. Figure 5.11

depicts the modified state machine.
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Figure 5.11: State machine used to detect defective router piece

In the state START, the deadlock detector at the router output port checks if two

contiguous ack signals are the same. If no signal transitions are detected and the two

ack signals stay the same (opia==opoa) for a whole time-out period, the output buffer

is downstream of the fault. The state machine transits to ENQUIRY at the end of the

second time-out period to interrogate the router input.

In the state ENQUIRY, the pattern checker at the input port of the same router

checks if two contiguous ack signals at the input are complementary as a potential

pre-fault stage. If no transitions are detected and the two ack signals are different

(ipia!=ipoa) during the third time-out period, a permanent router fault is confirmed

to be detected and the state machine transits to CONFIRM. It should be noted that a

fault on the router logic will not exhibit if it is not on any reserved routes. Only if the

fault happens on a path allocated for a packet, will the fault be apparent and affect the

network (indicated by rt ack+ at the router input), so that the fault can deadlock the

reserved packet path.

It can be concluded that, as long as a permanent (intermittent or transient) fault

on the network data path breaks the handshake protocol and causes a physical-layer

deadlock in the QDI NoC, it can be detected using the proposed deadlock detection

technique. Two to four time-out periods are required to locate the faulty component

from the occurrence of the deadlock. There is no requirement on the skew, jitter and

frequency of the clock used by the deadlock detection. This clock can be easily got

from local synchronous IP cores or other clock sources, and needs to drive only the
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state machine. A synchronizer [Spa07, Gin11] is required between the synchronous

detection circuit and the asynchronous router to reduce metastability (Figure 5.8a).

More technical issues will be discussed in Section 6.4.

5.4 Handling deadlocks caused by different link faults

It has been observed that even a transient fault could break the handshake process and

deadlock the QDI communication (Section 3.3), which has rarely been studied before,

not to mention this physical-layer deadlock under the context of a QDI NoC. It is com-

mon that transient faults cause data errors, most of which can be tolerated using the pro-

posed DIRC codes (Chapter 4) or other techniques [JM05,MRL06]. The physical-layer

deadlock can significantly reduce the network performance, which cannot be recovered

using upper network-layer methods. The process of detecting a physical-deadlock due

to a transient fault is the same as detecting a permanent fault according to the analysis

in Section 3.3.3. The difference is, for a transient fault, the faulty component is healthy

and can be reused rather than thrown away for a permanent fault. Therefore, when both

transient and permanent faults are considered, detecting the deadlock and diagnosing

the fault type is necessary to the following network recovery.

5.4.1 Fault diagnosis

Characteristics of the physical-layer deadlock caused by different faults have been thor-

oughly studied in Chapter 3. A transient fault happening on the forward data path could

deadlock an N-symbol-wide QDI pipeline (Figure 5.12), where the data word latched

by pipeline stages downstream of the fault is either an almost full word with a posi-

tive ack or an almost empty word with a negative ack (depicted in (3.11) and (3.12),

Section 3.3.3). Comparably, a permanent fault on the forward data path (data stuck-at

faults) could cause an almost full word with a negative ack (Figure 3.16a) or an al-

most empty word with a positive ack (Figure 3.16b). This discovery is summarised in

Figure 5.13, which is the key to diagnosing the fault type. The region of the forward

data path is defined in Figure 3.21. It should be noted that faults can also happen on

the backward ack path. Pipeline stages downstream of the fault may store any kinds

of data words. Diagnosis of the fault on the backward path is left as future work. This

research presents the diagnosis of the fault on the forward data path.

Assume the link piece is protected (Figure 5.3). Located at the last stage of the
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Figure 5.12: An N-symbol-wide 1-of-n pipeline
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Figure 5.13: Deadlock pattern of pipeline stages downstream of the fault

protected region (Stg d at the router input), a fault diagnosis circuit uses the completion

detection signal from the Completion Detector (CD) of each 1-of-n channel of the

pipeline (Figure 5.12) as its input. Therefore, if the pipeline is N-symbols wide (N>2),

the fault diagnosis circuit has N inputs, denoted by SCD={cd1, ...cdN} where cdi can

be either ‘0’ or ‘1’. Num(1) denotes the number of ‘1’s in SCD and Num(0) denotes the

number of ‘0’s. Under the assumption of a 1-bit fault on the forward data path, only

one “cd” in SCD at most could be different from the others in the deadlocked state. The

output of the fault-diagnosis circuit is almost full (whose inverse is almost empty): a

high almost full indicates the latched data word is almost full; while a low almost full

indicates the latched data symbol is almost empty. Therefore, it can be inferred that:

• If Num(1)>Num(0), almost full=1;

• If Num(1)<Num(0), almost full=0.

The type of the latched data symbol can be determined by comparing Num(0) and

Num(1) using the following rules (Num(1) and Num(0) are not allowed to be equal):

1. If N=1, only a permanent fault could deadlock the pipeline so that no fault diag-

nosis is required (Section 3.3).
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Figure 5.14: Fault diagnosis circuits for an N-symbol pipeline

2. If N=2, adding one more redundant check channel to make the pipeline 3-symbols

wide, the fault type can be diagnosed using the circuit for N=3. In addition, this

enables the usage of the proposed DIRC codes (Section 4.3.4) with which sym-

bol corruption caused by transient faults can be tolerated.

3. If N=3, almost full = cd1cd2 +cd1cd3+cd2cd3 (Figure 5.14a shows the diagno-

sis circuit. For an almost full symbol with two ‘1’s in SCD, almost full is high.

For an almost empty symbol which has two ‘0’s in SCD, almost full is low.

4. If N ≥ 4, the diagnosis circuit can be implemented as a symmetric tree structure

as shown in Figure 5.14b and Figure 5.14c. It requires the N to be an even

number, which can be easily implemented by adding one extra 1-of-n channel

(which usually could provide extra fault-tolerance [JM05, ZSG+14b]) if N is

odd. Thus, almost full=cd1cd2 +cd3cd4+...+cdN−1cdN .

Figure 5.14b illustrates the diagnosis circuit for a 4-symbol-wide pipeline. Under

the assumption of a 1-bit fault, at most one “cd” in SCD could be different from the

others. Since the data word in the deadlock state is either almost full or almost empty,

if almost full is low, the data word must be an almost empty word that there are (N-1)

‘0’s in SCD (Num(0)>Num(1)). If the latched data word in the deadlock state is an

almost full word, there are (N-1) ‘1’s in SCD, almost full is high. The data type is

diagnosed. Figure 5.14c presents the diagnosis circuit for an 8-symbol pipeline.

Fault type is denoted by a 1-of-2 signal ft type[1:0] whose default value is 2‘b00.

When a deadlock is detected, it should be either 2‘b01 (a transient fault) or 2‘b10 (a

permanent fault), while 2‘b11 is invalid (it is assumed that the transient and perma-

nent fault cannot happen and deadlock the same pipeline segment at the same time).

According to Figure 5.13, the fault type can be decided using (5.1):
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f t type ={(almost f ull & !ack) | (almost empty & ack),

((almost f ull & ack) | almost empty & !ack)}
(5.1)

where almost empty is the inverse of almost full. Equation (5.1) corresponds to Fig-

ure 5.13. For example, if SCD={00010000} where cd4 from the fourth channel is af-

fected by the fault, using the diagnosis circuit we have almost full=0 (almost empty=1).

The fault type is decided using (5.1). This proposed diagnosis circuit can be extended

to the case of multi-bit faults which is the future work.

5.4.2 Modified time-out mechanism

The time-out mechanism proposed to detect the physical-layer deadlock caused by

permanent faults can be modified to manage both transient and permanent faults. This

section uses the protection of the link piece to demonstrate the fault detection and

diagnosis process.

Figure 5.15 illustrates the modified state machine controlled by a time-out mecha-

nism, which adds one more state TF CONFIRM compared with Figure 5.9. For link

faults, the fault diagnosis circuit is at the headmost pipeline stage of the protected link.

In the end of state ENQUIRY where the input of the succeeding router is interrogated
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Figure 5.15: Modified state transition graph for transient and permanent faults
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about the deadlock pattern, the fault type (ft type) information is reported to the dead-

lock detector at the other end of the link piece. Therefore, when the physical deadlock

is detected or confirmed in CONFIRM, the deadlock detector knows the fault type

(ft type is either “01” or “10”, indicating a transient or permanent fault). The fault is

taken as a permanent one in default. The faulty link piece is blocked first and some

other recovery measures start (Chapter 6).

If it is a permanent fault that deadlocks the link, the state machine will stay at

CONFIRM, where the defective link is permanently blocked and bypassed to avoid

affecting the other healthy network components. If the fault is diagnosed as transient,

after one time-out period during which default fault recovery processes finish, the state

machine transits to TF CONFIRM to restore the previously blocked but healthy link

to use. One more time-out period is added between TF CONFIRM and IDLE, allow-

ing all necessary recovery processes to finish.

It can be inferred that it needs two to four time-out periods to detect the deadlock

from its occurrence, and four to six time-out periods in total to recover the network

from the physical-layer deadlock caused by a transient fault. Compared with detection

circuits for a permanent link fault (Figure 5.8), one more wire is added between the

two routers to carry the fault type information so that three redundant wires are added

to each link in total to support the deadlock detection. Adding fault diagnosis circuits

to the output buffer of a router, faults on the crossbar can also be diagnosed when they

deadlock the built packet path. Thus, most of the data path in a NoC is protected.

5.5 Summary

A permanent fault coming along with the ageing process can break the asynchronous

handshake protocol and lead to a physical-layer deadlock. This deadlock is different

from the traditional network-layer one due to the cyclic dependence of packet trans-

missions [DT03]. It cannot be detected and recovered using traditional deadlock man-

agement techniques (Section 2.2.5). This chapter thoroughly studied the fault impact

on QDI NoC data paths, and proposed a new time-out mechanism, which can detect

the fault and locate its position precisely as long as it causes a physical-layer deadlock.

As design cases, this chapter demonstrated the detection processes of a permanent link

fault and a router fault, with which the data path of a QDI NoC is protected.

A transient fault could also stall the handshake protocol, leading to a physical-layer

deadlock, which is a new challenging research topic. The faulty link can be detected
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using the proposed time-out mechanism as well. When both transient and permanent

faults are considered, fault diagnosis is required to enable different recovery methods.

This chapter presented a simple fault diagnosis strategy using the different deadlock

patterns caused by transient and permanent faults on the forward data path, with which

the fault type can be diagnosed. Correspondingly, an updated detection process was

presented. The next step is to recover the network function, which is discussed in

Chapter 6.



Chapter 6

Recovering QDI NoCs deadlocked by

link faults

Using the detection techniques proposed in Chapter 5, the physical-layer deadlock

caused by a fault can be detected and the faulty component can be located precisely.

To recover the network, two processes are usually required: (1) deadlock removal –

eliminating the deadlock and releasing fault-free network resources; (2) faulty compo-

nent isolation – reconfiguring the network to ensure all its communication function is

unhindered. Recovery methods change with different faults. For transient faults, the

temporarily faulty component should be reused after the deadlock is removed. For per-

manent faults, the defective component should be isolated to prevent it from affecting

the following traffic and deadlocking the network again.

This chapter proposes a fine-grained strategy to recover the QDI NoC from physical-

layer deadlocks caused by link faults. The proposed Drain&Release techniques can re-

cover the broken handshake process according to the specific state where the network

is deadlocked, so as to release the deadlocked fault-free network resources. To bypass

the faulty component, Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) [LMV+08,SE11b] is used

to implement the NoC. Along with the router input/output buffers, every inter-router

link is physically divided into multiple sub-links; a single fault affects only one of

them, so that the faulty sub-link can be blocked and bypassed, preventing succeeding

traffic from being allocated to it. Other healthy sub-links of the same link can still be

used to transfer packets to the same direction and the network function is recovered.

Router logic is complicated and vulnerable to faults as well. It is difficult to iso-

late one specific defective logic element without a full duplication. Based on the fault

164
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Figure 6.1: Deadlock removal using Drain&Release

location information obtained from the proposed detection method (Chapter 5), con-

ventional network recovery techniques, such as fault-tolerant routings in the network

layer, can be used to bypass the defective router and recover the network communica-

tion, which is left as future work; this chapter focuses on the recovery of the deadlocked

NoC caused by link faults.

To achieve the goal of fine-grained network recovery, the current state of the dead-

locked handshake should be realized first. Through recovering the destroyed hand-

shake protocol, the physical-layer deadlock can be removed along with the (faulty or

fault-free) flits remaining in the reserved packet path; this is a unique challenge faced

by QDI NoCs. Having identified a fault position the defective link is cut (Chapter 5),

so that a short length of the network (i.e. the faulty inter-router link), containing the

fault, is isolated. Any traffic trying to enter the faulty section – which will have been

stalled by the fault – is cleared by “sinking” it and discarding the flits to clear the in-

coming path. Similarly, if there is stalled outgoing traffic from the faulty section, a tail

flit is synthesized to terminate the broken packet and clear the outgoing reserved path

in the normal way. The broken packet can be trapped by a higher level of fault-tolerant

protocol at its destination.

6.1 Deadlock removal using Drain&Release technique

A faulty link divides the packet path into an upstream and downstream pipeline seg-

ment. Drain&Release techniques are proposed to free deadlocked pipeline segments

upstream and downstream of the faulty link respectively, as Figure 6.1 shows. A simi-

lar method was proposed for a self-timed bundled-data asynchronous router (which is

much like a synchronous circuit) [YIO+12], which cannot work in a QDI NoC.

• Drain: By draining the fault-free flits from the upstream pipeline segment at

the output of the pre-fault router, deadlocked network resources upstream of the
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fault are released;

• Release: By producing a fake tail flit at the input of the post-fault router and let-

ting it go through the network along the existing packet path, deadlocked routers

and links downstream of the fault will be released.

Figure 6.2 shows modified input/output buffers of two adjacent routers where the

intermediate link (the shaded area, including link wires and pipelined router buffers)

is the protected region. Extra circuits are added before and after the protected link re-

spectively to support deadlock recovery. Since the critical path limiting the throughput

of the network is at the router crossbar, two more pipeline stages (Stg 0 and Stg d+1)

are added to the link ends to avoid the added redundant circuits being in the critical

path, reducing the performance decrease accompanied with the fault tolerance.

6.1.1 Drain operation at the router output

At the output of the pre-fault router, the Drain operation releases network resources

upstream of the faulty link which hold fault-free flits. According to the 4-phase hand-

shake protocol, complete data symbols and spacers are distributed alternately along

the upstream pipeline segment (Section 3.3). Therefore, using a sink at the start of the

protected link piece which sends back an ack signal when detecting a complete data

word, the data stream remaining in routers upstream of the faulty link will be drained at

the output buffer of the pre-fault router. With the passage of the tail flit of the blocked

packet, the allocated routers and links are released one by one. They can be reused by

other packets after the recovery process.

As Figure 6.2 shows, the sink at the beginning of the link (router output buffer)

mainly comprises a Completion Detector (CD) and a multiplexer replacing the ack
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Figure 6.2: Modified input/output buffers for network recovery
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Figure 6.3: Buffer controller at the router input

signal to the preceding stage (Stg 0) when the recovery process starts (permConf +).

This sink disconnects the data just after the CD and causes incoming acks to be ignored.

The CD can reuse the one belonging to the preceding pipeline stage (Stg 0). An AND

gate is added to prevent the protected link from being polluted by the flits from the

upstream routers during the Drain operation.

6.1.2 Buffer controller at the router input

Different from the upstream pipeline segment of the fault which holds fault-free data

and can use the original tail flit to release the reserved packet path, the pipeline segment

downstream of the faulty link may be polluted by the fault and it may never receive the

tail flit. Therefore, clearing the faulty data remaining in the pipeline stages and pro-

ducing a fake tail flit are two necessary operations to release the downstream network

resources. These operations are executed at the input buffer of the post-fault router

(output of the link). It was shown that the Buffer Controller (BC) at the input of the

post-fault router, which controls the flit flow through the router, may get stalled at one

specific deadlocked state due to the fault (Section 5.3.3). This is critical to the recovery

of network resources downstream of the router. Extra circuits are added to each router

input to determine the deadlocked state of the BC and implement the recovery. The

BC is introduced first before going deep into details of the recovery operation.

Figure 6.3a presents the structure of the BC, controlling the packet transmitting

process following the wormhole switching [DT03] (Section 2.2.7). Its working man-

ner can be depicted using a Signal Transition Graph (STG) [SF01] in Figure 6.3b
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surrounded by the corresponding data path state transition graph (Chapter 5).

Initially the head flit of the arriving packet is blocked before the front pipeline

stage of the input buffer (Stg d+1 in Figure 6.2). The Routing Computation (RC)

unit samples the destination address in the head flit and generates a routing request

(rt req+). If the requested output is busy, the requesting packet has to stay in the input

buffer and waits to be granted by the Switch Allocator (SA). Multiple routing requests

will be arbitrated by the allocator. The winner will be allocated an idle output port,

indicated by rt ack+, with a packet path built across the crossbar. Then the RC unit is

disabled (rt en-) to stop sampling the data path. The input buffer is activated (acken-),

allowing the flit to traverse the crossbar. The data path enters the Data Transmission

phase and waits for the tail flit indicating the end of the packet. When a tail flit is

detected by the BC (eop+) and latched by the output buffer (cia+), the packet enters

into the Route Release. BC blocks the input buffer (acken+), withdraws the tail flit

(eop- and cia-) and resets the RC (rt rst+) to clear the old routing request (rt req-). As

a result, the allocated packet path through this router is released (rt ack-). The input

enables the RC unit to sample the data path (rt en+ and rt rst-) and starts waiting for

the next packet arrival. This process strictly follows the wormhole switching.

6.1.3 Release operation at the router

A permanent link fault may occur at any time, polluting the head, body or tail flit of

a packet, deadlocking the post-fault router or the buffer controller into a specific state.

By analysing the deadlocked state of the buffer controller and resume the handshake

process, a fake tail flit can be generated at the input of the post-fault router and trans-

mitted to release all reserved downstream routers and links, which is the main idea of

the proposed Release operation.

According to Section 5.3, a router input may be deadlocked in one of the three

states (Route Setup, Data Transmission and Route Release) as shown in Figure 6.3b.

Correspondingly, the STG of the buffer controller at the input may halt before one of

the three signal transitions (rt ack+, eop+ and eop-), which are the deadlocked states as

Figure 6.4a shows. By enabling the halted signal transition in this STG, the deadlock

can be eliminated to release the packet path downstream of the fault.

1. A permanent fault may begin before or when the head flit comes. No routing

request was generated. As a result, the input of the post-fault router is dead-

locked at the Route Setup phase. Since the switch allocator has not allocated
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Figure 6.5: Abstracted release operation

any outputs to this incoming packet (Packet 0 in Figure 6.5), this input buffer is

the end of the deadlocked packet path and this post-fault router is the only one

downstream of the fault. No further recovery operations are required.

2. If a link fault pollutes a packet which has been allocated a data path through

the post-fault router (Packet 1 in Figure 6.5), the input of the post-fault router is

deadlocked at the Data Transmission or Route Release phase, as Figure 6.4a

shows. The routing request has been granted by the switch allocator (rt ack+).

There may be multiple routers downstream of the fault which will not receive

the tail flit due to the fault. A fake tail can be generated by a tail generator circuit

locally at the input of this post-fault router to release all downstream routers.
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Figure 6.4b depicts the implementation of a tail generator added to the buffer con-

troller at the router input. To enable the fake tail (eopErr) to transfer along the reserved

packet path, its generation should follow the 4-phase handshake protocol and the flow

control protocol. When a fault-caused deadlock is detected (permConf +), the tail gen-

erator produces a tail flag (eopErr), replacing the original eop wire and arriving at the

front of the input buffer. Note that the replacement is safe since the pipeline has been

confirmed to be deadlocked (permConf +). The cia is the ack signal back to the input

buffer from the crossbar to acknowledge the input that a complete flit (it is the fake tail

flit here) has been accepted by the output. The acken goes high when detecting a tail

flit and closes the built path through the router crossbar.

• If the input is deadlocked at Data Transmission (acken-), the real tail flit cannot

reach the front of the input buffer (Stg d+1 at the post-fault router input in Fig-

ure 6.2). The added AND gate at the input of the router (Figure 6.2) can ensure a

low ack (cia) from the crossbar. Thus, the tail generator will output a high eop-

Err which could be latched and transmitted to all deadlocked stages downstream

of the fault. In other words, this tail generator enables the transition of eop+ in

the STG of the buffer controller (Figure 6.4a), which is equivalent to creating a

tail flit. This fake tail flit will traverse through all downstream routers and release

them one by one. This tail flit is withdrawn (eopErr-) when it is accepted by the

output (cia- and acken+).

• If the input is deadlocked at Route Release where the EoP wire keeps high in

all pipeline stages downstream of the fault (leading to a high cia), the buffer

controller gets stuck at acken+ (Figure 6.4a), allowing spacers rather that data

words to traverse the router. It keeps waiting for the withdrawal of the tail flit.

When the permanent fault is confirmed (permConf +), the tail generator outputs

a low eopErr at the router input which crosses this post-fault router and transfers

along the deadlocked data path to the destination. This enables the transition

of the buffer controller back to the eop-. With the withdrawal of the tail flit

(eopErr-), deadlocked routers downstream of the fault are released in sequence.

For all these cases, after the Release operation, the input buffer of the post-fault

router is halted at the Route Setup phase and keeps waiting for a new head flit –

which will never come for a permanent fault case. All the other fault-free routers

and links downstream of the faulty link are released and recovered to use. Until now,

the fault-caused physical-layer deadlock has been eliminated from the network. The
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next step is to isolate the defective link from the network to prevent it from affecting

the future packets, which can be implemented by using Spatial Division Multiplexing

(SDM) [LMV+08, SE11b].

6.2 Faulty link isolation based on SDM

For a system with permanent faults, the usual recovery method is to block the defective

component and use redundancy to compensate for its function, which may incur a large

hardware overhead. When it comes to NoCs, fault-tolerant adaptive routings [IY11,

FLJ+13] could be used to bypass the defective link. The recovery method proposed in

this research is based on the Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) [LMV+08, SE11b]

which does not rely on any routing algorithms or duplication. Thus, the switch allo-

cator of a SDM router may have a choice of sub-link for the output. If one sub-link is

faulty, it is removed as a possible choice, reducing the link aggregate bandwidth but

retaining the link.

6.2.1 Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM)

Figure 6.6a shows a w-bit link between two wormhole routers, which can carry a

w-bit data unit (or flit). Alternatively, the link between two SDM routers can be

physically divided into m sub-links, each of which transfers (w/m)-bit wide flits sepa-

rately (Figure 6.6b). The crossbar of a p-port SDM router becomes pm×pm (w/m)-bit

wide [LMV+08]. In other words, a SDM link with m sub-links can transfer m flits of m

different packets in parallel, but each requires a longer latency to reach its destination

due to the narrowed bandwidth. From the whole system point of view, the performance

of the SDM NoC is competitive with a network without SDM. SDM has been used to

improve the network overall performance and it was proved that the SDM NoCs have

advantages in energy consumption, area overhead and flexibility [LMV+08, SE11b].

This research utilises the permanent-fault-tolerance feature of SDM NoCs rather than

going to the implementation details.
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Figure 6.7: SDM router

Since a link is physically divided into multiple sub-links, a single fault will affect

only one sub-link; the other sub-links of the same link can still be used to transfer

packets to the same direction. This feature is inherent to SDM NoCs which supports

the recovery from permanent faults. By reconfiguring the switch allocator of the SDM

router to block the defective sub-link, following packets to the same output direction

will go through fault-free sub-links and the network function is recovered.

It has been mentioned in Section 5.3 that, two redundant wires are added to each

inter-router link to detect and locate a permanently faulty link. Adding network re-

covery, the fault or deadlock confirmation signal (permConf ) generated at the dead-

lock detector of the pre-fault router output needs to be transmitted to the input of the

post-fault router. Furthermore, since SDM divides every link into several physically

independent sub-links, each sub-link requires its own deadlock detection and recovery

techniques. Therefore, besides the redundant detection and recovery logic, three extra

wires are added to each sub-link.

6.2.2 Switch allocator reconfiguration

Figure 6.7 illustrates a five-port SDM router example with each link divided into two

sub-links, corresponding to halved input/output buffers at each port. The crossbar

becomes 10×10 (w/2)-bit wide [LMV+08]. The switch allocator becomes a multi-

resource one, which needs to allocate one of the multiple output sub-links to each

request from the multiple input sub-links each time.

Figure 6.8 shows a multi-resource arbiter example [GSX+09, SE11b] used to im-

plement the multi-resource switch allocator where multiple requests compete for one
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Figure 6.8: Multi-resource switch allocator [SE11b]

of the m resources (i.e. output sub-links). Two multi-input arbiters are used to select

one routing request and one output sub-link respectively, constructing a match pair.

The state of the output sub-link is indicated by a ready signal. A low ready indicates

the output sub-link has been allocated to a request or it is transmitting a packet. Only

an idle output with a high ready can be granted to the incoming winning request.

By keeping the ready indication flag low, the faulty output sub-link is isolated from

the network. One way to implement this isolation for a permanent fault case is to

ensure that, when the recovery process starts (or this deadlock is detected), the faulty

link is “busy” and will never be “ready” (or idle) to use, so that this defective sub-link

is isolated. To make this possible, the inverter shown in Figure 6.8 is replaced by an

asymmetric C-element to generate the ready from the busy signal. In the detection

circuits, a physical-layer deadlock can be confirmed only when the pre-fault router

has allocated a packet to this faulty output sub-link (if this sub-link is idle and not

transmitting any packets when the fault happens, it does not need to be recovered), so

that the busy flag is high (ready is low). Using this asymmetric C-element, its minus

input, enquiry, which went high when the sub-link was suspected to be deadlocked

(the ENQUIRY state in Figure 5.9), will lock the ready to low level permanently for

a permanent fault, even after the Drain operation when the router path is withdrawn

(busy-), thus preventing following packets from using this defective link again. The

succeeding packets requesting the same direction will be directed to other, fault-free

non-busy sub-links. The network function is maintained.
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6.3 Recovery of intermittent and transient faults

As Chapter 3 mentioned, intermittent faults may happen and appear after some time.

In terms of intermittent faults, transitions will be detected at the input/output of the

post/pre-fault router when the fault disappears. The state machine of the deadlock

detector is afterwards reset to IDLE where the enquiry signal is low, unlocking the

added asymmetric C-element in the switch allocator (Figure 6.8). The blocked sub-

link is recovered to use again. This process has been depicted in Figure 5.9 with a

dotted line. It should be noted that, one time-out period is required before recovering

the blocked faulty sub-link to let the deadlock recovery operation finish so that the fault

impact is cleared. Thus, when the intermittent fault is considered, the time-out period

should be longer than the packet transmission delay through a router at least.

Transient faults can also break the handshake protocol and deadlock the QDI NoC

(Chapter 5). Differently from a permanent fault, which leads to the isolation of the

defective sub-link, a transient fault will not break a wire or gate, so that the logic is

healthy and can be used again. Some existing fault-tolerant techniques focusing on

transient faults on QDI circuits [JM05, ZSG+14b] can avoid the occurrence of the

deadlock, but the requirement is all pipeline stages are continuously protected by extra

circuits or duplication, which is highly expensive and impractical. A system or chip

reboot can eliminate the transient-fault-caused deadlock, but is expensive as well and

may be not allowed in some critical equipments [AIKR13]. Therefore, it is beneficial

to propose a fine-grained recovery mechanism.

A sub-link (when SDM is used) deadlocked by a transient fault is not defective

and should be reused. When the state machine in the deadlock detection circuit (Fig-

ure 5.15) goes to CONFIRM where the deadlock is detected and the fault type is

known, the fault deadlocking the sub-link is regarded as permanent by default. All

recovery operations dealing with a permanently faulty link (including Drain&Release

and the blockage of the sub-link) are executed. It is reasonable to assume that they can

finish in one long time-out period. If the fault is transient, the state machine will transit

to TF CONFIRM where the blocked sub-link is reset and resumed to use. Otherwise,

the fault is permanent (CONFIRM) and the defective sub-link is blocked forever.

According to Section 5.4.2, deadlock detection circuits require three wires for each

sub-link (using SDM) when both transient and permanent link faults are considered.

Adding the network recovery, the fault confirmation signal needs to be transmitted to

the post-fault router to start the Release operation. As a result, four redundant wires

are added to each sub-link to implement the network detection and recovery.
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6.4 Technical issues in deadlock detection & recovery

In a QDI NoC, the fault-caused physical-layer deadlock could cause more packet stalls

at the network layer, which can spread across the whole network, decreasing its per-

formance and destroying its communication function; this is much more harmful than

data errors or packet loss. Chapters 5 and 6 proposed fault-tolerant techniques to de-

tect the fault-caused physical-layer deadlock and then recover the network function.

Redundant deadlock detection and recovery circuits are added to sample signals from

the asynchronous NoC and control the flit flow during the recovery process, providing

a complete fault-tolerant architecture.

It was demonstrated that, a pair of detection circuits (including a deadlock detec-

tor and a pattern checker) are added to network data path to detect the fault-caused

physical-layer deadlock. When SDM is employed to support the network recovery

from a link fault, each sub-link requires a pair of detection circuits. Two to four re-

dundant wires are added to each link (or sub-link when SDM is used) to implement

different scenarios of deadlock detection or recovery. Currently these redundant cir-

cuits are not protected, which increase the circuit area and could have a negative impact

on the chip reliability. Given most runtime permanent faults are strongly related to the

workload of the device [BM11, AFK+13], it is reasonable to assume that the overall

reliability against permanent faults largely increases through protecting the links since

there are far fewer activities on these extra circuits compared with the usual router

logic, especially when a long time-out period is used.

Different from permanent faults caused by the ageing process, transient faults can

happen randomly on the network. Their occurrence does not necessarily rely on signal

activities. Considering the fault-tolerant designs proposed in this research, the state

machine in the deadlock detector is critical and should be safe. Most of transient

faults happening on detection circuits could be masked [KH04]. A transient fault may

cause a wrong deadlock indication (permConf +) and start the network recovery pro-

cess. This could result data errors, which can be tolerated using other fault-tolerant

techniques [ZSG+14b, JM05]. The state machine controlling the detection and recov-

ery process will keep running under the control of the clock and finally resets to the

initial state due to detected flit flow. Another possible risk is that a transient-fault-

caused physical-layer deadlock is mistaken into a permanent one due to a transient

fault on the signal indicating the fault type. Under the assumption of a 1-bit fault dur-

ing a detection cycle, this cannot happen. Since the physical-layer deadlock caused by
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transient faults can paralyse the function of the whole network, using reasonable re-

dundancy for deadlock detection and recovery could avoid system reboot and make the

network more reliable. Some techniques such as scan chains [TTD+09] can be used to

monitor and protect the behaviour of these redundant circuits periodically. In addition,

a fault or the deadlock recovery operation can destroy a transmitting packet, resulting

in packet loss. Extra retransmission mechanisms should be employed to redeliver the

lost packet. These are left as future work, but are fairly “conventional” techniques.

Another technical issue is about the implementation of the synchronous deadlock

detection circuits. The clock needs to drive only the state machine in deadlock de-

tection circuits. There is no requirement on its skew, jitter and frequency. Different

routers may use different clocks, producing different time-out periods. In fact, design-

ers can use any clock sources in the NoC, such as the local clock from the synchronous

processing element or a slow global clock. Also since every deadlock detector works

independently, it can have its own counter to generate a timeout signal at arbitrary fre-

quencies or share the counter (timeout as well) among arbitrary number of neighbours

for area efficiency. The total latency Tdet of detecting the fault that causes a physical-

layer deadlock from the fault occurrence has two parts:

Tdet = Tdeadlock +Treport (6.1)

where Tdeadlock denotes the time to form a deadlock and Treport is delay of reporting or

confirming this deadlock (at state CONFIRM, in Figure 5.9, 5.11 and 5.15). Tdeadlock

is out of control of the deadlock detection and recovery. It is short on a busy link or

internal router path but infinite on an idle channel. Nevertheless, no damage is made if

no deadlock is formed.

The latency reporting the confirmation of the fault-caused deadlock Treport is an

important factor in evaluating the detection speed. The upper and lower bounds of

Treport can be described as (6.2):

2Tt ≤ Treport ≤ 4Tt (6.2)

where Tt is the time-out period. The lower bound is achieved when the deadlock is

formed just before the state machine in the detection circuits transits to START. The

upper bound is reached when the deadlock occurs before IDLE. There is no strong

constraint on the period of the clock (Tclk) and the time-out period (Tt). Obviously

reducing Tt decreases the report latency Treport , but several issues should be considered:
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• If only a permanent fault or only deadlock detection is considered, Tt should be

larger than Tclk and the latency of transmitting one flit through one pipeline stage

(usually several nanoseconds, to allow a stable sample from transition detectors).

• If the proposed network recovery technique is employed to deal with deadlocks

caused by intermittent or transient faults, Tt should be long enough (at least

longer than a packet transmission latency through a router) to ensure that all re-

covery operations are finished in one time-out period, so that the state machine

can safely transit to the initial state IDLE. This case is employed in the imple-

mented NoC.

As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, an intermittent fault can be taken as a long transient

fault or a permanent fault depending its length. Both the intermittent and transient

faults will disappear, so that the previously blocked faulty sub-link should be recov-

ered to use after the default recovery process (for a permanent fault). Their recovery

methods are different. An intermittent fault is assumed to disappear after the recovery

process (if it disappears during the detection process, no deadlocks happen) and the

resulting deadlock pattern is the same as the one caused by permanent faults, so that

the resulting signal transition can be captured by the deadlock detector and recover the

blocked sub-link after the default recovery process (Figure 5.9). Differently, a transient

fault disappears during the deadlock detection process, which will not cause detectable

transitions once the physical-layer deadlock has been formed, so that the faulty link is

recovered only if the fault is diagnosed as transient after the deadlock detection (Fig-

ure 5.15).

In the implemented NoC with both deadlock detection and recovery, a long time-

out period is employed. On the one hand, it ensures the network function has enough
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Figure 6.9: Interface between the detection circuits and the QDI NoC
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time to recover after the deadlock detection; on the other hand, a long time-out period

can reduce the possibility of the metastability caused by the sampling of asynchronous

signals by synchronous circuits every one time-out period. Figure 6.9 shows the in-

terface between the synchronous deadlock detection circuits and the asynchronous

router. Transition detectors are enabled to monitor activities of some asynchronous

signals from the second time-out period (the START state, Figure 5.9). If a transition

is detected, the sampling stops and the state machine will be reset afterwards. Other-

wise, asynchronous signals are sampled every one time-out period to check against the

deadlock patterns, where the metastability could happen. The metastability possibility

decreases after each long time-out since the asynchronous data path becomes more like

to be deadlocked. A synchronizer [Spa07, Gin11] is added between the synchronous

detection circuit and the asynchronous router to further reduce the metastability ef-

fects. Therefore, it can be claimed that this async./sync. interface design is highly

robust against metastability.

This chapter presents the recovery of a link fault that causes a physical-layer dead-

lock. A fault on the router logic could also deadlock the NoC, which has been able

to be detected to some extent (Section 5.3.5). However, its recovery is difficult if no

redundancy or spares are used. If a permanent fault is confirmed to be happening in a

router, the usual way is using fault-tolerant routings to detour the whole router [IY11].

To tolerate transient faults in the router logic, error detection or correction is usually

added to the router ports to correct transient faults on the fly so that no deadlock could

happen [RFZJ13]. The recovery of the network function from a router fault is left as

future work. To our best knowledge, there is no previous publication which fully tol-

erates a permanently faulty link of QDI NoCs. The proposed detection and recovery

techniques are novel; they first solve the serious fault-caused physical-layer deadlock

problems in QDI NoCs.

6.5 Summary

It can be concluded that the network recovery from a fault-caused physical-layer dead-

lock can be easily implemented using the SDM. In terms of a permanently faulty sub-

link, it is shut down so that all the following packets requesting the same direction

will go through fault-free ones. Though this removal of the faulty sub-link leads to a

moderate performance loss, it is acceptable for specific critical digital systems since

keeping them working is important. Note that most redundant circuits are used to
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eliminate the deadlock and clean the flits remaining in the reserved fault-free network

resources (Drain&Release operation), which is unavoidable for a fine-grained network

recovery in QDI NoCs (a coarse-grained recovery strategy such like a system reboot

does not need this process, but it cannot locate the faulty component without further

overhead such as built-in-self-test circuits [McC85]). The reconfiguration of the route

connection depends on the natural design of the SDM router, which induces little area

overhead. When a transient or intermittent link fault is also considered, the previously

blocked sub-link can be reused again so that the network function is fully recovered.

Detailed experimental results will be presented in Chapter 7.

These proposed recovery methods do not rely on any specific routings. Other tra-

ditional recovery techniques, such as fault-tolerant routings, can be further used to re-

lease the traffic pressure of the damaged link, avoiding making hot spots in the network

and compensating for the performance loss, which is left as future work. In addition,

the proposed fault detection and recovery techniques do not try to correct faults, so

that packet loss is possible, which can be detected in a higher network layer. Using

retransmission or other fault-tolerant techniques, the lost packet can be routed to the

destination or recovered, which is outside the scope of this research and left as future

work as well.



Chapter 7

Performance and fault tolerance

evaluation

Previous chapters proposed several techniques to improve the fault-tolerance of QDI

communication and NoCs. This chapter describes implementations of both unpro-

tected and protected QDI routers and NoCs to provide a detailed performance and

fault-tolerance evaluation. The UMC 130 nm standard cell library is used for hard-

ware implementation. Asynchronous cells, such as C-elements and Mutex Elements

(MEs) [SF01], are built using standard cells (Appendix A). This chapter first presents

designs of main router components, from which a wormhole, and further a Spatial Di-

vision Multiplexing (SDM), router is built. Adding detection and recovery circuits to

SDM routers, the physical-layer deadlock on the network data path can be detected

and a link fault can be recovered. To evaluate the network performance and its fault

tolerance capability, a SystemC/Verilog [IEE12, TM02] mixed environment is con-

structed where the attached Processing Elements (PEs) are SystemC models which

can inject/receive packets into/from the QDI NoC built from gate-level post-synthesis

routers. Thus, by simulating unprotected/protected NoCs, the implementation of pro-

posed fault-tolerant techniques can be evaluated. By constructing a fault environment

over the NoC, the network fault-tolerances are analysed.

7.1 Router and NoC implementation

The structure of a five-port asynchronous wormhole router was proposed in Section 2.2.7

(Figure 2.23), which employs a 4-phase, 1-of-4 asynchronous protocol and can be

used to build a 2D-mesh network. Its working manner was depicted in Section 5.1.

180
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Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) was proposed to improve the overall network

performance due to its advantages in energy consumption, area overhead and flexibil-

ity [LMV+08, SE11b]. A SDM router built from the wormhole one was depicted in

Figure 6.7. This chapter uses SDM QDI NoCs to evaluate the proposed fault-tolerant

techniques because of their inherent fault-tolerance capability against a link fault: a

link fault affects only one sub-link in a SDM NoC while the other healthy sub-links

of the same link can still work. Thus, as a design case, fault detection and recovery

circuits are added to SDM routers to provide protection from the fault-caused physical-

layer deadlocks. It should be noted that the proposed fault-tolerant techniques in this

research are general for 4-phase 1-of-n QDI designs (or QDI NoCs), they do not have

specific requirement on the router implementation.

Figure 7.1 illustrates the data path through a router, containing input/output buffers

at the ends of inter-router links and the crossbar (Figure 7.2). Half buffers built from

C-elements are used to construct the input/output buffers, forming a 4-phase, 1-of-4

QDI pipeline. Depending on the link width, the pipeline may contain multiple 1-of-4

sub-channels, which are synchronized by a Completion Detector (CD) at each pipeline

stage. Both the completion signal indicating a complete 1-of-4 word and the End-of-

Packet (EoP) signal indicating the end of a packet (i.e. the tail flit) could trigger the

backward ack signal high, starting a return-to-zero phase. The flit flow is controlled
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Figure 7.1: Data path through a wormhole router
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(b) MUTEX net [DGK09]

Figure 7.3: Routing Computation unit for XY-dimension ordered routing

by a Buffer Controller (BC) at input, which has been introduced in Section 6.1. Ac-

cording to the wormhole switching [DT03], when a packet arrives at a router, its head

flit (denoted by hdi, j) is first blocked before the headmost stage of the input buffer

(Stg d+1), waiting to be granted an output. It can be found from Figure 7.1 that the

longest handshaking loop is between the pipeline stages at the input and output sides

of the crossbar. Without the global clock, this handshaking loop is the critical path that

decides the equivalent period or saturation throughput of a built packet path.

Figure 7.3a depicts the Routing Computation (RC) unit at the input port of the
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router [SE11b]. The main components of RC are comparators, which compare the

detected packet destination address (indicated by tar X and tar Y) with the local router

address (indicated by loc X and loc Y), and calculate the routing request (rt req) to

the switch allocator to ask for an available output channel. Take the RC at the X-

dimension input for example. XY-Dimension-Ordered Routing (XY-DOR) is used in

the mesh network (a packet must transfer along the X-dimension first before it goes

to the Y-dimension), so that the X-dimension comparator first compares loc X with

tar X to decide the next hop direction. If loc X = tar X, it means the packet has arrived

at the last router at the X-dimension and needs to turn to the Y-dimension, where the

Y-dimension addresses (loc Y and tar Y) will be compared. If loc Y=tar Y, this node

is the destination and the packet goes to the router Local output.

In a fault-free case, the generated routing request rt req is 1-of-n. Under a 1-bit

fault environment, a fault may mutate the head flit, resulting a 2-of-n routing request.

In this case, a MUTEX net (Figure 7.3b) built from C2
n Mutex Elements [DGK09] is

added to the RC unit to force the routing request back to 1-of-n. As a result, most

faulty scenarios can be filtered. In some cases, if the final request is 1-of-n but directs

to an incorrect direction, the packet may transmit to the wrong destination and cause

packet loss, which can be detected in upper network layers [Sor09]. Under the XY-

DOR, a faulty packet may eventually get blocked at one router input since the decoded

destination address cannot be reached, violating the routing protocol. This scenario

can be indicated by a high rt err signal (acken is low, Figure 7.1) at the innermost

pipeline stage of the router input buffer (Stg d+1) which builds a sink at this router

input to drop the packet [SE11b].

For example, an incoming packet from the South input link should not request a

South output according to the applied network protocol. Therefore, under a fault en-

vironment, if the decoded destination address directs to the South output, a fault indi-

cation signal rt err is set high (acken is low) to drop the packet immediately from this

input buffer (Figure 7.1). In this way, most of the general impact of a fault on the NoC

data path (Section 5.2.2), which leads to a packet blockage at the network layer, can be

tolerated. The fault-caused physical-layer deadlock in a QDI NoC cannot be managed

by these conventional techniques, which is more harmful to the network than packet

loss. This chapter will give detailed experimental results about the implementation of

the proposed fault-tolerant techniques.

The most complicated control logic in a router is the Switch Allocator (SA), which

controls the allocation of an output to an input. Without using SDM, the allocator
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Figure 7.4: Arbiter implementation [JY96, SE11b]

in a wormhole router can use the tree arbiter shown in Figure 7.4. The tree arbiter

contains multiple 2 × 1 arbiter elements, in which the Mutex Element (ME) is the

main component. As Figure 7.4a shows, if neither input requests have been granted

(g0 and g2 are ‘1’s), the ME grants one of the requests and its corresponding grant

signal is set high. After the granted request is withdrawn, the other request will be

granted. Different from a usual wormhole router, where one direction is corresponding

to one output channel, a SDM router has multiple narrower output channels to the

same direction. The switch allocator in a SDM router needs to allocate these multiple

output resources to inputs, requiring a multi-resource arbiter (Figure 6.8) which has

been introduced in Section 6.2.

The baseline router without fault-tolerance is built from the above main compo-

nents. Adding redundant fault-tolerant circuits as Chapters 5 and 6 introduced, the

resulting SDM router can tolerate the fault-caused physical-layer deadlocks.

7.2 Area, energy and speed evaluation

A SystemC/Verilog [IEE12, TM02] mixed environment was built to evaluate the net-

work performance, as Figure 7.5 shows. The protected and unprotected routers have

been implemented using the UMC 130 nm standard cell library and synthesized by

the Synopsys Design Compiler [Syn13] with default wire load models. Since this

is the first thorough research on the fault-caused deadlock in QDI NoCs to the best

knowledge of the author, instead of exploring absolute performance results or compar-

ing with irrelevant baselines, the experiments target on comparing the protected NoCs

with unprotected ones to evaluate the performance and hardware overhead brought
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Figure 7.5: NoC simulation model

by the proposed fault-tolerant techniques. Note that, although circuits implemented

using more advanced semiconductor technologies exhibit different performance, the

UMC 130 nm library is currently available to use, which is convenient for verifying

the proposed techniques and evaluating the general performance overhead brought by

the added fault-tolerance.

In the experiments, both the protected and unprotected routers share the same

configuration of five ports (South, West, North, East and Local in Figure 6.7) – two

pipeline stages in input buffers and three in output buffers. Similar to the approach em-

ployed in Chapter 4, representative pipeline stages were created using standard cells.

Results were collected from post-synthesis gate-level netlists (i.e. no place and route

was performed). The interconnection “wiring” that includes periodic asynchronous

buffers was modelled using SystemC to insert synthesised gate-level stages (annotated

with gate latency). The number of stages depends on the practical application, but

with an asynchronous pipeline they can be inserted arbitrarily. The logically more

complex stages in the router are slower than simple repeaters in the link and, for mod-

elling purposes, it was assumed that the delay due to long wires could be factored into

that at layout time. In other words, since the handshaking loop between the pipeline

stages at the input and output sides of the crossbar is the critical path (Figure 7.1),

which determines the saturation throughput of a built packet path (or pipeline), us-

ing deeper input/output buffers will not affect the pipeline throughput but reduce the

network contention. As a result, the network throughput increases. The number of

stages in input/output buffers can be flexibly adjusted according to the practical design

requirement. Therefore, the inter-router link connecting two post-synthesis gate-level

routers includes gate-level pipelined buffers and SystemC-modelled link wires.

The experiments target on comparing the protected NoCs with unprotected ones
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to evaluate the fault-tolerant techniques, rather than exploring absolute performance

results. The router area can be achieved from the synthesis report. To achieve the

speed and energy information of the network, 16 gate-level, post-synthesis routers were

connected to build a 4×4 2D-mesh network. Each router was annotated with the gate

latency. Synchronous Processing Elements (PEs), Network Interfaces (NIs) and the

interconnection between routers were implemented in SystemC. All PEs kept injecting

random packets to and receiving packets from the network, so that the network traffic

was uniformly distributed. Since a 64-byte-long packet payload has been adopted in

many existing NoCs to fit the size of cache blocks [Kes99, BW04, GKS+07, MM09,

GXZ09, SMK10], the packet payload was fixed to 64 bytes in simulations to evaluate

the network performance. The flit width was set to the width of the inter-router links (or

sub-links when SDM was used). NIs implement the protocol transformation between

the synchronous domain of PEs and the asynchronous domain of the NoC. Packets

are encoded into 1-of-4 words when they enter into the asynchronous network and are

decoded when they leave the NoC. By simulating the unprotected baseline QDI SDM

NoC and the protected one, the performance overhead brought by the added different

fault-tolerance can be evaluated.

The area (µm2), throughput (MByte/s/node), energy (pJ/bit) and minimum trans-

mission latency (ns) of different SDM routers or NoCs under incremental protection

from permanent faults are compared, including unprotected, protected links with fault

detection, protected data path with fault detection, and protected links with fault recov-

ery. The percentage inside the parentheses denotes the overhead brought by the fault-

tolerance compared with the unprotected baseline, which is calculated using (7.1).

Overhead(%) = (#(protected)−#(unprotected))/#(unprotected) (7.1)

The presented results at the fault detection columns illustrate the hardware and per-

formance overhead brought by the deadlock detection circuits, which are the same for

all kinds of faults (including a permanent, transient or intermittent fault; they all can

break the handshake protocol). DW represents the data width of the inter-router link

(in bits), each of which is divided into SN sub-links using SDM. Thus the width of

each sub-link is DW/SN-bit (16-bit in this case), which is the flit width as well.

It can be found from Table 7.1 that, the area of a 32-bit baseline SDM router

(DW=32, SN=2) is 71,123 µm2. Adding deadlock detection circuits to protect the inter-

router links (Figure 5.6a), the router area increases by 2.0% and reaches 72,580 µm2.

If the router logic is also protected through adding one more pair of detection circuits
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Table 7.1: Comparison of 32-bit NoCs with incremental permanent-fault-tolerance
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Table 7.2: Comparison of 64-bit NoCs with incremental permanent-fault-tolerance
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across the router crossbar (Figure 5.10a), the physical-layer deadlock on the NoC data

path is detectable; the router area increases by 4.8% and reaches 74,525 µm2. Since

the protection of the router logic requires an extra crossbar to exchange information

between the router input and output, it brings more overhead to the router area than

the protection of the inter-router link despite its pattern checker is simpler. Besides

the deadlock detection, when the network recovery from a permanently faulty sub-link

is implemented (Figure 6.2), the router area reaches 74,038 µm2, an increase of 4.9%

compared with the unprotected one.

The area results of 64-bit routers (DW=64, SN=2) are presented in Table 7.2. It

can be found that, adding deadlock detection circuits to protect the inter-router links,

the router area increases by less than 2.0% compared with the unprotected baseline.

Adding deadlock detection to protect the whole data path (including the inter-router

link and the router logic) or implementing the deadlock detection and network recovery

from a permanently faulty sub-link, increases the router area by less than 5.0%.

Table 7.3 gives an overview of the area of main components in a SDM router pro-

tected with deadlock detection and recovery. The multi-resource switch allocator takes

about 10% of the total router area in both routers. The crossbar takes the most area in
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Table 7.3: Area of main components in a protected SDM router
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the 64-bit SDM router (DW=64, SN=2), which is as high as 46%. In the implemented

routers, the input buffer has two pipeline stages while the output buffer has three. Due

to the Routing Computation unit and the Buffer Controller (for each sub-link of a SDM

router) being included in the input buffers, the input and output buffers have a simi-

lar area. This router design and optimization is not the topic of this research. Details

about implementing a SDM router have been published [LMV+08,SE11b]. This chap-

ter concerns more about the hardware overhead brought by the fault-tolerance.

To evaluate the energy and throughput of the network, all PEs keep injecting ran-

dom packets to the network at the maximum rate, achieving the saturation throughput.

This means as long as there is space in a router, the attached PE will send out a packet.

As long as a packet arrives at a PE, the packet will get accepted. By counting the

received packets during a period of simulation time, the network throughput can be

determined. The clock and time-out frequencies used by the deadlock detection and

recovery circuits are set to 100 MHz and 1 MHz respectively. The network saturation

throughput of a 32-bit unprotected SDM NoC (DW=32, SN=2) is 720 MByte/Node/s.

When including deadlock detection to inter-router links, the saturation throughput de-

creases by 2.7% to 700 MByte/Node/s. If deadlock detection circuits are added to both

links and routers, the saturation throughput decreases to 696 MByte/Node/s. To im-

plement the network recovery, most redundant circuits are added to the data path of

the network (Figure 6.2), increasing the packet transmission latency. As Section 6.1

mentions, since the router crossbar belongs to the critical path limiting the network

throughput, the redundant circuits for network recovery are added to different pipeline

stages which are not in the critical path, reducing the performance decrease accom-

panied with the fault tolerance. As a result, implementing deadlock detection and

recovery on inter-router links incurs a throughput decrease by 3.6%.

The average energy of a NoC can be achieved by using (7.2).

Energy = power · (simulation time)/((payload received) · (router number)) (7.2)
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Figure 7.6: Extra power consumption with various time-out and clock frequencies

The power is calculated from the recorded signal transition activities when the network

is saturated. For a 32-bit NoC, using deadlock detection on the inter-router links and

the network data paths, the average energy of the protected NoC increases by 0.7% and

1.8% respectively compared with the unprotected one. Protecting the inter-router link

using both detection and recovery circuits, the energy increases 1.3% on average.

It is found that the power overhead of the deadlock detection and recovery circuits

is generally linear with the time-out and the clock frequencies. Figure 7.6a shows the

router power with various time-out frequencies in a saturated 32-bit network (clock

frequency set to 100 MHz) and Figure 7.6b reveals the increased power with increased

clock frequency also in a saturated network (time-out frequency set to 1 MHz). The

percentage labelling the curves denotes the ratio of the power of clocks and registers

in detection and recovery circuits to the power of the whole router. According to the

results, a slow clock and long time-out period should be used for low power consump-

tion. This low ratio of the power of detection and recovery circuits also reflects the

few signal transitions in the redundant circuits for fault-tolerance compared with the

other main router components. Currently these redundant circuits, which are expected

to have an extremely long life compared with other components (discussed in Sec-

tion 6.4), are unprotected. Their protection is left as future work.

The energy and saturation throughput results for 64-bit NoCs are revealed in Ta-

ble 7.2. It can be concluded that, comparing with the unprotected NoCs, adding dead-

lock detection circuits to inter-router links or the whole data path will decrease the

throughput by less than 3.5% and increase the energy by less than 2.0%. Applying
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Figure 7.7: Throughput and latency of 32-bit NoCs with different injection loads

network recovery for a permanently faulty link, at most the saturation throughput de-

creases by 3.6% and the average energy increases by 2.2%.

Another important metric to evaluate the network performance is the average packet

transmission latency, or network latency. The packet transmission latency is the time

that a packet needs to transit the whole network serially. It starts from the time when

the head of a packet arrives at the network and ends at the time when the tail flit leaves
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Table 7.4: NoCs protected from both transient and permanent faults
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the network. Figure 7.7a depicts the network latency, which increases with increasing

the packet injection rate. The minimum network latency can be achieved when the

injection rate is close to zero. Packets were injected when the network was under zero

load. As Table 7.1 and 7.2 show, the average minimum latencies of 32-bit and 64-bit

unprotected SDM NoCs are about 110.0 ns and 125.0 ns respectively. When applying

fault detection, the minimum network latency increases by no more than 3.6%. Af-

ter incorporating fault recovery, it increases by 4.5% at most. Figure 7.7b illustrates

the network throughput along with increasing injection rate. It can be found that, in

the beginning when the injection rate is low, the packet congestion rarely happens

so that the network throughput equals the injection rate generally. As the injection

rate keeps increasing, the network traffic load becomes heavy and network congestion

could happen. As a result, the network latency increases. After some point the net-

work throughput will not increase any more, which means the network is saturated.

The relatively steady throughput represents the saturation throughput, which has been

reported in Table 7.1 and 7.2. The network latency, however, will increase dramatically

after the network is saturated due to the heavy traffic load and severe congestion.

Table 7.4 presents the experimental results of SDM QDI routers or NoCs which

can manage the physical-layer deadlocks caused by both a transient and permanent

link fault. The percentage inside the parentheses denotes the overhead (calculated us-

ing (7.1)) compared with the baseline SDM NoC (or router) without any protection

(Table 7.1 and 7.2). Compared with the network which deals with only permanent

faults or the physical-layer deadlocks, fault-diagnosis circuits are added to the router

inputs to diagnose the fault type after the deadlock is detected and located. The state

machine based on a time-out mechanism requires one more state to recover the net-

work function from a transient fault than the state machine optimized for one type of

fault (Figure 5.15). As a result, compared with the baseline SDM NoCs without any

fault tolerance (Table 7.1 and 7.2), the router area increases by 8.5% on average. The

average energy of a router increases by 11.8% at most. Under light traffic where con-

gestion can rarely happen, the average minimum latency of a packet in the protected
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Figure 7.8: Fault-free 4×4 2D-mesh NoC

SDM NoC is 120.8 ns for the 32-bit network and 137.0 ns for the 64-bit one, which

increases less than 10% compared with unprotected SDM NoC. Injecting packets into

the network using the maximum speed, the obtained saturation throughput of the 32-bit

NoC decreases by 8.5% while the 64-bit NoC runs 14.1% slower.

7.3 Fault tolerance evaluation

7.3.1 Effect of the physical-layer deadlock

Before evaluating the fault-tolerance capability of the network, the spread behaviour

of a physical-layer deadlock in a network is discussed first. Figure 7.8 illustrates a

fault-free 4×4 2D-mesh NoC where all nodes (routers and PEs) are indexed by their

coordinates (x,y). There are 16 PEs, which attach to 16 routers through 32 unidirec-

tional links and, 48 unidirectional inter-router links. XY-Dimension-Order Routing

(XY-DOR) [DT03] is employed so that a packet would traverse the X-dimension first

and then the Y-dimension. With wormhole switching, if a link fault breaks the hand-

shake protocol and causes a physical-layer deadlock, a packet containing a sequence of

flits may get blocked across multiple routers and links (Section 2.2.7). This physical-

layer deadlock will cause more packet stalls, which spread over the network. As a

result, more network resources will be blocked. The spread of this deadlock depends

on the fault occurrence time, the fault position and the traffic load.
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Figure 7.9: Incomplete network due to a permanently faulty link at the Y-dimension

A faulty link on the Y-axis

Figure 7.9a demonstrates a case that a permanently faulty link on the Y-axis prevents

a packet from arriving at Router (1,1). The packet starts from PE (1,0) and directs

to PE (1,j) (1 ≤ j ≤ 3). Its head flit is blocked before Router (1,1) due to the fault.

As a result, all possible routes that need to traverse the defective link (1,0)→(1,1) are

blocked. Since packets that need to traverse the faulty link come from PEs left of

the fault (containing PEs with a coordinate of (i,0), 0 ≤ i ≤ 3), these packets are all

blocked in routers and links on the routes from those PEs to the faulty link. As a result,

PEs (PE (i,0), 0 ≤ i ≤ 3) left of the faulty link can only receive packets. Figure 7.9a

presents the network removing the “dead” link connections (dotted lines represent the

possible packet routes in a fault-free case). According to the employed XY-DOR,

inter-router links (i,0) →(i,1) (0 ≤ i ≤ 3) at the Y-axis, and links at the X-axis that y=0
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Figure 7.10: Incomplete network due to a permanently faulty link at the X-dimension

(Link (1,0)→(0,0), (1,0)→(2,0) and (2,0)→(3,0)) can only carry packets sent from

PEs whose y equals ‘0’, which cannot send packets any more. Thus these links can be

removed from the network as well. Figure 7.9b presents the final incomplete network.

It can be found that, 4 out of the 16 PEs can receive packets only. 14 out of the 80 link

connections are removed from the network.

Figure 7.9c shows another case that a fault occurs on the link (3,2)→(3,3) and

causes a deadlock, which can affect more network resources. The packet is produced

at PE (3,2) and directs to PE (3,3). Due to the defective link, it is blocked before Router

(3,3). As a result, all PEs left of the faulty link (PE with a coordinate of y smaller than

three), which can send packets to the faulty link, will be blocked and cannot send out

packets any more. Eventually, only 4 out of 16 PEs are normal which can receive and

send out packets. The network function is seriously disrupted. If the link fault happens

on a body flit which is passing through the link, the result could be more serious. As

depicted in Figure 7.9d, the physical-layer deadlock happens when a packet route has

been built from the source PE (3,2) to the destination PE (3,3). Since all the other PEs

could send packets to the destination (3,3), they eventually cannot inject packets to the

network any more. Only the PE (3,3) can send out packets. In a word, a fault is enough

to paralyse a whole QDI NoC.

A faulty link on the X-axis

Figure 7.10a illustrates a case that a fault happens on link (1,1)→(2,1) and deadlocks

the network. As a result, a packet originating from PE (1,1) cannot reach Router (2,1).
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Figure 7.11: Incomplete network due to a fault on the built packet path

According to the XY-DOR, PE (0,1) can also send packets through the faulty link. As

a result, PE (0,1) and (1,1) can only receive packets from the network. If a packet route

through the faulty link has been built, as Figure 7.10b shows, the destination PE (2,1)

of the faulty packet is the only node that can send out packets eventually while all the

other PEs can only receive packets. Figure 7.11 illustrates cases that long built packet

paths are deadlocked by faults.

It can be concluded that, one fault that breaks the handshake protocol and

causes a physical-layer deadlock can easily paralyse a QDI NoC. This physical-

layer deadlock cannot be recovered using upper-layer fault-tolerant techniques (see

Chapter 3). Thus the proposed fault detection and recovery techniques targeting the

physical-layer deadlock are important to the practical use of QDI NoCs.

7.3.2 Fault tolerance evaluation and comparison

To evaluate the fault-tolerance capability of a protected NoC, a fault environment is

built over the NoC system( Figure 7.5). Using scripts written in Tool Command Lan-

guage [Ous90], random faults and delays can be inserted to the network, including the

inter-router links and post-synthesis routers, at any time during the simulation. Val-

ues of some specific signals in the network can also be probed. Assume PEs and the

links between PEs and routers are fault-free. To verify the detection and recovery cir-

cuits, faults are randomly inserted to the network data path, including the router logic

(crossbar) and inter-router links.

Test results show that, under a 1-bit fault environment, the fault-detection circuits
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achieve 100% detection accuracy. As long as a fault occurs on the defined data path

region of the NoC (Chapter 5) and causes a physical-layer deadlock, it can be detected

and located precisely. The fault recovery is implemented only for link faults since the

recovery of a router fault usually requires support from upper network layers (such as

fault-tolerant routings to bypass the faulty router) [IY11], which is not the focus of this

research. The simulation shows that, for a permanently faulty link, the network func-

tion is successfully recovered by isolating the defective sub-link from the network and

releasing the other healthy network resources deadlocked previously. For intermittent

faults, the previously isolated link can be reused. In the face of a transient-fault-caused

deadlock (assume the transient fault happens on the forward path; the transient fault

on the backward path cannot be differentiated from a permanent fault, which is left

as future work), the fault diagnosis circuit could tell the right fault type and then the

deadlock is removed from the network. It should be noticed that, the generation of a

transient-fault-caused physical-layer deadlock requires data skew between two paral-

lel 1-of-n sub-channels (belonging to one sub-link when SDM is used). This can be

easily implemented by sampling the incoming transition of a signal and delaying its

value change, which is like inserting a transient fault to the same level of the old signal

value. The fault duration is the length of the delay. Afterwards, by inserting a different

transient fault to the corresponding wire or gate output at the next pipeline stage, a

physical-layer deadlock can be produced.

In practical designs, if tolerating transient fault is the target, some fault-tolerant

techniques must be used to avoid data errors or packet loss. In a specific circuit re-

quiring tolerance of permanent faults, keeping the system working can be the design

target. Both cases share the point that a fault may break the handshake and cause

a physical-layer deadlock. Thus the following experimental results concentrate on

reflecting the management process of a physical-layer deadlock rather than differen-

tiating the fault type. Toleration of transient faults, for example, can utilise the pro-

posed Delay-Insensitive Redundant Check (DIRC) coding scheme (Chapter 4) or other

redundancy techniques [JM05]. They can be combined with the proposed deadlock

management techniques to provide a multi-level protection, which is future work.

The management of a fault-caused physical-layer deadlock in this research con-

tains the detection and recovery process. This process can be obviously reflected in

Figure 7.12. Figure 7.12 illustrates the change of the network throughput along the

time after a fault deadlocks the network. The clock frequency is set to 100 MHz.

Packets are injected to the network using the maximum rate so that the network runs
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in a saturated state. To clearly differentiate the fault detection and recovery process,

the time-out period is set “long enough” (10 µs) which is far longer than the packet

latency through a router (less than 70 ns). The fault is inserted to the West input link

to router (3,3) at 30 µs, leading to a steep decrease of the network throughput. If no

SDM and fault-tolerant techniques are used, 12 out of the total 16 PEs will lose the

injection function according to Figure 7.9c, so that the system function fails. For the

protected 32-bit SDM NOC (SN=2, Figure 7.12a), its throughput steadies at around
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(b) 64-bit SDM NoC (SN=4)

Figure 7.12: Throughput of SDM NoCs with a stuck-at-1 fault
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694 MByte/Node/s in the beginning. After the fault insertion which causes a physical-

layer deadlock, the network throughput decreases rapidly to ∼550 MByte/Node/s at

44 µs. The deadlock is detected at 50.18 µs and then the network recovery starts. After

the recovery process, the defective link is isolated. The network throughput returns to

∼650 MByte/Node/s, decreased by around 7.2% compared with the original saturation

throughput without faults. Figure 7.12b illustrates the same fault on a 64-bit NoC. The

network throughput drops from 1,480 MByte/Node/s to ∼1,320 MByte/Node/s rapidly

and then returns to ∼1,410 MByte/Node/s after the network is recovered. As a result,

only the defective link is removed from the network, which can behave properly with

a slightly decreased performance. This clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the

proposed protection techniques.

The proposed deadlock management techniques can tolerate some multi-bit faults

if the resulting deadlocked packet paths have no intersections and the faults do not

block a whole link. When multi-bit faults happen, multiple sub-links of a link may

be broken, leading to a fully blocked link. This is equivalent to the case that one per-

manent fault occurs on a wormhole NoC link. Using fault-tolerant routings [IY11],

the network can be recovered. Figure 7.13 illustrates the case that multiple permanent

faults are injected to a protected 32-bit SDM NoC (SN=2). Faults are inserted every

50 µs. The clock and time-out frequencies are set to 100 MHz and 0.2 MHz respec-

tively. The simulation runs 10 ms so that in total 200 faults are randomly inserted into

the network. Figure 7.13a shows the network throughput trend in the first 5 ms. It

drops to around zero after 20 faults are inserted. Figure 7.13b picks the first 1 ms of

the simulation. After 8 faults are inserted (400 µs), the network throughput can still

be as high as 500 MByte/Node/s. When 10 or more faults are inserted, the network

throughput drops quickly due to the lost link connections.

Figure 7.14 compares the throughputs of basic unprotected wormhole NoCs, un-

protected SDM NoCs (SN=2), and protected SDM NoCs (SN=2, with fault detection

and recovery on links). A fixed number of permanent faults are randomly inserted to

the inter-router links in simulation. Every sample point is achieved by averaging the

final saturation throughputs of 50 simulations. It can be found that, in both the 4× 4

and 8×8 mesh networks, the throughput of the unprotected wormhole NoC drops dra-

matically when one fault happens. When two permanent faults are inserted, the final

throughput is close to (or equal) zero. Almost all nodes of the network are stalled.

This has been explained in Section 7.3.1, which demonstrates that one fault is enough

to disrupt the whole NoC system.
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Figure 7.13: Throughput of SDM NoCs with multiple faults

When SDM is employed (SN=2), the network saturation largely increases com-

pared with the wormhole NoC (∼50% increase), demonstrating the performance ad-

vantage of SDM NoCs [LMV+08, SE11b]. This research concerns about the fault-

tolerance capability. The SDM network is robust since each inter-router link has two

physically independent sub-links. One link fault will not isolate a whole link. If all

inserted faults happen on one sub-link and stall a short packet route, the network can

work properly with a reasonable throughput. However, as the number of faults in-

creases, one whole link becomes more likely to be broken. The network throughput
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Figure 7.14: Throughputs of 32-bit NoCs with an increasing number of faults

drops significantly. The averaged throughput in an unprotected SDM NoC shows a

generally linearly dropping trend with the fault count. It should be noted that, without

any fault-tolerance, one fault could stall a long packet route (Figure 7.11), significantly

reducing the network performance. If multiple faults happen, PEs or routers can be re-

moved from the network. Even losing one node in the network can be fatal which may

paralyse the whole network. Thus, it is important to isolate the faulty component from

the network and make the healthy network resources continue to work.
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Using the fault (or deadlock) detection and recovery techniques proposed in this re-

search, the protect SDM NoC shows a robust feature against permanently faulty links.

One fault could remove only one sub-link from the network, which could reduce the

network performance slightly but the network function behaves properly. It can be

found from Figure 7.14 that though the saturation throughput of protected SDM NoCs

is less than the unprotected ones in a fault-free case due to the redundant circuits for

fault-tolerance, when one fault is inserted to the network, the protected SDM NoCs

achieve a throughput which is, on average, 13.2% (4×4) and 4.2% (8×8) higher than

unprotected ones, demonstrating the high robustness obtained from the proposed tech-

niques. In the case that 8 faults are inserted, the throughput of the protected SDM NoCs

are ∼400% (4×4) and ∼50% (8×8) higher than the unprotected ones. Comparably,

the wormhole NoC is completely stalled. Compared with the saturation throughput in

a fault-free environment, the final throughput of protected SDM NoC decreases 45.0%

(4× 4) and 28.7% (8× 8), while for the unprotected SDM NoCs, the throughput de-

creases 89.2% (4×4) and 54.4% (8×8). Thus, using the proposed fault detection and

recovery techniques, the robustness of the network improves significantly.

7.4 Summary

This chapter demonstrated detailed experimental results and made comparisons be-

tween different network implementations, to evaluate the hardware and performance

overhead brought by the deadlock detection and recovery circuits proposed in this

research. The achieved fault-tolerance capability was systematically analysed. It

can be summarised that, the overhead caused by the management of the fault-caused

physical-layer deadlocks is acceptable and reasonable for systems requiring a high

fault-tolerance. Under the statement that only one type of faults (transient or perma-

nent; an intermittent fault is taken as a permanent one as long as it causes a deadlock

which can be detected) could cause the physical-layer deadlock in a QDI NoC, using

the proposed deadlock detection and recovery techniques, the router area increases less

than 5% and the network saturation throughput decreases less than 4%. The average

energy increases around 2%. When both transient and permanent faults are considered

to be able to deadlock a QDI NoC in a severe fault environment, fault-diagnosis cir-

cuits and recovery circuits for transient faults are added, but the area overhead is only

around 8.5% compared with unprotected NoCs, while the throughput decreases less

than 15%.
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It was demonstrated that one fault that breaks the handshake protocol and causes

a physical-layer deadlock can easily paralyse a QDI NoC without any fault-tolerance.

The physical-layer deadlock cannot be recovered using upper-layer fault-tolerant tech-

niques (Chapter 3). Thus the proposed fault detection and recovery techniques target-

ing the physical-layer deadlock are significantly important to the practical use of QDI

NoCs. The built fault environment can inject random faults to the network, demonstrat-

ing a 100% detection accuracy under a 1-bit fault precondition. When multiple faults

are injected into the network, the unprotected wormhole NoCs fail immediately while

the unprotected SDM NoCs could sustain for some time, but also face a significant

function loss. Adding detection and recovery circuits, the protected SDM NoCs could

work properly even when multiple permanent faults are injected, showing a strong ro-

bustness. To further improve the reliability of the QDI NoC, fault-tolerant codes can

be applied to reduce data errors. The proposed Delay-Insensitive Redundant Coding

(DIRC) scheme is a competitive alternative due to its flexibility (Chapter 4), which is

left as the future work.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

8.1 Summary of the thesis

The advancing semiconductor technology makes it possible to integrate more and more

processing cores on a single chip to achieve continuously increasing chip performance,

posing a growing demand for scalable and efficient interconnection. Networks-on-

Chip (NoCs) have emerged as a promising candidate to support large-scale on-chip

communication. Most existing NoCs are built synchronously, which could be restricted

by issues induced by the growing clock distribution as the network scales (Chap-

ter 1). As an alternative, event-driven asynchronous circuits which are controlled by

handshake protocols rather than global clocks, can be employed to implement NoCs.

Removing the clock, asynchronous NoCs have many attractive advantages over syn-

chronous ones.

In the deep sub-micron era, reliability has become a challenge faced by the scaling

electronics. Accompanied with the shrinking device dimensions, factors like the low-

ering voltage supply, the increasing clock frequency and the growing density of chips,

have a negative impact on the chip reliability. Electronic systems are more susceptible

to faults. Fault-tolerance has become an essential objective for critical digital systems,

especially in specialized fields such as aerospace, military and medical equipment.

Fault tolerance has been systematically studied in traditional synchronous NoCs,

but rarely in asynchronous ones. Using one timing-robust class of asynchronous cir-

cuits – the Quasi-Delay-Insensitive (QDI) circuits – to implement the NoC, QDI NoCs

can naturally tolerate delay variation, which is attractive for large-scale NoCs. Faults

have more complicated and devastated impact on QDI NoCs compared with syn-

chronous NoCs, which is a challenging issue needed to be resolved.

203
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This research studied the impact of different faults on QDI NoCs and presented

thorough fault-tolerant solutions at the circuit level to protect them. This is the first

systematic research on the deadlock effect in QDI NoCs caused by different faults.

The 4-phase 1-of-n synchronous protocol is employed in all QDI implementations

in this thesis. This protocol is extensively used in the state-of-the-art asynchronous

NoCs, thanks to its simple and comparatively efficient implementation. The trade-off

of achievable fault-tolerance and the incurred hardware overhead has been carefully

evaluated. In addition, since the studied fault effects and fault-tolerant techniques are

specifically for asynchronous circuits, instead of comparing with synchronous base-

lines (which has been explored [SE11b]), the protected asynchronous pipelines or

NoCs were compared with unprotected ones in this research to evaluate proposed fault-

tolerant techniques. This research targets on modelling the fault effects on QDI NoCs

and providing a general and thorough fault-tolerant architecture. Optimization of the

network performance and relevant techniques are outside the scope of this thesis.

8.1.1 Analysis of fault impact on QDI pipelines

The end-to-end path delivering a packet in a QDI NoC can be abstracted as a QDI

pipeline. Without the clock as a timing reference, a fault can cause complicated faulty

results in QDI pipelines, which behave quite differently from synchronous ones. QDI

pipelines were modelled to analyse the impact of different fault scenarios. This anal-

ysis is used as the basis of all fault-tolerant techniques proposed in this research. The

model was presented in Chapter 3.

Data transmitted in QDI pipelines are encoded as Delay-Insensitive (DI) symbols.

It was found that faults on QDI pipelines not only cause data errors, including symbol

insertion, deletion and corruption, but also break the handshake protocol, leading to

physical-layer deadlock. It is well-known that a permanent fault can deadlock the QDI

pipeline. This research demonstrated that a transient fault can also deadlock a QDI

pipeline, which has been ignored by asynchronous circuit researchers. This research

analysed the deadlock pattern abstracted from all possible fault scenarios, and based

on that knowledge, to detect faults, diagnose fault types and recover the network.

8.1.2 Delay-Insensitive Redundant Check codes

The large number of long wires used in NoC links are subjected to significant delay

variations and transient faults due to various noises. Implemented in a QDI fashion,
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the QDI interconnects are timing-robust, but still vulnerable to faults. This research

proposed a Delay-Insensitive Redundant Check (DIRC) coding scheme (Chapter 4) to

protect QDI link wires from transient faults.

DIRC coding significantly improves the tolerance of 4-phase 1-of-n QDI intercon-

nects to transient faults. It adds a 1-of-n check word to each group of 1-of-n code

words, making a DIRC code, which tolerates all 1-bit and some multi-bit transient

faults. The check generation and error correction processes follow the simple-to-

implement arithmetic rules of 1-of-n codes. Since the DIRC code is systematic, it can

easily be adopted in existing 1-of-n QDI pipelines for flexible fault-tolerance. DIRC

pipelines using different construction patterns can provide different fault-tolerance

for interconnection with a moderate hardware overhead, making DIRC especially at-

tractive to large-scale, communication-centred fabrics such as NoCs and buses. The

Redundant Protection of Acknowledge wires (RPA) was also proposed to protect ac-

knowledge wires similarly, with little hardware overhead. Experimental results show

that DIRC pipelines achieve thousands-fold improvement on the fault-tolerance capa-

bility even in a severe fault environment. The hardware overhead of DIRC pipelines

is moderate and can be further reduced using different construction patterns. In most

cases, the DIRC pipeline is less than 1.5× slower than the basic unprotected one, while

the fault-tolerance is measured to be more than 1,000× stronger.

8.1.3 Detection of fault-caused physical-layer deadlocks

According to the knowledge gained in Chapter 3, a fault can break the handshake pro-

tocol and result in a deadlock in QDI NoCs. This physical-layer deadlock is different

from the one in the network layer caused by cyclic dependence. It cannot be resolved

using traditional deadlock management techniques for synchronous NoCs. As a re-

sult, all pipeline stages that are downstream to the fault have the same ack while the

ack signals between upstream stages are alternately valued. This is the key to detect a

fault-caused physical-layer deadlock in Chapter 5.

In the presence of faults, the timing-robust QDI circuit never knows if an unre-

ceived signal is caused by faults or just delayed. It is the adaptability of a QDI circuit

to timing variation which makes it more vulnerable to this kind of deadlock-type fault.

Thus, it is unavoidable to bring a timing reference to differentiate the fault and de-

lay. A pair of deadlock detection circuits based on a new time-out mechanism are

attached to the ends of the protected region to monitor the asynchronous data path.

By detecting activities of several critical asynchronous signals, the detection circuits
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are able to tell if the fault occurs in the intermediate region, and the faulty component

is found. This method can detect the physical-layer deadlocks caused by both tran-

sient and permanent faults. If the two faults are considered at the same time, a fault

diagnosis operation is required to tell the fault type. Since this detection needs to use

synchronous circuits to sample the asynchronous network, synchronizers are required

at the interface to reduce the metastability issue, which can be further alleviated by

using a long time-out period. Experimental results show that, using detection circuits

to protect different components on the network data path, the router area increases less

than 5% and the network saturation throughput decreases less than 4% compared with

the unprotected one. The average energy increases by around 2%. This makes the

proposed mechanism very attractive due to the small overhead.

8.1.4 Recovery of deadlocked network from faulty links

A fine-grained recovery strategy was presented in Chapter 6 to eliminate the fault-

caused physical-layer deadlock and isolate the faulty link, so as to recover the network.

A link fault in a QDI NoC can deadlock a long reserved packet path: only one link

is faulty while the other network resources are healthy but deadlocked. Without reset-

ting the network, the fault-free flits remaining in the section upstream of the fault can

be dropped from a “sink” at the faulty link, so that the upstream fault-free deadlocked

network resources are released and can be reused, which is the proposed Drain oper-

ation. The section downstream of the fault can be released by creating a tail flit and

letting it go through the reserved path to the destination, which is the Release opera-

tion. All fault-free network resources on the deadlocked packet path will be released

by the Drain&Release operation.

To isolate the faulty wire, Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) is employed where

each physical link is divided into several independent sub-links, which can transmit

different packets in parallel. Thus a fault breaks only one sub-link. By configuring the

switch allocator of the pre-fault router, the defective sub-link can be isolated from the

network. The following traffic will go through the faulty link using the other healthy

sub-links and the network function is recovered with a graceful performance degrada-

tion. For the deadlock caused by transient faults, the isolated sub-link will be resumed

after the recovery. Upper network-layer techniques, such as fault-tolerant routings, can

be further used to reduce the performance loss and balance the traffic over the network.

Using retransmission or other fault-tolerant techniques, the lost packet can be routed

to the destination or recovered, which is outside the scope of this thesis.
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8.1.5 Overall remarks

This research proposed multiple fault-tolerant techniques to protect QDI NoCs from

different faults.

• The fault models provided a systematic analysis of the impact that faults exert

on QDI pipelines. These models particularly studied and classified the charac-

teristics of physical-layer deadlocks caused by different faults, which provides

a foundation of the following fault-tolerant designs that detect, diagnose and

recover from faults.

• Link protection is important not only for NoCs but all communication fabrics

that utilise long wires. The proposed DIRC encoding scheme provided a flexible

protection to QDI links. The level of protection can be tuned and scaled ac-

cording to the practical fault-tolerance demands in order to reduce unnecessary

hardware overhead. DIRC adds fault-tolerance to the timing-robust QDI links in

a non-intrusive way that most existing QDI designs can easily adopt it.

• It is well-known that a permanent fault can cause a physical-layer deadlock. It

was revealed in this research that even a transient fault can disrupt the handshake

process and deadlock the QDI NoC as well. Keeping the QDI NoC and the

whole system working in the presence of different faults is overly important

in some critical systems even with some performance overhead. However, this

research of fault-caused deadlocks in asynchronous circuits was barely studied.

The proposed deadlock management techniques provide a systematic strategy to

locate the fault, diagnose the fault type and then recover the NoC by isolating the

faulty link to later traffic. For deadlocks caused by transient faults, the isolated

links can be reused after the network recovery. This is the first thorough research

on the fault-caused deadlock in QDI NoCs to the best knowledge of the author.

8.2 Lessons learnt

NoCs are promising fabrics to provide scalable and efficient on-chip communication

for large-scale many-core systems. They can be implemented using synchronous or

asynchronous circuits. Most existing NoCs are built synchronously with a clock dis-

tribution network. Faults on synchronous NoCs typically cause data errors, which can

be detected and corrected using conventional well-studied, fault-tolerant techniques.
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Asynchronous NoCs have many potential advantages over the synchronous ones due

to their clockless feature, which are promising for the future large-scale multi-core

systems. Faults occurring on asynchronous NoCs, however, can not only corrupt data,

but disrupt the handshake process and cause physical-layer deadlocks. In a wormhole

network, this deadlock may break or stall a transmitting packet. The broken or stalled

packet may straddle multiple routers, which will cause more packet stalls. As a result,

the deadlock spreads over the network and the network function is paralysed. Due to

the broken handshake protocol, this fault-caused, physical-layer deadlock is different

from those due to the cyclic dependence of packet transmissions in the network layer,

and cannot be handled using conventional deadlock management techniques. Resolv-

ing this deadlock in the physical-layer is mandatory to restore the network operation.

For the first time the fault-caused physical-layer deadlock was systematically stud-

ied in this research. It demonstrated that both transient and permanent faults can cause

physical-layer deadlocks, and produce different syndromes or patterns which help to

differentiate physical-layer deadlocks from network-layer ones or temporary network

congestion. Thus the faulty component can be detected and located precisely. Mean-

while, these deadlock patterns often determine the fault type so that fault diagnosis

circuits were implemented to tell which fault (transient or permanent) deadlocks the

packet path. After the deadlock detection and diagnosis, the deadlocked network needs

to be recovered.

A packet may be stalled or broken by a fault during its transmission across the

asynchronous network. As a result, the reserved packet path is jammed with fault-free

(upstream of the fault) and polluted (downstream of the fault) flits when the deadlock is

detected. To restore the network operation, a Drain&Release mechanism was demon-

strated which drains remaining flits in the deadlocked packet path and releases healthy

network resources. Depending on the fault type, the faulty component (inter-router

link in this research) should be either permanently blocked (for permanent faults) or

reused (for transient faults). Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) provides a natural

way to restore the network function from a permanently faulty link wire. By locking

the faulty sub-link belonging to one physical link, the other healthy sub-links can still

be used to transmit packets in the same direction. The deadlock network is recovered.

These proposed deadlock management techniques are essential to maintain the

function of asynchronous NoCs in the presence of faults. Keeping the network running

is essential even with some graceful performance degradation. It was demonstrated
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that, applying these fault-tolerant techniques to different baseline QDI NoCs may in-

cur around 1.6%∼8.5% area overhead and 2%∼14% speed overhead. It is believed

that, considering the largely enhanced fault-tolerance capability achieved by resolving

the harmful deadlock issue, these accompanied penalties are moderate and acceptable

in practical asynchronous NoC designs. The proposed fault-tolerant techniques are

feasible to protect asynchronous NoCs and provide a realistic fault-tolerance solution

for future large-scale many-core SoCs.

As a complementary measure to enhance the reliability of asynchronous NoCs,

the proposed systematic DIRC coding scheme can be flexibly employed to protect the

large number of long link wires in QDI NoCs from transient faults, reducing the data

error rate. The protected QDI interconnects achieve both timing-robustness and fault-

tolerance. The incurred overhead varies depending on the construction manner. It was

demonstrated that, the area of a complete DIRC pipeline stage can be around four times

larger than the unprotected one, while the speed overhead can be less than 50%. If the

area of link wires is considered and these wires consume significantly large area, the

area overhead will approach to (1/CN), which is 50% when CN=2 (CN denotes the

number of 1-of-n data words in a DIRC code). The area-consuming 1-of-n adders can

be designed in the transistor level to reduce the hardware overhead. A trade-off can

be made between the achieved fault-tolerance capability and the hardware overhead

according to the practical design requirement, which has been discussed in Chapter 4.

Protecting links in only critical regions can further reduce the hardware cost.

It can be inferred from this research that, compared with synchronous NoCs where

faults typically cause data errors, asynchronous or QDI NoCs are more vulnerable

to faults since the possibly fault-caused physical-layer deadlocks can easily paralyse

the network function. Besides permanent faults which can stall the handshake pro-

cess, even a transient fault can deadlock the network, which is a new challenging

topic deeply studied in this research. The occurrence of this kind of deadlock is in-

directly due to the adaptability of asynchronous circuits to timing variations, though

this timing-robustness is an attractive feature that synchronous circuits do not have.

Therefore, it has to be admitted that, from this deadlock point of view, without any

fault-tolerant techniques, asynchronous NoCs are less reliable than conventional syn-

chronous ones.

Besides the fault-tolerance challenge studied in this research, it should also be kept

in mind that, due to the additional circuits controlling the handshake process, asyn-

chronous circuits often have drawbacks in area and speed in practical designs. As the
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leakage currents become a major contributor to the power consumption in nanoscale

technologies, controlling the circuit area below a specific level is necessary for low-

power designs [HB13]. The hardware cost incurred by the fault-tolerance should also

be balanced. Meanwhile, the lack of mature Electronic Design Automation (EDA)

tools and design methodology makes it difficult to implement high-performance large-

scale asynchronous circuits effectively, deterring the wide use of asynchronous de-

signs in commercial fields [SF01]. However, as has been widely accepted by asyn-

chronous circuit designers, asynchronous NoCs are promising for the future large-

scale many-core Systems-on-Chip (SoCs) where distributing the global clock and the

chip-level timing closure becomes increasingly difficult. The resulting Globally Asyn-

chronous, Locally Synchronous (GALS) system achieves promising advantages over

the synchronous counterparts, including the simplified chip-level timing closure, the

decreased clock distribution network, the good support for modularity and design

reuse, and the independent frequency/voltage control in different synchronous do-

mains. The static power consumption can be reduced by adding power gating cir-

cuits [OTM10] or using leakage control techniques [HB13] while the performance can

be improved through carefully designing the asynchronous pipeline structure [CBL+10].

These all drive the research and usage of asynchronous circuits in implementing the

future large-scale NoCs.

This research proposed a holistic, efficient, resilient and cost effective solution

to resolve the deadlock effect caused by faults, providing an opportunity for asyn-

chronous NoCs to cater for the future on-chip interconnections requiring high reliabil-

ity. The proposed fault-tolerant techniques can maintain the function of asynchronous

NoCs in the presence of different faults, which is significant for critical electronic

devices since keeping them running is essential even with some performance degrada-

tion. In addition, though this research focuses on studying the fault-tolerance of asyn-

chronous circuits or NoCs (which is a relatively new topic that has not been thoroughly

studied) rather than exploring how to optimize asynchronous designs and improve the

circuit performance, the trade-off between the achieved fault-tolerance capability and

the incurred hardware cost is necessary and has been explored. Taking the proposed

DIRC coding scheme protecting QDI links for example, the systematic feature of the

DIRC codes makes it possible to place DIRC pipeline stages arbitrarily in an unpro-

tected QDI pipeline, thus some certain pipeline segments can be protected. According

to the practical fault-tolerance requirement, the DIRC pipeline using different con-

struction patterns (Figure 4.12) can provide required fault-tolerance with a moderate
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and reasonable hardware overhead. More evaluation of the hardware cost of DIRC has

been explored in Appendix B. For the proposed deadlock management techniques, re-

dundant circuits can be placed at a specific pipeline segment to monitor its activities, so

as to detect the fault-caused deadlock and recover the network function (Section 3.5).

This general strategy allows designers to flexibly apply the deadlock management cir-

cuits to protect asynchronous NoC or general asynchronous pipelines from the fatal

deadlock, while the hardware cost is under control.

Fault-tolerance is a concept over a whole system, which needs protection from

multiple different layers to ensure all system functions are correct under a specific

fault environment. The redundancy required by the fault-tolerance brings performance

and hardware overhead. Thus it is valuable to be aware of practical fault-tolerant re-

quirement, and from a system view to achieve required fault-tolerance from different

network layers with cost-effective designs. As an example, to protect QDI NoCs, the

proposed techniques managing the fault-caused physical-layer deadlocks in this re-

search are mandatory in the bottom circuit level to keep the network functioning. It is

impossible to protect all components in a network. The relatively expensive point-to-

point protection (DIRC) can be applied to some critical network region or components

depending on the practical designs to filter a large portion of transient faults on-the-

fly. These methods mainly protect the network from the bottom physical or data link

layer (Section 2.2.2). At higher layers, the same techniques employed in synchronous

NoCs can still be used, such as resending corrupted packets, fault-tolerant routings,

end-to-end protection [IY11, CH01, Pon12], etc. to provide protection.

Although the proposed fault-tolerant techniques are based on 4-phase, 1-of-n asyn-

chronous protocols in this research, they provide a basic clue to resolve the destructive

deadlock effect caused by different faults and can be generalized to provide protection

for other types of QDI NoCs.

8.3 Future work

This research explored the fault-tolerance of asynchronous NoCs, proposed a system-

atic protection strategy against different faults, which can deal with many intractable

faulty scenarios. However, there is still lots of work to do to provide full protection.

Several topics are left as future work:
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• Protection of the router control logic

The proposed fault-tolerant techniques for QDI NoCs in this research concen-

trate on protecting the network data path, including the input/output buffers of

the router, crossbar and inter-router link wires in a generic NoC. The data path

carrying packets is assumed to be more susceptible to faults than the router con-

trol logic (the control logic mainly deals with the head and tail of a flit, and is re-

sponsible for the packet path reservation and cancellation). Currently the router

control logic is not protected. Faults on the control logic can also cause severe

results. In the presence of permanent faults which can fail the circuit function,

a spare is needed to replace the faulty control component with the support from

upper layer techniques (such as fault-tolerant routings [IY11]). Compared to per-

manent faults, transient faults are relatively random and they may result in wrong

control signals, or even deadlocked control components [Pon12]. Duplication-

based fault-tolerant techniques [JM05, Pon12] could be used to protect control

logic from transient faults.

• Protection of added redundant circuits for fault-tolerance

Currently the redundant circuits added to protect the network are unprotected.

Given most runtime permanent faults are strongly related to the workload of

the device [BM11, AFK+13], it is reasonable to assume that these circuits have

a long life-time, especially when a long time-out is used. Techniques such as

scan chains [TTD+09] can be used to monitor these redundant circuits period-

ically to ensure they are working properly. For transient faults, “conventional”

fault-tolerant techniques can protect these circuits. The main questions are if

these circuits really need to be protected and what is the required level of the

protection. Note that protecting these circuits would cause further redundancy.

Therefore, a simple protection which can detect a “dead” circuit in the presence

of permanent faults is a proper approach, which also ensures transient faults on

these circuits do not stall the network.

• Multi-layer protection and systematic fault-tolerance evaluation

The proposed network recovery techniques utilise SDM in the physical layer

to isolate the faulty component and recover the network function. They do not

rely on any specific routings. Upper-layer recovery techniques, such as fault-

tolerant routings [IY11], can be further used to release the traffic pressure of

the damaged link, avoiding hot spots in the network and compensating for the
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performance loss. If a router is found permanently faulty, it can also be detoured

using fault-tolerant routings. Besides, the proposed fault detection and recovery

techniques concentrate on recovering the deadlocked NoC to work. They do not

correct faults, so that packet loss could happen. Using retransmission or other

fault-tolerant techniques [Sor09], the lost packet can be routed to the destination

or recovered.

In addition, in a NoC structured system, some blocks or regions may have dif-

ferent fault-tolerance requirement. Therefore, the critical region can use an en-

hanced protection compared with other sections. The proposed fault-tolerant

techniques can be flexibly configured to provide different fault-tolerance, which

will be studied in the future.

• Other designs

The proposed detection technique uses synchronous circuits to sample the asyn-

chronous network, requiring synchronizers at the interface to reduce the metasta-

bility. Synchronization [Gin03, MM07, NS15] is a classical issue faced by cir-

cuit designers, and a long-lasting popular topic for the asynchronous community.

Though it is out of the scope of this research, it is important to study the possible

metastability risk and ensure a safe sampling operation.

Fault-diagnosis is required when co-managing transient and permanent faults.

The implemented diagnosis circuits can determine the type of faults on the for-

ward data path (including the large number of data wires and asynchronous

latches) of a QDI pipeline. The backward ack path, including the completion de-

tector and a single ack wire can be protected using duplication-based techniques,

preventing transient faults on the backward path from deadlocking the pipeline.

Thus, on the backward path, only permanent faults can cause the physical-layer

deadlock.
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Appendix A

Implementation of asynchronous cells

Using the UMC 0.13 µm standard cell library, all asynchronous elements are built from

standard cells. This chapter presents the implementation of several basic asynchronous

elements used in asynchronous circuits.

2-input symmetric C-element

�
E

�

�

Y

(a) Symbol

��� �Z��� ��� �Z���

�

�

Y

(b) Schematic

Figure A.1: 2-input symmetric Muller C-element

// Verilog implementation

module c2 (a, b, Q);

input a, b;

output Q;

AO222EHD U1 (.A1(Q), .A2(a), .B1(Q), .B2(b), .C1(a), .C2(b), .O(Q));

endmodule
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(b) Schematic

Figure A.2: 2-input asymmetric C-element with a plus input

2-input asymmetric C-element with a plus input

// Verilog implementation

module c2p (a, b, Q);

input a, b;

output Q;

OA12EHD U1 (.B1(a), .B2(Q), .A1(b), .O(Q));

endmodule

2-input asymmetric C-element with a minus input

��� �Z���

�

� Y

r

(a) Symbol
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�

� Y

(b) Schematic

Figure A.3: 2-input asymmetric C-element with a minus input

// Verilog implementation

module c2n (a, b, Q);

input a, b;

output Q;

AO12EHD U1 (.B1(b), .B2(Q), .A1(a), .O(Q));

endmodule
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Figure A.4: Mutex element

Mutex Element

// Verilog implementation

module mutex (a, b, ga, gb);

input a, b;

output ga, gb;

wire gan, gbn;

ND2HHD U1 (.I1(a), .I2(gbn), .O(gan));

NR3HHD U2 (.I1(gbn), .I2(gbn), .I3(gbn), .O(gb));

NR3HHD U3 (.I1(gan), .I2(gan), .I3(gan), .O(ga));

ND2KHD U4 (.I1(b), .I2(gan), .O(gbn));

endmodule



Appendix B

Latency and area models of DIRC

pipelines

Delay-Insensitive Redundant Check (DIRC) coding scheme has been proposed to protect QDI

communication from transient faults (Chapter 4). Applying DIRC codes and the Redundant

Protection of Acknowledge (RPA) wires, the resulting DIRC pipelines can be constructed in

a flexible way to satisfy different fault-tolerance requirement. This chapter builds latency and

area analytical models to evaluate the hardware overhead of different DIRC pipelines with

different construction patterns.

To make the following analytical models easy to follow, some constants and parameters

used through this chapter are listed below:

• N and n: An unprotected basic QDI pipeline contains N parallel 1-of-n channels.

• CN: The number of 1-of-n data words in a DIRC code, or the number of 1-of-n data

channels in a DIRC channel.

• GN: The number of DIRC channels, or the number of groups of data words after using

DIRC. For simplicity, it is assumed N = CN·GN.

• ααα: Ratio of the area of 3-input to 2-input C-element.

• βββ: Ratio of the area of 2-input OR gate to C-element.

• k: Ratio of the area of long link wires (Aw) between two basic pipeline stages to the area

of one basic asynchronous latch (ABasic).

B.1 Latency analysis

The saturation throughput of a QDI pipeline is determined by the equivalent period of two

contiguous pipeline stages where a forward data path and a backward ack path form a loop

(Figure 3.9). A latency model is built to evaluate the speed overhead of DIRC pipelines. For
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the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that cell delays for positive/negative transitions are the same

while the wire delay is zero. The loop latency T can be expressed as (B.1), where tLatch, tCD

and tComb are the propagation latency of an asynchronous latch, the CD and other combinational

circuits respectively. The equivalent period is approximated to 2T .

T = 2tLatch + tCD + tComb (B.1)

Assume a basic pipeline stage (denoted by a subscript of Basic) contains N 1-of-n slices. Ac-

cording to the implementation shown in Figure 2.12, the asynchronous latch is built from 2-

input C-elements whose propagation latency is tc2. CD is a tree constructed by n-input OR-

gates and 2-input C-elements. Its delay tCD,Basic is determined by the propagation latency of an

n-input OR-gate (tOR) and the tree depth (⌈log2 N⌉). The loop latency of a basic pipeline TBasic

can be estimated using (B.2) (the delay of the inverter, used to invert the ack signal at the latch

input, is ignored).

tLatch,Basic = tc2 tCD,Basic = tOR + ⌈log2 N⌉tc2 tComb,Basic = 0 (B.2)

For a DIRC pipeline using both DIRC and RPA (Figure 4.5), 1-of-n adders are added to

the data path. The asynchronous latch for data words uses 3-input C-elements instead of 2-

input ones. The redundant check words increase the tree depth of the CD (the new depth is

⌈log2(N+GN)⌉≈ ⌈log2 N⌉+1). Using RPA does not change the tree depth but only induces a

delay of a 3-input C-element at the input side. Therefore, the loop latency of a DIRC pipeline

TDIRC can be estimated using (B.3):

tLatch,DIRC = tc3 tComb,DIRC = tadder

tCD,DIRC ≈ tOR +(⌈log2 N⌉+1)tc2 + tc3

(B.3)

where tc3 and tadder are the propagation latency of a 3-input C-element and 1-of-n adders re-

spectively. tc3 and tc2 depend on the cell library used and the implementation of C-elements.

Their delays can be similar. According to the implementation of 1-of-n adders (Section 4.3.1),

tadder can be estimated as (B.4).

tadder = ⌈log2CN⌉(tc2 + tOR) (B.4)

Therefore, the loop latency of a DIRC pipeline can be expressed as (B.5).

TDIRC = TBasic +(3tc3 − tc2)+ tadder (B.5)

It can be concluded that, using DIRC plus RPA, tadder is the only variable determining the

pipeline speed overhead while the other items in (B.5) are constants. The propagation latency
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of the adder is proportional to ⌈log2CN⌉. Usually, the number of data channels in a DIRC code

(CN) is far less than the total data channel number for a wide pipeline (CN << N, typically

CN=2, while the value of N depends on the link width), since a large CN could induce a large

area overhead (discussed in the next Section B.2). It can be concluded that tadder << TBasic.

In this case, the loop latency of a DIRC pipeline, TDIRC is generally less than 2TBasic. In other

words, the period of a DIRC pipeline is more than half the speed of the unprotected basic

pipeline, demonstrating the low speed overhead brought by DIRC and RPA.

B.2 Area analysis

As a systematic code, DIRC keeps the original data words so that the internal pipeline stages or

combinational circuits between two DIRC stages can obtain the original data directly. This fea-

ture makes it possible to construct DIRC pipelines using different patterns, providing designers

with flexible choices. Since different DIRC pipelines may have quite different area overhead,

area models are built to analyse the area overhead of DIRC pipelines.

B.2.1 Area model for a pipeline stage

An area model for a single pipeline stage is first built to analyse the area of different pipeline

stages, including the basic (Figure 2.12), DIRC (Figure 4.5), sDIRC and rDIRC pipeline stages

(Section 4.3.4, sDIRC and rDIRC are incomplete DIRC pipeline stages as the sender and re-

ceiver respectively, Figure 4.11). Since the proposed RPA technique protecting acknowledge

wires causes little overhead compared with DIRC and can be used independently, this area

model evaluates only the area overhead brought by DIRC.

The area of a single pipeline stage A can be expressed as (B.6), where ALatch, ACD and AComb

is the area of the asynchronous latch, the CD and other combinational circuits respectively.

Wire area is assumed to be zero.

A = ALatch +ACD +AComb (B.6)

For a basic N-word-wide 1-of-n pipeline, the area of the asynchronous latch built from

2-input C-elements, ALatch,Basic, can be estimated as (B.7) where Ac2 is the area of a 2-input

C-element. The CD area (Figure 4.9b) can be approximated to ACD,Basic shown in (B.8) where

AOR is the area of an n-input OR-gate. For the basic pipeline, AComb,Basic = 0. The area of a

basic pipeline stage ABasic can be estimated as (B.9) (the area of the inverter used to invert the

ack signal is small and ignored).

ALatch,Basic = N ·n ·Ac2 (B.7)
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ACD,Basic = N ·AOR+(N −1) ·Ac2 ≈ N · (AOR +Ac2) (B.8)

ABasic = ALatch,Basic +ACD,Basic (B.9)

Applying DIRC, all N 1-of-n data channels are divided into GN groups, each of which

contains CN 1-of-n data channels (CN = N/GN) and one check channel. As a result, each

DIRC stage contains (N +GN) slices. As described in Section 4.3.1, 3-input C-elements are

used to latch data and 2-input C-elements are used to latch check words in DIRC stages. The

latch area ALatch,DIRC can be estimated as (B.10) where Ac3 is the area of a 3-input C-element.

The CD of a DIRC stage needs to detect (N +GN) 1-of-n codes. Its area ACD,DIRC can be

estimated as (B.11).

ALatch,DIRC = N ·n ·Ac3 +GN ·n ·Ac2 = (Ac3/Ac2 +1/CN) ·ALatch,Basic (B.10)

ACD,DIRC = (N +GN) ·AOR+(N +GN −1) ·Ac2 ≈ (1+1/CN) ·ACD,Basic (B.11)

A complete DIRC stage has (N+GN) 1-of-n adders where N adders are used to regenerate

data words and GN adders are used to generate check words (Figure 4.5). The area of a single

1-of-n adder unit Aa increases with n and can be estimated as (B.12). When CN > 2, each

adder becomes an adder tree containing (CN−1) 1-of-n adder units (Figure 4.7). It is assumed

that the area of adders regenerating data words and producing check words is Aadder,data (i.e.

AComb,rDIRC) and Aadder,check (i.e. AComb,sDIRC) respectively. Aadder,data , and Aadder,check can be

expressed as (B.13) while their sum is Aadder (i.e. AComb,DIRC).

Aa = n2 ·Ac2 +n ·AOR (B.12)



















AComb,rDIRC = Aadder,data = N · (CN −1) ·Aa

AComb,sDIRC = Aadder,check = N · (1−1/CN) ·Aa

AComb,DIRC = Aadder = N · (CN −1/CN) ·Aa

(B.13)

Assuming Ac3 = αAc2 and AOR = βAc2, (B.13) can be rewritten into (B.14). The area of a

complete DIRC stage ADIRC is depicted in (B.15).



















Aadder,data = (CN −1)(n+β) ·ALatch,Basic

Aadder,check = (1−1/CN)(n+β) ·ALatch,Basic

Aadder = (CN −1/CN)(n+β) ·ALatch,Basic

(B.14)

ADIRC =(α+1/CN) ·ALatch,Basic +(1+1/CN) ·ACD,Basic+

(CN −1/CN)(n+β) ·ALatch,Basic

(B.15)

Comparing (B.15) with (B.9), it can be found that 1-of-n adders contributions most to the
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Figure B.1: Area overhead estimation of a single pipeline stage

area overhead (the third term in (B.15)). According to (B.12), the area of a single 1-of-n adder

unit Aa increases with n2 so that 1-of-4 DIRC pipelines have larger area overhead than 1-of-2

ones with the same width. For a 1-of-n DIRC pipeline stage with a fixed data width, Aadder

increases approximately linearly with CN while the area overhead brought by the latch and CD

decreases slightly according to (B.15). As a result, the area of a DIRC stage increases with CN.

Similarly, area of the incomplete DIRC stages, sDIRC and rDIRC, can be estimated as (B.16).



















AsDIRC = (1+1/CN) ·ALatch,Basic +(1+1/CN) ·ACD,Basic+

(1−1/CN)(n+β) ·ALatch,Basic

ArDIRC = αALatch,Basic +ACD,Basic +(CN −1)(n+β) ·ALatch,Basic

(B.16)

According to their transistor counts [SEE96], the area ratio of 3-input to 2-input C-element

(α) and the area ratio of 2-input OR gate to 2-input C-element (β) can be estimated as (B.17).

α ≈ 1.25; β ≈ 0.5 (B.17)

Figure B.1 presents the area overhead estimation of different DIRC pipeline stages with

different configurations. The baseline is the area of basic pipeline stages. The Y-axis is the

ratio of the area of DIRC (or sDIRC, rDIRC) stages to the area of the basic pipeline stages,

measuring the area overhead. CN represents the number of data words in a DIRC code. As

Figure B.1 shows, for a complete 1-of-2 DIRC pipeline stage that CN = 2, ADIRC/ABasic is

approximately 3.8; when CN = 5, the ratio rises to 8.2. For a 1-of-4 DIRC pipeline stage,

ADIRC/ABasic is approximately 6.6 when CN = 2, and 17.0 when CN = 5. 1-of-4 pipeline

stages have a steeper gradient compared with 1-of-2 ones. Thus, considering only complete

DIRC stages, applying DIRC to 1-of-2 pipeline with CN=2 incurs the least area overhead.
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Compared with complete DIRC pipeline stages, the incomplete sDIRC and rDIRC stages incur

less area overhead. The sDIRC stage has the lowest gradient with CN. The ratio AsDIRC/ABasic

increases slightly with a rising CN, from 2.2 to 2.3 for 1-of-2 pipelines and from 3.1 to 3.8 for

1-of-4 pipelines.

B.2.2 Area model for a pipeline with different construction

The area of a pipeline can be estimated as the total area of all pipeline stages and long wires.

For the purpose of simplicity, it is assumed that all long inter-stage wires have the same area

(short internal wires are ignored). Awire is the area of N · n wires between two contiguous

basic pipeline stages. Applying DIRC, the wire number becomes N · n · (1+ 1/CN). Thus,

in a protected pipeline segment, the wire area between two contiguous stages is (1+ 1/CN) ·

Awire (ack wires are ignored due to their small number). The original basic pipeline stages

between the sDIRC and rDIRC are expanded due to the check words. The area of an expanded

basic pipeline stage (AeBasic) can be estimated as (B.18). The area of a whole pipeline (AP) is

estimated in (B.19):

AeBasic = (1+1/CN) ·ALatch +ACD,DIRC ≈ (1+1/CN) ·ABasic (B.18)

AP ≈ a ·ABasic +b ·AeBasic+ c ·AsDIRC +d ·ADIRC + e ·ArDIRC + f ·Awire (B.19)

where a, b, c, d, e, f are constants for a specific pipeline.

Taking a 5-stage pipeline for example (Figure 4.12a), the area of a basic pipeline APBasic

can be estimated as (B.20):

APBasic = 5ABasic +4Awire (B.20)

If the pipeline is fully protected (using three complete DIRC stages and two incomplete

DIRC stages) as shown in Figure 4.12b, the pipeline area APDIRC,P0 can be estimated as (B.21):

APDIRC,P0 = 3ADIRC +AsDIRC +ArDIRC +4(1+1/CN) ·Awire (B.21)

Protecting alternate stages (Figure 4.12c), three DIRC stages are separated by two ex-

panded basic stages. The area of this pipeline APDIRC,P1 is shown in (B.22).

APDIRC,P1 = 2AeBasic +ADIRC +AsDIRC +ArDIRC +4(1+1/CN) ·Awire (B.22)

The area of pipelines with point-to-point protection (APDIRC,P2) in Figure 4.12d and a

critical-stage protection (APDIRC,P3) in Figure 4.12e can be estimated as (B.23) and (B.24).

APDIRC,P2 = 3AeBasic +AsDIRC +ArDIRC +4(1+1/CN) ·Awire (B.23)
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APDIRC,P3 = 3ABasic +AsDIRC +ArDIRC +(4+1/CN) ·Awire (B.24)

The area overhead of a whole 5-stage pipeline can be divided into two cases (Awire = 0 and

Awire > 0) to discuss.

(1) The wire area is assumed to be zero ( Awire = 0)

Using (B.18) ˜ (B.24), an area overhead estimation of the pipelines using different patterns

is summarised in Figure B.2. The area of the basic pipeline is used as the baseline. The Y-axis

represents the area overhead brought by DIRC, which is the ratio of the area of DIRC pipelines

to the corresponding basic pipelines (APDIRC/APBasic). It can be found that, for all pipelines, the

area overhead increases approximately linearly with CN. The pipeline protecting only critical

stages (pattern 3) brings the least redundant circuit.

Therefore, DIRC pipelines using different construction patterns may have a quite different

area overhead. If DIRC is only used to protect some specific or critical pipeline segments, the

incurred area overhead can be greatly decreased.

(2) The wire area is non-zero (Awire = k ·ABasic, k > 0)

In practical pipelines, the data wires between two contiguous stages may be long and oc-

cupy a lot of area due to the large number of inserted wire-buffers. Assuming that Awire =

k ·ABasic (k > 0), k is the ratio of the area of long wires to the area of a basic pipeline stage

as (B.9) shows. Its value is decided by the practical circuit after fabrication which can vary.

The area overhead of different pipelines is re-estimated using the previous model. The fully-

protected DIRC pipeline (pattern 0), which has the largest area overhead than other pipelines,

is first presented to analyse the effect of k on the worst-case area overhead (Figure B.3). For

the fully-protected DIRC pipeline, the number of long wires between two contiguous DIRC

stages is N · (1+1/CN) ·n.

In Figure B.3, the Y-axis still denotes the area ratio APDIRC/APBasic. 1-of-4 pipelines have
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Figure B.2: Area overhead of different pipelines (wire area Awire = 0)
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Figure B.3: Area overhead estimation of fully-protected pipelines (Awire = k ·ABasic)

a larger area overhead than 1-of-2 pipelines. The area overhead decreases with k. In an extreme

condition when wires consume a significantly larger area than pipeline stages, the ratio will ap-

proach to (1+1/CN). A small k denotes that the pipeline stages are the main contributor of the

whole area. Since the area of complete DIRC stages increases quickly with CN (Figure B.1),

a small CN (CN = 2) is more acceptable than a large one. Although the wire number can be

reduced by increasing CN, the area of the whole pipeline still increases with CN.

DIRC and basic pipeline stages are mutually exchangeable. Arbitrary basic stages can be

replaced by DIRC ones to strengthen fault-tolerance. This feature permits designers to use

DIRC flexibly according to the practical design requirement. If the pipeline is constructed

using other patterns (Figure 4.12c ∼ 4.12e), the area overhead can be further reduced. As an

example, Figure B.4 presents the area overhead of 1-of-2 pipelines using the point-to-point

protection pattern (pattern 2 in Figure 4.12d). Since the area overhead of incomplete DIRC

stages is lower than that of a complete DIRC stage (Figure B.1), increasing CN may not lead to

a very large area of pipeline stages but reduces the wire area a lot. As a result, the pipeline area

can be reduced. Figure B.4 shows cases where a large CN may reduce the area ratio (CN=3
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Figure B.4: Area overhead of 1-of-2 pipelines (point-to-point protection)

when k≥0.6). This feature provides flexible choices for designers to design a fault-tolerant

system with an acceptable overhead according to the practical requirement.

B.3 Summary

In practical designs, designers should choose suitable configuration or patterns to build the

pipeline to satisfy the fault-tolerance requirement. Simultaneously, the hardware and perfor-

mance overhead brought by the redundancy is considered. CN represents the number of data

words in a DIRC code. According to above models, the speed of a DIRC pipeline can be

more than half the speed of an unprotected basic pipeline if a small CN is used (CN=2 for

example), showing lower speed overhead compared with existing designs [JM05]. Without

accounting for the inter-stage wire area, the area of a complete DIRC pipeline stage can be

approximately 4× (1-of-2) or 7× (1-of-4) compared to the unprotected stages. For incomplete

DIRC pipeline stages, the area overhead reduces to about 2× and 3× respectively for 1-of-2

and 1-of-4 pipelines respectively. Considering a whole pipeline, the pipeline area including

the wire area can approach to (1+1/CN). The models also prove that if DIRC is only used to

protect some specific or critical pipeline segments, the incurred area overhead can be greatly

decreased. These models give a quick estimation on the overhead of DIRC implementation,

which are also reflected in the experimental results (Section 4.4).
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